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PREFACE

This book, a first attempt to survey and define the whole
fidd of eugenics, appears in the year which finds us
celebrating the centenary of the birth of Charles Darwinand thejubilee of the publication of The Origin of Siccies
It IS a humble tribute to that immortal name, for it is
based upon the idea of selection for parenthood as deter-
mining the nature, fate and worth of living races, whichB Darwm s chief contribution to thought, and which
finds m eugenics its supreme application. The book is
aJsc) a tnbute to the august pioneer who initiated themodern study of eugenics in the Ught of his cousin's
pnnciple. A few years ago I all but persuaded Mr.
Galton hunself to wnte a general introduction to eugenics
but he felt bound to withdraw from that undertakinc
and has given us instead his Memories, which we could
ill have spared.

The present volume seeks to supply what is undoubtedly
a real need at the present day-a general introduction to
eugenics which is at least considered and responsible
I am mJebted to more than one pair of searching and
Illustrious eyes, which I may not name, for reading the
proofs of this volume. My best hopes for its utility are
based upon this fact. If there be any other reason for
hope It IS that during the last six years I have not only
written incessantly on eugenics, but have spoken upon
vanous aspects of it some hundreds of times to audiences
as vanous as one can weU imagine-a mainly clerical
assembly at Lambeth Palace with the Primate in the

vU
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PREFACE

?^thf53fr^e ri^t' T^;^- -fences
wvite questions wheneveT^f'

" ''^ "^^nmy "ile to
<J«cipline is invaluabir It 1 ^ '^''"«- Sucl, a
of view, discove.3 thetistin/i

°'* '"^^ '^^ Pointa
con^cts the tendencyt^SfSr "'P"'"*^''. «d?
that these many homT^ '*^'™^"t- I* is my hope
profitable to the ^z^:r^',,f°—n«ation ^ S:

^y -istrt^rh*ai°S' if:f?r
°'«'^'^- -<»

Mtural unity without S^/inT'th ' *° "^^'^^ "^^ to see almost even^^ei^"*"/^ *^'-- "^^'^^ I
stnctly eugenic. Our primZ^;,

^'=<='"dmg what is
selection for parenthoo/S^r;h^r'"' *^P"t«' *«
This, however, is not m Tnd h 1

^ *^''' °' •'^''^^ty-
eugenists seem to for^^f^u 5 .''"' ^ means. Some
letter race. If then ^tl

""'
'^'^*^=«°n- Our endTat be desirable tl'tke^^foflir*'"^ '"^ P-»««^!

instance, to protect Thf ''"^ selected-as fnr
^ead or syphS^lX

'i^^f* "°*''" f™- ^^ohoT
»;orth a moment's notke It Z""^°""°>"'^fi"'«on
.that our demands come into ct? f^""' °^ '°^^.
juices which pohticol ^aSi^ ^T^h ''"'• '""^ P"-
S^ven eugenic proposal or a/^1 '1' }^^" Pnnciples. A
stomped as " SociSisr

• Jr i^-'^'n
' -^^ ?''^"^«- ™»y i^

who have labelled the"; ^yes ,^th th""''

•"
"''' P^P^e

which eugenics will ereW m^.^ u*f^* catchwords,
J"dge eugenics by them CtO?*^"'"'"- P'°=eed to
whether a given proix«!nc V""* ''"^tion is not
anything efe, but'^wSt

ttf'''=' ^^^iduahstic

T

that ,s final. To this aU pani^y '
" "' '= «"gemc.

parties wiU b. judged.X a^i'°"'.'
^"'^ ^y this all

eugemcs is, for irlstance socidisThT ." °°* 'whether
« eugenk. I claim for eugente th..

^^''^" ^^'^^

'^''^"ed, new or o,5. or^f^ororTefi,.''--



PREFACE
ixyears ago I ventured to coin th. ^
"

°ow the accepted term With th7/1 1!!?''*' ^'^'^^ «
•nan or woman may Tu iJV^ . f ^^"^ ^ '*''«ve any
the old catchwox^'^rd the b^"lh " *"" *" «^*«=^
wemaybepreparedtocoiSderwha^f^ '''^*' ^""S""*"-
reaUy is.

"^onsiaer what the scope of eugenics

based upon the la,^ of h™ Ld re/Z-
"''' ^ -^^^"^

foundation of society. We sh^n . "^T^S ^ *''«« the
sociology, to which the fiLt p^T.l^^ ^^^« ^ ™genic
contribute

: and the s<^,^w ^
*''" ''°''™^ ^««ks to

not yet discovered 1!^™^ ^°"^ P"""^ '^Wch have
own place.

''^* ""^ '= "ortal will go to the^r

^t'lZ^^t r:^:^^,^^^ -ic continuously
a mere introduction to the nWn

^^ '"^^"* ''°''™« «
the full elucidation of it^^L^™"^^ °^ the subject :

tions to come. Nor isTt^^v m ""f r'''^'" "^ g^n^-^-
mquiiy. We may sav th?/^

set logical hmits to our
captions

: and thft he care of T.'"''
"""^ ^^^^ ^on-

outside its scope : but of w^,. * expectant mother is

conception i^t^pr^^et LTLreXr't'^ l!'^"^
^ ^"^^-^c

nstance, the introductL oft»^^ '^''' ''^' ^°'
organism

? Again, the ewe of tt J°*°.
""^ ""ther's

a eugenic concern
: for"/ 1 / '"^l'!^"'^

'=' ^ Part.
desire that he shall not clnWtT ^- "^^P^g *e
nor vitiate his tissues 4th such^r

'^^'nissible disease

which dearwifhthe/rartLTofr"" °' *•"= -""ne.
than merely indicativr i? tL^'Tk,*^"* '^ ""^e
been attempted to define ceLn

'"'^*'"' =P^=« " has
eugenics, but in any c7se the^f

'°° ""'°'' °* P-^^ticalany case the entire ground has not been
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surveyed. The concept of the radal -h^
commended tospecialconsiderationm^rtf"~ """^ ^
so^alled " chemi'^," as leadT,n,H. "^t*''.^'-''

P°»on be
as the poison of syi^hiSTof 21. ^^!.^^"e°'-8=»ism.

because^f the Son inlH rtt*^ ''"T'«=^'but, in principle, both cas "few fn *i,

'"'°'"' "^
Sooner or laL, eugenTtt^ mu7flce theTnT

'"*'«°'^-

infections, and reoud-at^ « if:.
'^ transmissible

so^ailed mor^ty^wWch cScillnr'
""^ ''*^-"'' t^^*

to save unbon, ^rcence fmr*'"""'^",
""^ ««=»Pt

or she who would Xr jeT" thi^^r .'^*^- "<=

"rehgion-or-morahty-or-Citi^f.-T'"" "^ ^^^=^6
of the life to come i,d th.^

^^0^* the welfare

prostitution of th^e'grTat,;^r
™"*'"'^^ '"« ^^''^

-tepfe^nnuir^jr^^^^^^

t^^nS-o^roftr:rr5"^^^
than that the choice for 6reat BnS "^^ """'^ =''^^"

national eugenics and [he fate o^lT .^°"'^?^ *' '^*'^"'^"

dec^ors from Babylon to slf ^If/Tf^ """
might have been written from fh^V

The whole book
a book would havXn^^nSth thfr''^"'- ^' ''''^

makers of wars is foul and fltd^^^H .
^"^ i°"™alistic

of such patriotism that tte appeal^o
,"' '' "^^ '" *''™'

Pennissible in the advocacv of p!
"^ °' """'"y ^^

cein for all mankind ^ '"S*"'^' "'>i<* " a con-

I

I
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3ti

The prophet of that kind of Imperialism which hasfS '"-"^y Empires, has lately approved t^emigration of our best to the Colonies, on the gromidthat ,t ,s good to give the second eleven a chlm^"But as students of history know, it is at the hea^ thatF-mpir^ rot. The case of Ireland is at pr^^t timsolubk one because the emigration of the woS h«had ull sway So with the agricultural intellect: the
fiist eleven having gone to the towns. Rome senther first eleven " to her Colonies : if you were notg^enough to be a Roman soldier you could at leLtrSand be a Roman father : and the children of iu^hSpenshed m the downfaU of the Empire which they coSdno longer sustain. I can imagine no more foolish ordisastrous advice than this of Mr. Kipling's in commendmg that transportation of the worthiest whiSthoroughly enough persis.cd in. must inevitably me^

asicrrnH"fT'* °^.«"g^™<^ ^"ggests its international
aspect, and its inter-racia] aspect. Not having spent six

a^dv'd'^b^^
through the United States. I am'un7ort^'ately dubious as to the worth of any opinions I mav

daT"/rf"r^"'"*"^«'=°"°™°"''=<i""«- t^^

nnL™ TT^ "°' '"^""'y ^^^ '"^^t students whounhampered by biological knowledge, pierce to thebottom of this question in the course of'such"tour, buoko the humanitanan bias of those who. like M. Finotor the distinguished American sociologist. Mr. GrahamBreaks wou^d almost have us beUeve that the nS
™

S a^^ ""r^y
"'^ ^1"^ °' t*'^ Caucasian. Le

J

of r.al I ,^ " °° '•'"^ '"^"'''' «'«"« 'or the adventof real knowledge. Similarly m the matter of Caucasia-Mougohan unions. I question whether any hW
Si"""^ •'"""«'' '° ^"^^' '^' expression of^ydecided opimon on this subject. Merely I here recogSe
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"Should cousins many > "^ft » I } <l<^^tion.

to deal adequate y ZiththeT- ^'"' ^'^"'"'
education-7hat ItTL !/ I

''"''^°" °* ""S*'^^

no greater need for society to^v th;,n m ' •^''*''*'

instruction reffardin» th^.
P^cntnooa. This involves

not for the bSytfr for the
'^.''^ "T'^T *'^<='' ^''"^'

future life of ZZ^ Z eSl of ^h' '"Z
'" '"^

^rtarofTei^-r^^-^f:::
atoncesuggests to^ that

r"'"^ '"''""'-^ name which
to the boyTri^l at *utm'

"' ° ""'''""' '^^ ^^^''
faction of which is L end ^'-r,^

something the satis-

degiading ail'erti"ntwch Xb mfd'*^^ ^.^
'=*'= -<^

whom youth will certain!v find f/-^^ ""^ *^''«'^

but as existin,.w i?I ^- ^' '' "'^ '^'^ 'n our duty-
selfish "d louth 'tt ^T'r'"^ '"^''- *•>- -y
the self-consclus •• made Jtt' * ^'V " '= ^°^ ""^
looking before and af

t" " as^L ",* '"«' '^'^'=°"'^«'

his instincts in terns oi Zi '^^' '° ''^^ ^i'h

but man can do The bLv and
''"?°''' "" °'' '^^«^*'"-«

ihe boy and girl must learn that the
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racial instinct exists for the highest of ends-the con

lTrsTsa:;^"?'rf' t^lr °' *'•« "'« "'
«"

tt..s mstmct. And the " higher education "Tou,girls, as we must teach ourselves, will be lower not

ttv V* ''rT ^^^ "^^ """^^^ »»>- ft^ture motherboth by teaching her how to care for and guard heTbodvwh^h .s the temple of life to come, andC after^d

'

to be a nght educator of her children. The leadTn^deaupon whjch one would insist is that the kev to ^-v nf^e nght and useful methods of eugenfc education ^ to

stat,st,cs we can ascertain their real meantagTlhev

reierence is made to various pubUcations, mostlv inex-pensive, which deal with biometrics. In the text T have

Z^"^- r^'tl' '"°"^*"<=- genetic and other esuUimpartially. Differences of opinion between this sdTm!and that of scientific workers are to be resetted bvt^jeugemst
;
but it is for him to accept^dSek„owk2eof eugemc significance no matter by what meth^Twbeen obtained. Dii^ctly he fails to'do so he ceasis to be
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a eugenist and becomes the ordinary partisan Noreference ,s made in the following pages^fo^r See tothe law 0/ ancestral inheritance, foniufat^i by the^^terto whom the volume is dedicate.! and of whom aU eJe^i

"
are the followers. I believe that law, despite itsCv
stra'Tertnl^'' 'h

'''' '^"' -compatibi:':ithS
deSd To MrV1^^ ^"^ ""'"K" "'^ ^^ '^

fhe Future Thi i°"A
'* " """'^ '^'^P^y '^^^'^^i'"^ totliei.uture. This, mdeed, is the Credo oi the eueenist •

Ej^ecto resurrectionen, mor.^run,. et wL "St.-

Woman is Nature's supreme instrument of the future

JL7^"T " '^"'^°'^ ^'"P'y ™"«™ed with her

hertorr r^'"''^' ^"^ ~"<J"'°"^ whic^J^rmt

?aTh rs of thTf r ^''t'
""'"'^ '""^"°" °f "^hoosirg the

^d th. L ^ K-r
•
*''' ^Se at which she should minyand the compat.bihty between the discharge of her in
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RACEPARENTHOOD AND
CULTURE

PART I.-THE THEORY OF EUGENICS

CHAPTER I

INTRODDCTORV

"A little child shall lead them"

world as we find t^, .. T. x
** ''^''* *° t^« «>e

gotten. thrcowa.^7^^a r^°h t'tt^^^ *''* '-
in aU ages. The caDiS1.7^ ,

* "^^'^ ^^get^ble,

from tht lower ani^fb^'; °' '"^- "^ distinguished

not have to t^VeTto^ ^Tet"dlV tS h'^^not merely adapt himself to hu ' ' ^^ ^"^

hehimself^isacreatT^hisworfd T'""''"''
"""' ^'

taken and left the world « Z! i
/"' '^'=***°'^ ""ad

mtle more than erecTed m^nkStS VTr
''°""

k''accept the hopeless dogma is ^i. °^^k ^ er^The"

hons, with which this book will L ? genera-

Beginning Jrhlr^
"""k wiU be so largely concerned.

and shows nrsi^of »h^ f '"' P""^'^ '^«>«rt<'.
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2 THEORY OF EUGENICS

inanimate world to-day than ever before. It is a con-

tinuous phenomenon. The hie of every blood corpuscle

or skin cell of every human being now alive is absolutely

continuous with that of the living cells of the first human

beings—if not, indeed, as most biologists appear to

believe, of the first life upon the earth. Yet this continuous

life has been and apparently always must be lived in a

tissue of amazing discontinuity—amazing, at least, to

those who can see the wonderful in the commonplace.

F' though the world-phenomenon which we call Man

has jeen so long continuous, and is at this moment

perhaps as much modified by the total past as if it were

really a single undying individual, yet only a few decades

ago, a mere second in the history of the earth, no human

being now alive was in existence. " As for man, his days

are as grass : as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth.

For the wind passeth over it, and it is gone ; and the

place thereof shall know it no more." Indeed, not merely

are we individually as grass, but in a few years the hand

that writes these words, and the tissues of eye and brain

whereby they are perceived, will actually bt grass. Here,

then, is the colossal paradox : absolute and literal con-

tinuity of life, every cell from a preceding cell throughout

the ages

—

omnis cdtula e cellula ; yet three times in every

century the Uving and only wealth of nations is reduced

to dust, and is raised up again from helpless infancy.

Where else is such catastrophic continuity ?

Each individual enters the world in a fashion the

dramatic and sensational character of which oan be

realised by none who have not witnessed it ; and in a few

years the individual dies, scarcely less dramatically as

a rule, and sometimes more so. This continuous and

apparently invincible thing, human life, which began so

humbly and to the sound of no trumpets, in Southern

Asia or the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea, but
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3

which has never looked back since its birth, and is now
.he donunant fact of what might weU be an astonished
earth, depends in every age and from moment tonoment upon here a baby, there a baby and there yet
another; these curious Httle objects being of aU livin?
things, animal or vegetable, young or old, large or small
the most utterly helpless and incompetent, incapable even
of finding for themselves the breasts that were made for
them. If but one of all the " hungry generations "

that
have preceded us had failed to secure the care and love
of Its predecessor, tho curtain would have come downand a not unpromising though hitherto sufficiently
grotesque drama would have been ended for ever

This discontinuity it is which persuades many of us
to conceive human life to be not so much a mighty maze
without a plan, as a mere stringing of beads on an endless
cord of which one end arose in Mother Earth, whilst the
other may come at any time-but goes nowhere. The
beads, which we call generations, vary in size a.,d colour
no doubt but on no system

; each one makes a fresh
start

;
the average difference between them is merely

one of position
; and the result is merely to make the

strmg longer. Or the generations might be conceived
as the hnks of an indeterminate chain, necessarily held to
each other

: but suggesting not at all the idea of a livine
process such that its every step is fraught with etem^
consequence. In a word, we inchne to think that History
merely goes on repeating itself, and we have to learn thatH«tOTy never repeats itself. Every generation is epoch

It is thus to the conception of parenthood as the vitaland organic link of life that we are forcer" and the whole
01 this book is really concerned with parenthood We
shall see, m due course, that no generation, whether ofmen or animals or plants, determines or provides as a
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whole, the future of the race. Only a percentage, as a

rule a very small percentage indeed, of any species reach

maturity, and fewer still become parents. Amongst
ourselves, one-tenth of £iny generation gives birth to

one-half the next. These it is who, in the long run,

make History : a Kant or a Spencer, dying childless,

may leave what we call immortal works ; but unless

the parents of each new generation are rightly chosen

or " selected "—to use the technical word—a new
generation may at any time arise to whom the greatest

achievements of the past are nothing. The newcomers

will be as swine to these pearls, the immortality of which

is always conditional upon the capacity of those who
come after to appreciate them. There is here expressed

the distinction between two kinds of progress : the

traditional progress which is dependent upon transmitted

achievement, but in its turn is dependent upon racial

progress—this last being the kind of progress of which

the history of pre-human life upon the planet is so largely

the record and of which mankind is the finest fruit

hitherto.

It is possible that a concrete case, common enough,

and thus the more significant, may appeal to the reader,

and help us to realise afresh the conditions under which

human life actually persists.

Forced inside a motor-omnibus one evening, for lack of

room outside, I found myself opposite a woman, poorly-

clothed, with a wedding-ring upon her finger and a baby
in her arms. The child was covered with a black shawl

and its face could not be seen. It was evidently asleep.

It should have been in its cot at that hour. The mother's

face roused feelings which a sonnet of Wordsworth's
might have expressed, or a painting by some artist with

a soul, a Rembrandt or a Watts, such as we may look for

-^t^^^s^E-ym^-l'^TM
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in vain amongst the be-lettered to-day. Here was the
spectacle of mother and child, which all the great historic
rehgions, from Buddhism to Christianity, have rightlv
worshipped

:
the spectacle which more nearly symbolist

the subhme than any other upon which the eye of aman himself once such a child, can rest ; the spectacle
which alone epitomises the life of mankind and the
unalterable conditions of .'i human Ufe and all human
societies, remmding us at - ... of our individual mortality
and the ur- ;ortality of 01 race—

" While wc, the brave, the mighty and the wise,
We Men, who in our morn of youth defied
The Elements, must vanish ;—be it bo !

Enough, if something from our hands have power
To hve, and act, and serve the future hour :

"

-the spectacle which alone, if any can, may reconcile us
to death

; the spectacle of that which alone can sanctify
Uie love of the sexes

; the spectacle of motherhood in
bemg. the supreme duty and supreme privilege of woman-
hood— ' a mother is a mother still, the holiest thine
alive. ^

This woman, utterly unconscious of the dignity of her
attitude and of the contrast between herself and the
mutation of a woman, elegantly clothed, who sat next
her, giving her not a thought nor a , ice, nor yet room
for the elbow bent in its divine office, ./as probably some
thuty-two or three years old, as time is measured by the
revolutions of the earth around the sun. Measured by
some more relevant gauge, she was evidently aged her
.ace grey and drawn, desperately tired, yet placid-lnot
with due exultation but with the calm of one who has
no hope. She was too weary to draw the chUd to her
bosom, and her arms lay upon her knees ; but instead
she bent her body downwards to her baby She looked
straight out in front of her, not at me nor at the passing
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phantasms beyond, but at nothing. The eyes were open
but they were too tired to see. The face had no beauty
of feature nor of colour nor of intelligence, but it was
wholly beautiful, made so by motherhood ; and I think
she must have held some faith. The tint of her skin and
of her eyeballs spoke of the impoverishment of her blood,
her need of sleep and rest and ease of mind. She will
probably be killed by consumption within five years and
will certainly never hold a grand-child in her arms. The
pathologist may lay this crime at the door of the tubercle
bacillus

; but a prophet would lay it at the reader's door
and mine.

While we read and write, play at poKtics or ping-pong,
this woman and myriads like her are doing the essential
work of the world. The worm waits for us as well as for
her and them : and in a few years her children and theirs

will be Mankind. We need a prcphet to cry aloud and
spare not

; to tell us that if this is the fate of mothere
in the ranks which supply the overwhehning proportion
of our children, our nation may number Shakespeare and
Newton amongst the glories of its past, and the lands of
ancient empir™, amongst its present possessions, but it

can have no future; that if, worshipping what it js

pleased to call success, it has no tears nor even eyes for
such failures as these, it may walk in the ways of its

insensible heart and in the sight of its blind eyes, yet it

is walking not in its sleep but in its death, is a',.eady
doomed ^nd damned almost past recall ; and that, if it

is to be saved, there will avail not " broadening the basis
of taxation," nor teaching in churches the worship of the
Holy Mother and Holy Child, whilst Motherhood is

blasphemed at their very doors, but this and this only
the estabUshment, not in statutes but ir. the consciences
of meu and women, of a true reUgion based upon these
perdurable and evident dogmas—that all human life is
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holy aU mother and all children, that history is madem the nursery, that the individual dies, that therefore
children determine the destinies of all civihsations that
the race or society which succeeds with its manimoth
ships and Its manufactures but fails to produce men and
women, is on the brink of irretrievable doom ; that the
body of man is an animal, endowed with the inherited
ammal instincts necessary for self-preservation and the
perpetuation of the race, but that, if the possession of
Uus body by a conscious spirit, " looking before and
after, is anything more than a " sport "

of the evolu-
tionary forces, it demands that, the blind animal instincts
notwithstanding, the desecration of motherhood the
perennial slaughter and injury of children, the c'asual
unconsidered birth of children for whom there is no room
or hght or air or food, and of chUdren whose inheritance
condemns them to misery, insanity or crime, must cease
and that the recurrent drama of human love and struggle
reaches its happy ending not when the protagonists are
mamed. but when they join hands over a Uttle chUd that
promises to be a worthy heir of all the ages. This re-
hgion must teach that the spectacle of a prematurely
aged and weary and hopeless mother, which he who ruiK
or ndes may see. produced by our rude foreshadowings
of civilisation, is an affront to all honest and thoughtful
eyes

: that where there are no motheis, such as mothers
should be. the people wUl assuredly perish, though
everythmg they touch should turn to gold, though
science and art and philosophy should flourish as nevTer
before I believe that history, rightly read, teaches these
tremendous lessons.

In our own day the bounds of imagination are un-
doubtedly widening. Means of communication, the press
the camera, the decadence of obsolete dogmas making
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roran for the simple daily truths of morality which have

tee^' ^"^m'e^itr""
'^^ " "^^ "^ t°o'hardt Lteeth of time—these account n large measure fnr th,

act that the happier half of the world's attt L^^l
to reahse how the other half Uves. There is pe haH"!
tofore this being due, as has been suggested perhaosas much to the modem aids of imaginlfion .'.

to Z^rent mcrease of sympathy. ScCe. too. L "he

demand for some radical reform of the conditions of life^ eaches that all forms of Ufe are interdependent f^hatsoaety IS thus an organism in more than merelyWandogy
:

that the classes pay abundantly for tie ^^eof the masses
:

whilst medicine teaches that the tuber!

the middle ^^d upper classes, is bred by and in theovercrowdmg of the lower classes, rhis and ma^y otherd^^as^ promising to resist all measures less radic^ th^the abohtion .half our current social practice.

«nH r " "* *' ^'" '° '"''^'' °f social reform •

and the promises of representatives of many poS-^isms jostle one another at the gates of our eaT jllAnarchist at one extieme, and the CoUectivist at the

°^:^To^: th
'""'"^^* "•' *^ Socialist^^Lwhe',^

^ri;^ti:tetrthrrsch:;as"fc itt'-
""-^

of old days, nice them mist^^Tlrdf*^;,^
moipable of miderstanding each otiier. evading pr "Sdefinition and using teims which neve mean fhe s^ethmg twice as missUes and weapons of abuse T^above all, mistaking means for eV^

^'^•

But the leading error common to them all, as I seem tosee It, IS the. conception of society as a st;ble th'^J^
piece of machmery which must be properly "

assembled,"
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^Jif T'^t*^^ '"S*""' °^ *•>« extraordinary

di^^y. *•"* "»'"« i" the swift-approachW

^^t f '*^P"'?' ""^ ^"'^ replacement by helptef
^rnatunty. The first fact of society reaJy is .na? all
Its mdividuals are mortal. This we all know, but Iqu«t.on whether even Herbert Spencer fully reckoned

lTt„« I' ^T'^^y *''" "°"""™ "'" °f ^^ specu-
lators have not begun to realise what it means. Human
bfe IS made up of generations, and the key to all progress

L'dlothrT °' *'^ "'^"°" '"*^^" Senera"^-and another. Spencer records the case of an Oxford^duate, desirous to be his secretary, who did not knowthat the population of Great Britain is increasing Here

reirtioflll
'"'^"* ^''* "' the-merely quantLtive-

relation between successive generations. So far as any
mfluence on their theory or practice is concerned, it is
stiU miknown to nearly all our advisers. Yet this fact
of the ceaseJess multiphcation of man, which has dis-
tinguished hun from the first, and is absolutely pecuhar
to hnn of aU hvmg species, animal or vegetable, as
hir E. Ray Lankester has lately pointed out, is thesource oi the major facts of history and the besetting

tWstour
^^"^ '°"^ ''"""" *''^' '^ ^ '"^'"^ «t

The prof^sional and dedicated teachers of morahty^m to be m httle better case. ITiey believe in babies!
perhaps, as the pnme and only really vaUd source of theweal and wealth and strength of nations, and as the
great morahsers and humanisers of the generation that
gives them birth. They are beginning fo join ii: thapubhc outcry agamst mfant mortality which wiU yetabohsh this abommable stain upon our time. But they
are lamentably uninformed. They do not know for
instance that a high infant mortality habituaUy 'goeswith a high birth-rate, not only in human society but in

i^EMl
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aU living species

; and they have yet to appreciate the
proposition which I have so often advanced and which,
to me at any rate, seems absolutely self-evident, that
untU we have leamt how to keep alive aU the healthy
babies now bom-that is to say, not less than ninety
per cent, of all, the babies in the slums included—it
IS monstrous to cry for more, to be similarly slain.
These bewailmgs about our mercifully falling birth-
rate, uncoupled with a;iy attention to the slaughter
of the children actuaUy bom, are pitiable in their blind-
ness and would be lamentable if they had any effect—
of which there is fortunately no sign whatever, but
mdeed the contrary.

Humanitarian sentiment, also, is terribly misguided
Why always the benefit of ti.e future, has the present

no claim upon us ?
" I have been asked. Assuredly aU

sentient life, and therefore pre-eminently all human
hfe, in which sentiency is so incommensurably intensified
by self-consciousness, the power of " looking before and
after," has a claim upon us : but the question could
have been asked by no one whose imagination had been
worthily employed. Our posterity will in due couree
be as actual and present as we, their deeds and sufferings
and hopes as actual and present as ours. They out-
number us as the ocean outweighs a raindrop ; to avert
eyU from one of them is as much as to relieve evil in one
of us,—how much more to prevent the misery of fivem the next generation, fifty in the next and unnumbered
hosts beyond ? To serve the future of the race is not to
benefit a fiction

: the men and women of a hundred and
a thousand years hence will be as real as we. And to
serve the future is to put out our talent at compound
mterest a thousand-fold compounded. The weak imagina-
tion would rather build a sanatorium for consumptives
and see it filled with grateful patients. This is a palpable
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se^ible good, for which the meanest visual faculty
suttees: but the strong imagination would rather open
the dosed wmdows of nurseries or work at the mechani«il
problems of ventilation, aye, or even at the structure ofthe bactenological microscope-finding the spectacle, in
the minds eye, of healthy men and women fifty yearshence as grateful and as real a reward as the sight ofa sanatorium in the present. The pace of progre^ willbe mcalculably hastened when men, whether workers
or bequeathers or administrators, enlarge their unagina-
tions so as to perceive that the future will be, and therefore

J^fw H f Zf" **"" P'""™'-' I ^PP^^' to the reason of
toe tand-hearted reader. Would you rather make one

It is, in a word, the idea of continuous causation or
evolution hat explains the remarkable contrast between
our outlook on the future and our fathers'. In older-
that IS to say. younger-days, men's interest in posteritywas most naively and quaintly selfish. If they raiseda monument or did any piece of work which obviously
would endure beyond the span of their own lives their
chief motive seems to have been that we should thinkweU of them, nor forget how well they thought of them-
selves. They were not concerned with us, but with ouropmion of them. They were anxious abou. the verdict
of posterity

;
and the verdict is that they little realised

their responsibihty for us, or betrayed it if they didThere is also the frank attitude of Sir Boyle Roche's
famous buU. " What has posterity done for L ? " tL
IS a quite familiar and conspicuous sentiment-as familiar
as any other form of selfishness : but it is as if a father
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should say. " What have my children done for me ? "
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CHAPTER II

THE EXCHEOOER oF LIFE

There is no wealth but life " Th
"• '^P'^ t^is :

out this book is that Ruskin is thi ff'™P«<»' through-
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"" °"'^
c '"e case of any ammal
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or vegetable species we should have no difficulty, if

asked regarding its "success" and "prospects," in
directing our enquiry to essentials. We should examine
the individuals of that species, young and old, its death-
rate and its birth-rate, and these would supply us with
the answer. In the case of man there is the almost
incalculable compUcation involved in the fact that he
is capable of making external acquirements,—material
possessions and spiritual possessions which, so long as
he remains capable of possessing them, are of real value,
and, on account of what they mean for life, are a true
though secondary wealth. Amongst civilised mankind,
therefore, the essential question as to the breed of men
and women is obscured by the secondary question as
to their traditional or transmitted possessions or external
acquirements. But if we remember the case of the
drowning man and his gold we shall realise that, funda-
mentally, the case is the same for the human as for

any other species. No one can openly juestion this,

but not one pubUcist or politician in a thousand believes
it in any living sense. The true function of government,
said Ruskin, is the production and recognition of human
worth. This has only to be said to be admitted ; it

is one of the thoughts that shine, as Joubert says. No
one denies it and no one acts upon it.

In this sense such a phrase as the National Exchequer
begins to take on a new meaning, and the Chancellor of
the Exchequer loses every whit of his importance, except
in so far as his proceedings tend towards, or away from,
the production and recognition of human worth. He
plays with money, whereas the Chancellor of the real

Exchequer would work for Ufe.

The facts of childhood to-day—But since human
hfe is discontinuous, since three times in a century the
essential wealth of nations is reduced to dust, and raised
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of the real wealth of nations. If this destructive process
had the effect which common notions of heredity would
lead us to expect, then most certainly not merely would
Britain, for instance, be doomed, but the very name
would long ago have become " one with Nineveh and
Tyre." But though this destructive process (which it

is best to describe as resulting in deterioration rather
than degeneration) has been long continued, and though,
m consequence of the great economic changes of last
century and the rush into the cities with their over-
crowding, it is perhaps more disastrous now than ever
before : yet it remains true that most of the babies bornm the slums are splendid little specimens of humanity—
so far as physique is concerned—bearing no marks of
degeneration to correspond with the deterioration of their
parents. In a word, heredity works—the racial poisons
apart, as we shall see—so that each generation gets a
fresh start. // there be no process of selection, each
new generation begins where its predecessor began and
is as a whole neither worse nor better, whether physicaUy
or psychically.

Burenles and infant mortality—In the face of the
foregomg, which merely outlines the appalling indictment
that ought to be framed against civilisation for its treat-
ment of its children, it is evidently incumbent upon us to
answer the objector who should say that the whole pur-
pose and argument of our present enquiry is premature
and that surely our first business should be not to propos^
any novel and revolutionary doctrine as to the choice of
parents and of children, but rather to stop this child
slaughter and chUd damage—in othe. words that we
should devote ourselves rather, not to providing children
with a good heredity, but to providing them with a good
environment, it being only too demonstrable that the
environment we at present prov de for the great majority
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die. Though some will say that the keeping alive of
diseased chUdren, or even of many chUdren at tet
healthy, is a disaster, I maintain that no such question of
choice, selection or discrimination can find any warrantm any form of morality-eugenic or other—from the
moment at which the chUd in question began its in-
dividual existence. Those of us who advocate the
eugenic Idea must be perpetually on our guard against
the msidious alliance of any who, agreeing with our
premises, declare that it is a mistake, for instance to
prosecute a campaign against infant mortality I myself
have had a share-by a continuous propaganda started
in 1902-m making this last a publicly recognised question
whilst, on the other hand, I have done my best to popu-
larise the Idea of eugenics. Let me repeat here what I
have ah-eady said elsewhere

: that I strenuously repudiate
any suggestion that the eugenic end is legitimately or
effectively to be served by permitting the infant mortality
to contmue. The distinguished Egyptologist, Professor
Fhnders Petne, m his recent book Janus in Modern Life
describes as follows the results of the present crusade
against mfant mortaUty, as he conceives them -" Wemust agree that it would be of the lower or lowest type of
careless, thriftless, dirty, and incapable families that the
increase [of surviving children] would be obtained Is
It worth while to dilute our increase of population by ten
per cent, more of the most inferior kind .' WiU Enelandbe stronger for having one-thirtieth more, and that of the
worst stock, added to the population every year ' Thi^movement is doing away with one of the few remains of

left to us. And it will certainly cause more misery than
happiness m the course of a century."

Here, plainly, is a serious argument. We are bound
to sympathise with its underlying assumption, viz..
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But " thou Shalt not kill," says the moral law—not even
the unfit. As the foregoing will have shown, some
thinkers to-day propose to avail themselves in this
<lilemma of the " New Decalogue "

:

" Thou Shalt not kill but need'st not strive
Officiously to keep alive."

This is no solution of the problem. There is only one
solution, and that is the eugenic solution. Nature can
preserve a race only by destroying the unfit. We who
are intelligent must preserve and elevate the race by
preventing the unfit from ever coming into existence at
all. We must replace Nature's selective death-rate by a
selective birth-rate. This is merciful and supremely
moral

;
it means vast economy in hfe and money and

time and suffering
; it is natural at bottom, but it is

Nature raised to her highest power in that almost
supra-natural fact—the moral inteUigence of man.
The dilemma defined.—The moral law, and our natural

human sympathy, insist that we should seek to preserve
all the children that come into the world, to amphfy the
health of the healthy, and to neutralise, as far as possible
the unfitness of the unfit. A mother brings her mal-
formed baby to the surgeon, and he does his best to patch
up the gaps left by the imperfect processes of development
Otherwise the baby wiU die. Who dares look that motherm the face and say " Ah, but it is better for the race that
your child should die !

" Such a doctrine, I submit blas-
phemes our humanity

; it is intolerable to any decent
person who will pause to think what it means : and yet in
so saying, we seem to defy Nature with her imperative
law of the survival of the fittest only. Pre-eugenic
wnters on evolution state the case in aU its hardness
Dr. Archdall Reid says that "If we wish to improve

.
the mdividual, we must attend to his acquirements by
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Huxley, writing his well-known Romanes Lecture,

" Evolution and Ethics," at a time when, unfortunately,

he had somewhat parted company with Spencer, and
was too ready to accept any argument that made against

Spencer's pohtical views, cuts the Gordian knot in an
astonishingly imsatisfactory fashion. He declares that
" the ethical progress of society depends, not on imitating

the cosmic process [that is, the selection of the fittest i.

still less in running away from it, but in combating it."

This is shallow thinking and very poor philosophy. One
wonders i Huxley can have forgotten the great dictum
of Bacon that Nature can be commanded only by obeying
her. He declares that moral evolution is the direct

contradiction and antithesis of the process of organic

evolution hitherto. He says, " Social progress means a
checking of the cosmic procs:. : ^t every step and the
substitution for it of another, 1 ich may be called the
ethical process ;

" and he declares it to be a fallacy to

suppose " that because on the whole animals and plants
have advanced in perfection of organisation, by means of

the struggle for existence and the consequent survival

of the fittest ; therefore men in society, men as ethical

beings, must look to the same process to help them
towards perfection."

With all this Huxley offers us no real solution whatever,
no hint that he has realised in any degree what must be
the consequences of indiscriminate survival. It is aston-

ishing how personal bias, so alien to the whole character

of the man as a rule, blinded him to a solution which, as
it seems to me, stared him in the face. Assuredly we can
transmute and elevate and raise to its .aghest power what
he calls the cosmic process, and can reconcile cosmic with
ethical evolution, by extending to the unfit all our sympathy
but forbidding them parenthood. I deny that the provision

of a proper environment for the individual entails racial
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one-half of the truth of natural selection ; they see that

through struggle and internecine war, species have

hitherto maintained themselves or ascended. They de-

clare that all improvement of the environment, or at any

rate all humanitarian effort, tends to abrogate the struggle

for existence, and even, as is only too often true, to select

unworth and let worth go to the wall. This school then

declares that infant mortality is a blessing and charity

an unmitigated curse. In short, that we must go back

as quickly as possible to the order of the beast.

Between these two, surely, the eugenist stands, de-

claring that each has a great truth, but that his teaching,

and his alone, involves their co-ordination and recon-

ciliation. He agrees with the humanitarian that no child

should cry or starve or work or die—or at any rate this

particular eugenist does—and he agrees with the Nietz-

schean that to abrogate, and still more, to reverse, the

principle of natural selection, is to set our faces for the goal

of racial death. But further, the eugenist declares that the

indiscriminate humanitarian, blind to the truth which the

Nietzschean sees, would heap up, if permitted, disaster

upon disaster ; whilst he repudiates as horrible and

ghastly the Nietzschean doctrine that morality must go

by the board if the race is to be raised ;—that we must be

damned to be saved.

Our age is now awakening, at last, to the cry of the

children. The tendency of legislation and opinion in

every civilised country is one and the same. For this

humanitarianism let only him who thinks of any child

as a brat refuse to give thanks. But it is the business

of all who, whilst loving children and still in love with

love, are yet acquainted with the principles of organic

evolution—in short, the business of all humane men

of science, men of science who have not ceased to be

hiunan— whilst aiding, abetting and directing this
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humanitarian effort by every means in their power, to

teach and preach, in season and out of season, that

unless meanwhile we make terms with the principle of

selection, the choice of worth for parents, and the

rejection of the unworthy, not as individuals but as

parents, we shall assuredly breed for posterity, whose
lives and happiness and moral welfare are in our hands,

evils that can adequately neither be named nor numbered.
Already, together with much blessed good, this indis-

criminate humanitarianism has done much evil. Many
of our most instant and, for this generation, insoluble

problems are the lamentable fruit of this inherently

good thing. The eugenist declares that this fruit is not

necessary, that if it were necessary- he could see no way
out of our morass and would echo the half-wish of Huxley
for some kindly comet that should put a term to human
history altogether ; and, in short, that only by the

eugenic means can the humanitarian end be attained.

During the last year or two of the campaign against

infant mortality many things have become clear, and
none clearer than the fundamental compatibility between
this campaign and the pnnciples of eugenics. As these

two efforts will be predominant in the real politics of

all the yeari in c .
'.^. a few more words must here be

devoted to tli^ r' ' t: )ii between them.

Granted that the highest of all objects is the making
of worthy human beings, it is quite evident that we
must attend equally to the two factors which determine

all human life—heredity and environment. Eugenics

stands for the principle of heredity—the principle that

the right children shall be bom. The campaign against

infant mortality stands for a good environment '—so

' That is in the ordinary wnse of the words, not in tlie more exact
sense—as I think—in which a good environment would be de&ned as that
which selects the good for parenthood.
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that children, when bom, may survive and thrive.
Obviously eugenics would be of no use if the children
could not survive, and no human infant can survive
unless it be bom into a moral environment : no mother-
hood, no man. The two campaigns, then, are strictly

complementary. We must endeavour to rid ourselves
of the popular notion that the whole result of the cam-
paign against infant mortality can be measured by the
number of babies whose death is prevented. The infant
mortality is merely an index of a widespread social
disease—an index and an extreme symptom. But for
every baby killed many are damaged ; and to remove
the causes of infant mortality is to remove the causes
which at present effect the deterioration of millions of
human beings. The eugenic campaign, then, without
the other would be almost futile.

The time for tugenta—On our principles the eugenic
question can be decently raised only before conception. The
unyoked germ-cells of any individual, though alive, are not
entitled to claim protection from the principle that life is

sacred. It is permitted to allow them to die ; but from
the moment of conception a newindividual has been formed
—a new living human individual, even though it only con-
sists of a single ceU, product of the union of the parental
germ-cells

:
and we shall not be safe unless we regard

this being as sacred and its destraction—except in order
to save the life of the mother—as murder, even at
this as at any later stage. If the eugenist should raise
his voict, and say that this individual should not be bom.
he must be regarded exactly as if he were to recommend
infanticide or the lethal chamber for unfit individuals.
In such a case he would have entirely mistaken the
whole principle of (negative) eugenics, which is not to
elevate the race by the destruction of the unfit, at
any stage, ante-natal or post-natal, but to do so by
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prohibiting the conception of the unfit. Directly the new

lar"*th",?'"* ,^'°""^'' '""^ ^"«-'^ question ^tc:late in that case. It is now the eugenist's duty because it
js every one's duty, to regard the new individL whe hebom or yet unborn, as an end in himself or hers;irBu^en the question arises whether that individual is to
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The cueltion
*' ^'^°' ""^^ *'>^^ distinctions,lie question is simply one of expediency, and theon y expedient thing is that there shdl be n^^ p^rtogv«th the pnnciple that when a new human life is c^ceived our duty is to preserve it. whether it were con^donly twenty-four hours ago or whether it be adWand helpless centenarian. The instant we let thispSego weare proposing to revert toNature'smethodofTepfng

up the level of a race by murder. It is improper then fofany one on eugenic gromids to protest agaiiS pro^dsor the arrest of infant mortahty. ^e shoKvespoken sooner
;
at this stage he must hold his peace

The two campaign, compIementary.-Yet further-not only IS It evident that the ^paign a^stn ant mortahty (which is, in a word, the caZS
vn,n ^- ^T''°" °^ "" P^°P«^ environment 7rZyoung) ,s obviously necessary for the fulfilment of the
ugenic.deal-.ince what would be the good of ch^^g'the nght parents if their children are then to be slain ?iout It can be shown conversely that the object of those

rtLTd""''7r"^**"*^"*™^^''"tycanneltX
we can and shall reduce the infant mortality to a mere fracUon of what ,t IS at present, by preventing^the d"tmc«on

m *
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of that great majority of babies who are bom healthy
Even, however, when we have provided an ideal environ-
ment for every baby that comes into the world, we shaU
not have abolished infant mortality, since there will
always remain a proportion, say ten per cent., whom
not even an ideal environment can save. They should
never have been conceived. At the InfantUe MortaUty
Conference held in London in 1908, this was clearly
recognised by more than one speaker. The matemalist
must have the eugenist to help him if his ideal is to be
attained.

Not only is the ideal of the two campaigns one and
the same

; not only is each necessary for the other, but
theu- methods are the same. It is true that at first
this was not evident, since when we began to fight against
mfant mortaUty many temporary expedients of no
eugenic relevance were adopted, such as the criche and
the mfant milk depot. But in the interval between the
Conferences of 1906 and 1908 many things became
clear

:
so that, whereas the papers at the first Conference

were only accidentally connected, the programme of the
second proceeded upon a principle—the principle of
the supremacy of motherhood. We see now that the
one fundamental method by which infantUe mortality
may be checked is by the elevation of motherhood. In
the words of our President, Mr. John Bums, "you must
glorify, dignify, and purify motherhood by every means
in your power." Thus the first two papers read at
the first morning's meeting of the Conference—a brief
paper by the present writer on "The Human Mother,"
and an admirable paper by Miss Alice Ravenhill on
" Education for Motherhood "—might equally weU
have been read at a Eugenics Conference. The opponent
of mfant mortality and the eugenist appeal to the same
prmciple and avow the same creed : that parenthood is
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the living foundations of empire. To this end we shall

preach a New Imperialism, warning England to beware

lest her veins become choked with yellow dirt, and de-

manding that over all her legislative chambers there be

carved the more than golden words, " There is no Wealth

but Life."

I
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Many thinkers, finding Nature " so careless of the
single life," finding the murderous struggle for existence

the dominant fact of the history of the Uving world,

return an adverse verdict. Amongst them are to be
found not merely those who are inclined, by temperament
or imperfect education, to rebellion against any con-
clusions of science, but also, as we saw in the second
chapter, such a great biologist as Huxley. In another
part of the lecture akeady cited he says that the Stoics

failed to see

"... that cosmic nature is no school of virtue, but the head-
quarteis of the enemy of ethical nature. The logic of facts was
necessary to convince them that the cosmos works through the
lower nature of man, not for righteousness, but against it. . . .

The practice of that which is ethically best—what we call good-
ness or virtue—involves a course of conduct which, in all respects,

is opposed to that which leads to success in the cosmic struggle for

existence."

In other words, honesty is the worst poUcy : and to

worship natural selection is to deify the devil.

The reader will realise that, if we are to succeed in

establishing the claim of natural selection to be the
natural model upon which those who desire the progress

of society are to base their policy, it is necessary to contro-
vert the doctrine that natural selection is an anti-moral
process. But let us hear the other side.

The directly contrary view, then, is taken that though,
truly enough, there has been and is much " murdering
and being murdered," yet organisms " have gradually
evolved " towards fitness for their surroundings, or the
milieu environnani of Lamarck, which we translate environ-
ment

; and that since fitness or adaptation obviously
makes for happiness, and since the moral being man
has himself been thus evolved, the process of natural
selection, " murdering and being murdered " notwith-
standing, is essentially beneficent.
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"^^ ^°"" '

we should keep our eyesLd on /h -. m"^^"' ""^ t*-^'

alone, or on '^the ^^-^^oC, t J^'t
^' *^^"

"

When he says that the sure reTJd^Z^^
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I

•

\i

see either half of the truth as if it were the whole, but
to see unfold " the soul through blood and teare ' "

Any attempt to cast up accounts between the evU of
the proc«s and the good of the result-specially any
attempt based on the assumption that the process h^
yet achieved its final result-would be not only pre-
mature m the eyes of those who can look forward, but
would be irrelevant to our present enquiry. I certainly amwth those who repudiate as mi 'eading Mill's description
of Nature as a " vast slaughter-house." and wiU declare
that, apart from self-conscious and supremely sensitive
man, it is easv to exaggerate the misery and to minimise
the joy of the sub-human world. But our business here
IS with the process and its results in man himself inwhom alone are possible the heights of ecstasy and th^
depths of agony

: and the thesis-the sublime thesis wemay avouch-of the present discussion is that, whatever
the balance between the evil of the process of Natural
Selection and the good of its results in the natural state yet
when It IS transmuted, as it may be, by the moral intelli-
gence of man, according to the principles of race-culture
or eugenics, the good of the result can be attain-d more
abundantly and incomparably more rapidly, than ever
heretofore, whilst the evil of the process can be abolished
altogether. True or false, is this not a subUme thesis >

Nature must be cruel to be kind.-If organic fitness
or adaptation to the circumstances of life is to be secured
Nature must choose for future parents, out of every new
generation, only those whose inborn characters make for
this adaptation, and who, in virtue of the fact we call
heredity, will tend to transmit this fitness to their off-
spring. Now it is often convenient to personify Nature
but we must not be misled. The process is reaUy an
automatic, not an intelUgently directed one. In order
that it shall be possible, certain conditions must obtain.
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The choice or selection depends not merely unon *h.

afforded by what is called variation which ill.^
rela..ve of he«dity. both being obX^t^ i„\*'%^^-

yoi"c3r^ It "•"" "•' p'«r:rr;
thZ^ , ^ "'^^* IS or will be room for (Itthere be room for aU. so that aU survive thTre J^n flno selecfon. and instead of survival ofThe fi Ll^e^will be mdiscnmmate survival.) The choice ^.ff^fl^

e^tre '\"'"^r'^ "^ ^" -tern:cL°'ntn.S; :^

hence™lV-b;oS'*'H'>^'^'^«^"'''-"«™^^^^

-oi:;^LessXrsr^Ljtr-^isioif:^^
ever seeki,

, to realise itself in more abLan^a„d vSh

dJrL o he toc^s o?" m "h
'° "^' '^ "° ""^^^

, „ '
"'"= process 01 murdenng and beine mnr

If J /'"^ ™"^'' °" the contrary^ H is Ufe^ moT:hfe, and fitter life, that is her desire thl
"'*"

"P^^
and ..jng murder;d." t^X^'^J'^s'^r^T^o
part o her aim. But they are inevitable, though Cent?

ancestors were cruel to The insane hn?^,.,
opposition exists. Our

from multiplying We ie bSlyk^"d ?o h^ '^'a ii.''"'?""'
'*'">

long run cruel. But the dilemmaW?„^ ,'
""'' *''=«'ore in the

IS not necessary. It is quite Mssible 1^ h""'''
°' '™'' '" "^ kind,

fand to the indfvidual a2d proT«tive oftJ^^V '^^'"i.
"""="« o""

t IS also possible to be ctuel to boSl Tr!
[""-j On the other hand,

offers us. at the time of w ti„» a dej ^°."''"°
F°'^'y ^onncil

wretched inebriates on the rMnd of ™t1T '.""°° °' ""'= Sending
mtermittent gestations rLZ„ ,1

P°'"='-°"'"' P"«>° and street, with
individual, in |ece„tTv5'.,^?;?«,^h^"Pend a ^hilli„g a day, per
purpose ot demonstrating tha "f is SiblfI^^tV^^'L"" Pl-i'osophic
brutality to the individull and theSn „°th S "" "!' maximum of
to the race and the future.

P'««nt with the maximum of injury
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It is .Wg.naife, though no more, that natural selection,

LlZiTI"^ ""''' '"*''' '""* *°*<"1 otherwisethe penalty for les. as against greater fitness mighttmagtnaMy have > ... not death but merely steriTty-

ulturnlfr''^"''''^- ^^-theidealof^ce-

!« » !i u i*"'
^" '^''"«- Nature could haveeffected her end. which is fitter and fuller life withouthavmg incidentally to mete out premature deati, ^o such

ZZr^:'""''
"''""'y °' ^' "- creatures Butactually. th,s was not possible : and. unless the end w^

Lt!!'"*"'-,'''"'"
"" compeUed-to keep up T^figure-smnmarJy to kill right and left. Permitted toreach matunty. the unfit as well as the fit would mZlyand smce. m general, the lower the form of life the greater

.ts fertUaty, the species could not possibly advance o^evenmamta.n itself at the level already gained
To drop the figure, the process is a mechanical and

DU aWe T;
""" "' 'PP^'-'S wastefuhess and in^

IntelUgeiice may be kind to be klnd.r.-But-and
here .s the great event-this mechanical, automat", nTnntelhgent process has latterly given birth to intelligencehe moral mteU,gence of man: and the question nowto be answered is, what modification ca^ intelligence
effect m the moral-immoral process that hi crfated

Iher ' J"*f
^^"" ^""^^^^ *•>-' process "fogether, as Huxley declares, on the grounds of itsmurderous methods ? Must intelligence fun- ly look onrecogn.se, but not reconstruct? Must intelhWe

"-'

verse the process-as indeed it now doingTnmanvcases-so that in the new environ...ent of whfch itsdHsa factor, that which formerly was unfitness sh^ becle
fitness, and v,ce vers& ? 0. is it conceivable that intXgence can transmute the process, so that, whist hitherto
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p.5 - '"'""' '''^" '^-"^^-'^ ^-M. X905.

'"H"'
1 . . .

it is moulcfedT btnd and™"
'"'/ "' "^anic

namely, by an extravagant pSduS f
'™"'^"' P'«««^.

ruthless«j«,io„of
allfhat isl„n^?n [^'^ "'="'"'" «"<" tl>e

steps of trial and error tv^
""""'•"'"''Sh the blundering

phantasmagoria, but i, assumed a'™.".";
='">' "« » g'and

•jspect under the knowledge uTat the f„?'n^
""^ '"'"«"-"Shuman will is, i„ s„„^ small ml= '"*'"'gent action of the

course. Man has the power ofT '' "P"'"' °' <"^«^"ng its
evolution of human.tyHo^c^'Jj^t ^^ '"P'^

'" '" -">«
quahty and distribution of o"g"™li'fe

'
!,
"""^^ "^''''^ "'

on the surface of the earth,Sy irou.h h 'i-'f
"'' ^"^"^'^

T^e"i"»;:^P"'"'-°^"^-''W-at^^^^^^^^^

finite and orderly evolutfnn Ik' ..'
•'' '"°^"'=* °' "^« ^e-

"sulting from and dt^^^bv the"
'""^'^' ^ ''^'"g

mechanism which we cS 'j^^ture ""^.^f*
"^-^ °f

face to face with that relent!^ 1 ^ •

"^'^^ ^°"^-
<>-tinytounde„t^,^„,«'»tIess -chamsn,. It is his

in Srtu^TdXSlr '"''-'-*'"-
aphorismof Bacon, wh^hStteUr'"" *'^' "'s'^'^
page of these chapters " N^ffrl f u

P™'"'* °" ^^^O'
by obeying her 'The ,f

° '^ '°™™^"ded only
terriblefacf of NatuJe bu™'"',

'°' ^"'^t^"- - ^e
It is our destiny to comm^d ,h^

^
^ T""' '° =« «"d.

the means.
command the end whilst humanising

"'•"""""" ^*'^"'^^™»/«..
(Constable).
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Th« strufrl* for (xbUnce—The ideal of eugenics or

race-culture is to abolish the brutal elements of the
struggle for existence whilst gaining its great end. The
nature of this struggle is commonly misapprehended and.
as I cannot improve upon the words of Professor
Lankester, I shall freely use them in the attempt t >

show what it really is. He says :

—

" The world, the earth's surface, is practically fu'i tt'at is to say,
fully occupied. Ouly one pair of young can grow up to take the
place of the pair—male and female—which have launched a
dozen, or it may be as many as a hundred thousand, young
individuals on the world. . . . The ' struggle for existence ' of
Darwin is the struggle amon^vt all the superabundant young of a
given species, in a given »,.,.. to gain the necessary food, to escape
voracious enemies, and <; • in protection from excesses of heat, cold,
moisture, anJ dryne. •,. One pair in the new generation—only one'
pair—survive .1. ery parental pair. Animal population does
not increase

:
- Ir jtease and multiply ' has never been said by

Nature to her lower creatures. I,ocally, and from time to time,
owing to exceptional changes, a species may multiply here and'
decrease there

;
but it is important to realise that the ' struggle

for existence
' in Nature—that is to say, among the animals and

plants of this earth untouched by man— is a desperate one, how-
ever tranquil and peaceful the battlefield may appear to us. The
struggle for existence takes place, not as a clever French writer
glibly informs his readers, between different species, but between
individuals of the same species, brothers and sisters and cousins.
... In Nature's ^irugglc for existence, death, immediate oblitera-
tion, is the late of the vanquished, whilst the only reward to the
victors—few, very few, but rare and beautiful ir. the fitness which
has carried them to victory— is the permission to reproduce their
kind—to carry on by heredity to another generation the specific
qualities by which they triumphed.

" It is not generally realised how severe is the pressure and
competition in Nature—not between different species, but between
the immature population of one and the same species, precisely
because they are of the same species and have exactly the same
needs. ... A distinctive quality in the beauty of natural produc-
tions (in which man delights) is due to the unobtrusive yet
tremendous slaughter of the unfit which is incessantly going on
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of the fittest" and tr! f*^ T' ^^"^- " "'<' *"^ival

meaning Theret n^ ^17
'"'"'' "' '"" ""'' «'''^'

quentl/misL^Xreted Ev^.'" ?^ 'l"^^«^ «> *'«-

better makes t^mLke ^rH 7°'^" '"°*
of "that same lack of I fi„

^- ^^^"^ ^P*"''*

'

enabled Her"spe„ce, t„
"PP^!?"™ "' f^^'s that

fortunate terrfSn^/r."' ^° '"°'' """

neither that the L/ nor th.*« •
""Pl"=ation is

or if Mr. wl p ir fo t m T'^"'
""' *'^ ""<"'-

fitter. This lack of a 'fit
"" "°' """ whit-the

unfortunateU"ie:L\tMrS°\:lr'^ ^ -'•
in the language that mnrp .v «

"^"^ '^ "° *°r''

the wordSt t D °," '"^ ""P^'^^ ">« f^<=t than

incorporatedW^XsS'"' *'." '^^ P'^P"^

the physical en"rXmTth":
"^ ''/ -^™--t-

.ovethatmostperfe^li'^-hldTthellJi^^^^^^
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and vrill survive in the struggle for existence between
gloves. If, instead of a glove, we take a living creature,
say a microbe, the kind of microbe that best fits into the
environment provided by, say, human blood, is the fittest

and will survive and be the cause of our commonest
disease. Thus the tubercle bacillus is at once the fittest

microbe and, not the best, but the worst. Among
ourselves, the newspaper devoted to yesterday's murder
is the fittest and survives, ousting the newspaper which
reckons with the crucifixion, or the murder of Socrates or
Bruno. In a society of blackguardism, the biggest black-
guard is the fittest man and will survive : he is also the
worst. In another society the best man is the fittest and
survives. The capacity to fit into the environment is the
capacity that determines survival : it has no moral conno-
tation whatever. If Herbert Spencer had written the
survival of the better, as Mr. Wells desires, he would have
written palpable nonsense : as it was he used the fittest

word—in this case also the best, because the truest.

Referring to the queen-bee, who destroys her own
daughters, Darwin says, " undoubtedly this is for the good
of the community; maternal love or maternal hatred,
though the latter fortunately is most rare, is all the
same to the i .'xorable principle of natural selection."

If natural selection were the survival of the better, as
Mr. Wells would have us believe, there would be nothing
for eugenics or race-culture to do : and heaven would
long ago have come to earth. If in all ages the better men
and women had survived and bfcome parents, earth would
long ago have become a demi-paradise indeed, there would
have been no arrests, no reversals in the history of human
progress, and Ufe would be already what, some day, it

will be, when there is achieved the eugenic ideal—which
is precisely that the best or better members of our
race shall be the selected for the supreme profession of

pS'
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parenthood. In other words, the eugenic ideal, the idealo race^ulture. is to er^ur. that the fittest shaU betL tesAlwaj^, everywhere, without a solitary exception humananunal or vegetable, the fittest have ultimately 'sSS
tTe3 fitT!;

°"" "^^ "''^' i^ 'he meaninnt
,h!n *u~^' "**" " ^^^ "''^ "'° fit"-and we

overwhehnrng reply ,o the late Lord Salisbury's attackon evo ut.on. the idea of the survival of the TttestTanecessity of thought.^
*

But. alas the idea of the survival of the best or the

^ehe"l°^:r""*^°'
'"'"«'''

' '^'•^ ««-' ™- 0^are the wors from our point of view, because they aremost mmncal to the highest forms of life; the fittSt

worst but most widespread and irresponsible elements

eeds^^s^ "'iT '"•'^"'"^ '^'^ '"^ -« thatstceeds. succeeds because it or he fits the conditions- but

tLTtw " "?* "'"^^^^^y *° ''^ «<^- Indeed even^thing that exists at aU, living or Ufeless, an atom or^
Decause it fits the conditions of existence : there is nomoral question involved, but only a mechl^ cd on"The busmess of eugenics or race-culture is to make a^

If memory may be trusted, the primary meanine of the

7/1 has not hitherto been called h ^y^yVne toelucidate the meaning of Spencer's phrase ZhZtmay be hoped that we shall at last be^n to unde^Tan^ i

iLTnotTot^*'^'
"" "?"« *^ ""' l-causeTfirt'u

n^vattelt^ ^ T"^""'
^°^''"'' ^"^ therefore wemay attempt to illustrate the case from another aspect.

' Collected Essays, vol i n -m a . i 1.1
'port. Thi„k„ J„'„poliii5„^'>^^[;'^"^^l« ""trovarsy but poor
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rh!n""''r'""~^'"'y """S thing and nearly every

r.n!r p f f,
*"" "^P^"^"-^ '''^ We-which maybe

called m Profe^or Lloyd Morgan's phrase, survival-Zue.The character that gives an organism survival-value orvalue for hfe the character that enables it to fit its environ-ment may be of any order. The atom, as I have saidel^where, is an organism writ small. The kinds of atomsthat have survived m the age-long struggle for existencebetween atoms are those that have sfrviv^-v^e^account of their mtemal stability : as Empedocles arguedages ago. In the case of living things, which individuallyd e .t IS evide:.t that the capacity to reproduce them-

W fh"
°"^

°! "T*"^ survival-value. If mankind
lost this capacity, all its other characters of survival-value such as intelligence, would obviously avail itnought. Certam valuable members of society may faUshort m this cardinal respect, and therefore become
extinct. Indeed, other forms of survival-value, a^ weshaU see, seem to be in large measure inimical to fertility •

and this IS perhaps the chief obstacle to eugenics..

JeTl ^^''!i
*?' '^^^''' ""^'"6 survival value maytake a thousand forms. In the case of the parasiticm.crobe ,t is an evU character, the power to producetoxms or poisons. In the case of the ^er it is the pS!

and teeth^ I„ the case of the ox it is a compUcated andeihcient digestive apparatus. enabUng it to fit into a

the mHfT?' ""* '^ *°° """'"«"- to -^-"
he fiH /

"" ""' '° *"'^°*^<'- Nature seeks onlythe fittest
:
not the best but the best-adapted

; she asksno moral questions. A Keats, a Spinoza or a SchuSmustgo under if his factors of surviv^-value do not enaWe
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wm—not because it is the b«t K.,f vS
fittpst • i,,^ tk \l • ''"* because it b thefittest

.
had the worst been the fittest it would have wo,In society to-day both forms of the process ZriL

whol7weiIht of h'
"''"''' "' '"^'"'^ *° «'™* thewhde we«ht of human purpose into the scale of the

Evolution not nec«„rily pro»re,s.-No excessive SDa--e

i"dtt"b^ri"'toV''^f"=""" '^**-" ^"«"-
ana the best and to the real meaning of Spencer's famousphrase .f perchance it should avail in any^^ toX^

cX^?hlHr^°'.°'«^'<= ^^°'"«°" ^d its out-

ofnatul
' ^r" 'V'* P'°^^ '^ ^" '"^-'table law

hi K r .
^^^* P""*^^^ Of '"Story, as revealed

ofproS '^P^^-.-f^ -r- f-tThe occurence

proS^as T,^P™"P'^ °f «^<""tion teach that thisprogress-as, for instance, in the evolution of man-is i

tZh h„ fH "''^'^^' °^ "" fittest is a necessary

In the fir^ r "°* '"""^ *'^^' P^sress is inevitablZ

Where aU^^e ^ "

"'''"v"'
''''='=*'°" '"^°'^^ ^'^-^tion.W^ere all the young members of a new generation of anyspecies survive, and parenthood becomes not a prMlegebut a common and universal function. pUinly the procS.s -n abeyance

: and. in the second ^lace. sfnce the s^-vival of the fittest is not the survival of th best but on"y

til tT'l°^""=
"^^ ^'^^'P*''''- '"« P™-- may at any™ ThV°™
°' -'-g^-ion rather than^hat o'^progress. The assumption that, because progress has

employed.
"""""'"on ol the word progreu, which he had formerly

iiii:
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^ts of natural histo*"!
fact of°'

"^^ '"'^' ''^^^
.The parasiUc microbes the7a,iiL°'

"^"^ degeneration,

.nnumerable living cr^Z^T^'''^°"^- '"e barnacles,

individuals and n^of^i^d,^'^ '^'^ ^^'»'"«
these prove only too cre^J^ttl'^i'

^ " ^11 ages-
sumval of the fittest m^Z>^^l *

« ^'f'^ °' ">«
gression in one case as f™ nm„

"^^fin'tely for retro-

By aU means W ^J'"P''°^^ " another.

evolLon tTe^n r^i^n ttTf^Te
'"^ "^'^ °' -"^-^^

be possible, so muchp2r^ h^'' f"*"^ ™«^t surely

^ is represented by KScf^'"^"-'^'=ved
•natter or the amcel^ or mS ^^ ^'"""^ «°^8=^*'=
man on the other hand ZtZ, * °"^ ^^- ^^
of the false and disTtwus oot^* T' '"™«"y ^ewan,
that because thl^^al P?^?'fi7^\'''°"''' ^"PP^
ndeed most often, meint the .

"",* ""^ "f**"' "^'^
means alwa,. that' a^d^^^fj^tVerl;'

"' -'' ''

we must leam that even in nJt .
' **"' ^ontraiy,

irom any interference^ ma^'* u
'"''"^^"^. ap2t

often means racial dSnTSiol
™'^ °' «>« fittest

spirits should stand ^rS^°"":f *^P«*°"n kept in
who think «ith Mr WeTt^t th^

'' "".^'^'P^^ of all

means the survival 0^,^ ^^tlr .'H^f °' *''^ «««'
we must leam that thl ;„. , ' "* '"" ""ore notably
of his own^^fes 3,mett« ofT-r'

""" '" ''^^
for the highest end . wi"htre„l!'"

/"'*"* ^'"''''™«
has repeatedly fed and i, „ ^^ °' °^*""^ ^'ection,

nothing other^han'tSfp'LroTrf'^T '^^*"«' '»
which the tapeworm and th^f ?"^ degeneration of
Petual reminder. The eale be!™'

^''°"''» ^ «" per-
man interferes with the pr^e^nf^f T°'''

'"°"8h when
effect of suspending .t Xu? ° ''''•=*™

"-^^'V with the
_

1« omg ,t, whoUy or m part : but it becomes

J ..

-r
li
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far more serious when his interference constitutes a
reversal of the process. This most supremely disastrous
of all conceivable consequences of man's intelligence and
moral sense is known as reversed selection, and must be
carefully studied hereafter. Meanwhile, we must devote
some space to a most important consideration—namely,
that though Nature is impartial in her choice, and will,

for instance, allow the poisons of a microbe such as the
tubercle bacillus to destroy the Ufe of a Spinoza or a
Keats or a Schubert, yet, on the whole, the survival-
value of the mental, spiritual, or psychical in all its forms
does persistently tend to outweigh that of the physical
or material—of this great truth the evolution and domin-
ance of man himself being the supreme example.
The very fact of progress, which I would define as the

emeiigence and increasing dominance of mind, demon-
strates—it being remembered that natural selection has no
moral prejudices—that even in a world of claws and
toxins the psychical must have possessed sufficient

survival-value to survive. It is quite evident that
even the lowliest psychical characters, such as sharpness
of sensation, discrimination, and memory, must be of
value in the struggle for life. More and more we might
expect to find, and do actually find in the course of
evolution, that creatures live by their wits, rather than by
force of bone or muscle. The psychical was certainly
given no unfair start—on the contrary. It has had to
struggle for its emergence ; it has emerged only where
there has been struggle and has done so because it could—because of its superior survival-value. It has the right
which belongs to might-in the world of life there is no
other.'

'to his recmt work, T*. Origin of Vwl*ro(«, Dr. W, H. Gaskell,
_r.K.S., has adduced much evidence in support of this thesis. He says

rhe taw of progress is this: The race is not to the swift nor to tile
•tiong, but to the wise. And again ;

" As for the individual, so for the

!iii
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By no means less pvi.4«.> • ,,

'^

survival.valueof/^p^;'^
Tf It'"'?""^ ^"P«"-

of sensation and intelUWe to'ti!l r.^'"™ "* =^P«=t^
"Plunder the word lotr Not^w""*.^^ ^•^"ed
mad misconception of the nf™*

*^*"« Nietzsche's
has studied the facte of °^"r *''^'^' "° °"« ^^o
in the world of life cVau^u^T°" "f"

"^ ™"''*«°'«
value of love in anl^^rristorv^'^^^-'-We survival-
most ancient of all societies n7' u^^ ^""^^ "' those
the bee-hive are theTy^^l*?"^" t^e ^"t-heap and
self-sacrifice of the Sd'Ttf'^'"*"'^

"P°" ^'^'^

from the insects to the low-f v.i k""!
^"^ "P™^'**

survival-value of love prov^tvThf*'"' *" ^"^ ">=
vanous species of fish and itsW ^"""P*"^" between
be traced upwards th o^h l^h r"« m,portance may
mammals i„ success^ upt 1 ' T^""' ""^ ^^
thus actually selects moiS^tt ^;.,

^^*"'^ ^'«^tion
could hve for twenty-fojThr l*"""*

'"^^ "° baby
that exists or ev^ has ^^tJ- ^""^ """^ ^^^^
product of mother-loveT^." ''"' *^ ««i^t isl
am well entitled to savL I h.'"?°"'"-'°v«. and I

.» man. The ci^^e ^ wh':!
^ °"^" *^<»' «« '«<''«&.

'ts height has becorn^ th" to^ T^" "«"^ty is at
that morality which n^:rLlUo:T ? ^""'= °'
from any moral bias, but bel.^T^ f ^ '^'^'^ted. not
value. "' '^<^"* of 'ts superior survival-



CHAPTER IV

THE SELECTION OP MIND

"Many are the mighty things, but none is mightier than

??? .." „• • • "«"»'«1>'«« by his devices the tenant of the
fields. —Sophocles.

"L'homme n'est qu'un roseau. le plus faible de la Nature-
mais cest un roseau pensant."—Pascal.

"The soul of all improvement is the improvement of the
soul. —BuacHELL.

Whereas, in its beginning, mind, or the psychical in aU
Its aspects, was merely a useful property of body, aU
organic progress may be conceived in terms of a change
m thfa original relation between them. In man, the
mental or psychical has become the essential thing, and
the body its servant. We are well prepared, then, to
accept the proposition that in our own day and for our
own species, the plane upon which natural selection
works has largely been transferred, and, indeed, if any
further progress is to be effected, must be transferred,
from the bodUy or physical to the mental or psychical. A
certain most remarkable fact in the anatomy of m?n
may be cited, as we shaU see, in support of this proposition.
We need not venture upon the controversial ground

of the relation or ultimate unity of mind and body

;

nor need we set up any suggestion of antagonism between
them. All, however, are absnlntely agreed that the
psychical in aU its forms, whatever it really be, has a
consistent relation of the most intimate kind with that
part of the body whirh we caU the nervous system.
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nervous selection. Anitn ml r
"''"'" °' "^^« "^

the conclusion, we XVy7ltZ\^7:'''' ^'"P-'^
the process of selection for We Inn' ?u

'°' ">* '"'"'«.

w mankind, must be based ,7 tt'^l"".
'^'^'''^'="«

^ obtained, upon the ^If' ^«'"^* ^^""' are to
.bodily qualitiesTher tJn™^\ t *'' "'"*"'" °'

« of value only in so far J ^2 "*'""'"' 'J^t*"'

psychical quah^ies FoTnt.f^^
''"^^ "'^ "^""'•^ or

purposes we multacS ZT^ ""^. '" "'«''-«'=«'

that "the brain is the mal -^' T °' ^'^'^or Forel

^"d less epigrammatic STn. ' ° '^ ™"" ''^'^"rate

If. then, we^^^f o ^'J;;";":^ ^y^tem is the man.
or muscle or digestion TZ ^^ ^'^^*'°" <>' bone
'unction: if ^r^ect lrL°'^'', ^^^ °^gan or
energy, longevity^orl^unlfrorn'' ''"'"' ^''^^'^
of these t4gs. one Z^aS^ 7*'"'^-°"^ estimate
by the servicS whicrlv 'c^ ^ """""y «^«*e™ined
system, whether t its ttZTf™, '°' *''^ "<'""'-

health and persistence ororr:^^' -If"-*-
of

to regard any of these thin^ "^ "* ** "e not

notwithstanding the fact t^.f *v
""^ " themselves

stantly beset 1 L to 1 ^^P*^""" ^ <=»"-

•onclusion. Utterly i^^^T' "" "insider that

tinted, more or l^'V^I^^-'tH^t ^a^^acrr^ l'"'were to be bred for b.ins. L prLiL^ wo^u^mITS
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misbegotten creature approaching as near as possible-and
that imperfectly enough-to the ideal of disembodied
thought, a creature monstrous as to head, impotent and
puny as to Hmbs, and, in effect, the least effective of living
creatures. This supposition may be commended as the last
word m the way of nonsense. It depends upon an abysmal
Ignorance of the necessary and permanent relations
which subsist between mind and body. It assumes that
the healthy mmd can be obtained without the healthy
body; It 15 totally unaware that the nervous system
cannot work properly unless the blood be well aerated
by active lungs and distributed by a healthy heart-
that unless certain glands, of which these people have
never heard, are acting properly, the nervous system
falls mto decadence, and the man becomes an imbecUe
10 breed for brams is most assuredly to breed for body
too

:
only that the end in view will guide us as to what

pomts of body to breed for. For instance, it would
prevent us from having any foolish ambitions as to
increasing the stature of the race, or the average weight
of Its muscular apparatus. Stature may be a point
to breed for in the race-culture of giraffes and muscle
in ttie race-culture of the hippopotamus: but such
bodily characters are of no moment for man, who is above
all thmgs a mind. Whilst we shall pay Uttle attention
to these, we or our descendants will be abundantly
concerned with the preservation and culture of those
many bodily characters upon which the health and

dlfnd'""*
'^"y and durability of the nervous system

Further, notwithstanding aU the nonsense that has
been wntten concerning the man of the future, with bald
and swollen head, be-goggled eyes, toothless gums, and
wicker-work skeleton, those who know the alphabet
of physiology and psychology are warranted in beUeving

ill:
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that wisely to breed for brains wiU be to hr»«^ t ut--not of the skin-deep but oMhe ™i^X .l^^"'"

of brain knd vie it "rh ?T " '''' ""*"""»'

concerned thi^f^ .
^ °'^S^"= evolution are

.o.<^"d "ai'^^.irfr^:!;:ixrrh

occurred in the sea the fi^? ?' J ""q"«t>onably

in = fi.k 11
""' backbone being evoIvpHma fish-hke creature which, in tho course of tiZ T^veloped two lateral fins. These La^m^i^ '.''"
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el^htfivJ Z^^."" ^ "•"* ''""» terminatingeach m five digits. (The frog, so to say, decided that v^should count in tens.) Now some creature ha™
Realised their Umbs at the cost of certZ^ngeT

of Its raidae fingers and its middle toes In themam hne of ascent, however, none of these pr^iousfingers (and toes)-how precious let the typist^

Z

pianist say-have been sacrificed. Ther« has beenhowever, in later ages a tendency towards The s^ciiSa'.on of the front limbs. Used for locomotTonTStS'^ey axe also used for grasping and tearing and LZ'as m the case of the tiger, a member of the c^Zl'a relatively Ute and high group of mammals. ButTe^^ore does not cany its food to its mouth, Lid the

paws. In the apes and monkeys, however, this specialisT

h;^"dfr ^K^'"' r ^"'"^ "" -tuaUy'c^rby^;

who fixes his food with his " hands," and then cart^^niouth to it. Food to mouth instead of mouth to

people Fmally, m man the specialisation reaches itsnatoal hmit by the con,pUU liberation of the o^L£from toe purposes of locomotion-though the crawly^of a chUd recalls the base degr^ b'y wWchT^f
This great change depends upon an alterationm the axis of the body The first fishes, like p^ntfishes^er* horizontal animals, but gradually the^°shas become altered, in the main line of proi^eL Cuthe semi^r^t apes yield to man the erect, o^man^hfS ^/*.-t""^'''^- Thesonofho^ntJ

immials. he is himself vertical: the "pronograde -
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has become •orthograde." Thus the phrase, "theasc..nt of man," may be read in two senses. This capitaJ

fhe hi- ^''' *'"''' '" ^''"" "»" lies behin,!the h.p-,o.nts whereas in his ancestors and in the sm"baby (s ,1; ,n the four-footed stage) it hes in front of^h

to fall forwards, so that they must use their loT,~J,mZ
for support and locomotion, the whole body of ^1 ZT^the h,Mo,nts tends naturally to fall ba^warc!, b^n,prevented from doing so by two great ligame,,ts' .v^ chhe m front of the hip-joints and hive a unique d.etpZ .K "r u

^'"^ '"'"P'^"' "^'=«°" °f the spine mc.n,that the skull, mstead of being suspended i^ front isnow poised upon the top of the spinal column. C^Lldof v»,on IS enormously enlarged, and it is possible osw«=p a great extent of horizon at a momenTno idBut the complete d^charge of the fore-limbs from thefunchon of locomotion has far vaster consequTnc^
specially as they now assume the fm.ction of^u^tog
their master, the brain, and enabUng him to empToy toemfor higher and higher purposes.

further goal for physical evolution, the answer is that

cered't;; ?: ^ "^ ^ "'•^'^^ -»'"«- ^ -cenied the goal has been attained with the erect attitudeFuture changes in the anatomy of man will not beSebut negative. There doubtless will be a certain hg^Ztlof he ship the casting overboard of inheritedS
certain modifications in the way of increasing the aLut,on of the body to the erect attitude, whifha ^1^1bears ven. hardly m many ways upon the body „^^and much more so upon the body of woman
Thus race-culture will certainly not aim at the breeding
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i' stS' 'rif/ .^r^' r/" ^* -» «^
«« the facto^ Zch^^" ^ '""'y rm^nising wl^t
value, and Tmust „

" "'^"^Possess supreme survival-

than at th. r !
^' *''*" reinforcement rather

a^in:::tite~rw*^'^ T'^ -"*<=" °^

seded in him. A fewwoM, „ l'^'
''^^^ ^" ="?«'-

fashion man h^ 'ZC^rd":^"^''
t" '" '''''"

superfluous and burdensome thtt'e In T'"*'t^« been of the utmost survival-valTe'
'°"""

world .ienudedVlSt^rrourd-esSuT "':«"'^

he has nekher ur n^r r .f '^'''""'="
'^ concerned.

sittmg on the cliff at c* a j
^""^ Huxley,

boysLhing "marveUedovtrth'T T"'
"''^"'"^ '"-"^

strange ,vhfn therare „o L !,
' ""'"^"S ^P^^^'^

T grasping. For claws h^TT ^ ,

'"' ""'^'^8* .. ..J «..'•- ;:,- ri"Si.;*
W. .nay recall the words ol Uar -
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most enduring runner 7=. kIu, ^P^^<^t and

ownwaytrfhebL; '''/,'"'.''"•' ^^"°' «"" his

opSLd'^to'Tpt^", 'f
'=^'^'^' - "-t be wholly

ph3.i<^whichwecalftl:vtsSr^ ''^^ "^ ''^^

coir4!trn?/Lrcrs*--i,s.^
muscular man KingorpXIf

" ' ^'^^''' "' "««t

tribes it is the m., ^ "^'"' y^' ™<'"g^' savage

that dete™L''Sth"Th' ' h""^
"''^ ''™'^''^-

know to be untrue even for fh.r .""""' *"^ ""*
that anthropologi:trcl reco^"''"'^^^^^^^ -"^'V
savage tribe is not the bi^T^an If,! H^

^^ "' ''"'

The suggestion is therefore ttaTevTin the
""'/'''^«^«^'-

period. couirki.llXl.^'-^-,;^^^^^^^^^
Says Professor Ranke "

It isThe^ /
rhinoceros,

.tself superior to the n,ost^^^hTZ'IT '"'''

'^Twe meet liim for the iirst time Th
' ''''™ '"^'^'"^

the brut, force b,- d-spl^ „ b^—^mt'
^^^
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limited, but thetethJ^ nf '^h^"^
'"'*°'^ "« «=«'

more tkan c—tvf :l™"t.
h","" ''^'^

'^
'*

'^ *-"
geometrical progresr.' "'' '*' '^''"^^'«" "^

Je"i„n'ciare':i7b^Tr r' ^^^''' *- -^
against the recent revival ^ u

/'"''8omg argument,

Cult of Musce Thrlf o* mT'"'^^"*'**''''
physical culture, so ca^ed t T ^

"' '^"^' "

=rc::^-;^.Tn^-irz;^

that, even in man,Se "and LH^tiU T"''™'''"

on^trg'rraiiTzr'''-^^—^^^^^^^^^

ing the names and posi fonso dlTh "" T" ''"°*-

body, and on beine ^.Z f """^^^ '" 'he

:•„%
^f*^

^''')^;

BHf
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persuaded of th«e doctnnes, and there is no doubt that

nun,£. "^'r^ ""f"""
^'"^'^ '•'' *•"•« develop a large

renTob^Trlf;"'""'^^
'^^^ '^" ^"^-^^ *° -' *" >

In order to prove this point, let us instance a fewmuscles Which it is utterly absurd to regardTsli^^mg any sumval-value for man. In the sole ofXfoot there are four distinct layers of muscles, by means

tt toihe fi-^^-f'^^'y
P-ible to tur. each indiviZtoe to the left or the right, independently of its neigh-

themselves, ,ust as in the case o( the fingers. All ^Umi^ular apparatus is a mere survival, worth nothing a"

fact thl h
'^

Z""^'' "' "'^ '^'""«" f«" I" point of

ml »h T^ ^°°' '' "™ '^''^'^^'' ''"d P^babiv not

cTntain tt T**'''"
''""'"™^ °' ^^' ^ - '"'"'•redcontam the complete n.rmal equipment of muscles, bones

^is aTTn ^" '^*"'''" "'^^^ ^""^ ""'"y

designed to act upon joints which have not been de-veloped at all in the feet m question and whichTthey
were there, would not be of the smallest use. To takeamother instance we do not now use our external ear^for the purpose of catching sound, though we stiU possessmu^les which, if thrown into action, would mo^^T^
external ear in various directions. Again, there is a flatthin stratum of muscle on the front of th neck corbelspending to a muscle which in the dog and the horL Lquite miportant, but which is of no use'to us. AH wTuldbe agreed as to the absurdity of devoting continued

mutr bu^
'" ''^ ''"'''"'"'"' '" •"- P™^"

muscles which are in a similar case, and which are never-
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of thT/hjL'S Srisr\r'" ?''='"<'« - 'he part
-"ilst highly proSe tl "thZ' T ""^'""^
most misguided and reaction. ,.

"""" '°^'«^ '«• is

hemiity teaches Tstto our7- ^J^'"'
^""^^^^ °f

muscuJarly in the sfght^de^™''"'' *'" "°' ?"«'
votion to these relics- the l^u'^"'*' "^ °"^ de-
<" no bigger bicejT than a^v

„?'*? '^'^ ''^ P™"^
over.<ioing of muVcular cu iL

"^ ''^^^- ""^her. the
consumption of a large amo mf f '^P°"^'^i^ for the
a highly vital and ac^e oTn ,^

''"^^^y. A muscle is
of nourishment, which itsZ^oTS ?^" '"«^ '™°""'
Agest and distribute tC^!!, f."^

*° °''*'^- -consume,

« sustaining useless' muscl
"
tL7'

'"" ''""'8^ ^P^"*
mimeasurably more imXam ro

" ''^^'^^e for
•>ve by bt^wn alone

: Tj^^teTT "^" ""^ "°t

.

Strength ve«u, ,km c^f "°"'-
s concerned, we should regard'

o"" *™' "^'^e-cultu™

fs servants or instrumenL^ of th "1^'^ -""^'V^ 'e-t to emplom^Ltrcerfor'"" "^
poses, the mere bulk of a m„. 7

'°' "^ P"-
httle importance. Of the ut,^ V' "°^ '^ ™='«er of
other hand, is the power to co^^,?

''"'~«^'=«. on the
activity of our musc^ 30 th^t f^ ' ""^ ^'^"^'^ 'he
tramed servants. Thi;

° '^ 't? ™? '^°™« highly
"uscle at all but ofTe^ov^J^,^'"' ^°^''"'- "ot of
cannot be laid by m^^Z '^"'^"°"- I's foundation
exercises, but by gTmet /n iT ^^' "^"""h-bells and
coK,rdination arri^c"sltTvt"f "'." ^"^ P"'T»^ =^nd
the only physical cuCTworth S^"^' L"

"^'^ *°^<^-
culture. """" 'alkmg about is nervous

Cm^etu^^rrt,t°^"
- <^^«^ ''efied in very

harrack yards. The pl^r^cWM "'~'^' ^'^ "-
P-Posefui. is supreL,]: humaf'trrrris^

f i;.- :•, 'tf.iif-, iV'i'!". ;
'

.'-'»'' 1 " /" 'J' Uro: •>V-,7: T^^'^S
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logical point ofw t the^aS.fiet'"^^
""' '">*°

-perior to the gymnasium' ^tt is' in'Tt"""^yard that the nitiahi= / •
'" *^ barrack

value of Jnd a "L* tZt^T"" '"^ ^"--'
Mcrously and disastr^^XS^ '" '"^" ' "°^'

soldier is not to think not t^L . """^' "' "^e

- assemblage of Jusd^s We se?t;"e*"r'^J-
'" "^

even in a fine noem • Th •

"'*'^''* °^ ""is idea

but to do or <S"^wJh o7
"' '° ''="°" '"'y' "^^-'^

be said of a stud of hS t ZT' ""^'"* '"^' =^' *«"
worship of the machW

motor-cars. Further, our

conditions for its action Ev^™
«ven recognise the best

soldiers. originaU;tuhy^ra"^erirtarVr'and other vital oreans JrZ ! "' ''"'* '""gs

imbecile attitude o^ci^LTh™"" '"'r"^
''^ ''•.

which they are reoui^rt
f^'"' abnormal expansion-

Army doctL LTwp'otLtn'r '"""^ ""-^ -^''
in accordance with th^ fitn^ f^^"'"" **"' *"" '' '^

-uscle as against in eUigencTshlv^dr "'^V^^
™" °'

I repeat that whilst fn the stuHv ,
""'"'«"'gent.

physical cannot be ignored ,W^, '''^^-^"'•"^'' the

largely dependent upT it yet "he o
"

T''^^' " ^
to us only in so far S^.t ;re the

'^

^^k'"',"
"' """^

the culture of which wl ^
Psychical. The race

ago determined^ abrndonTe' 1° ""'r'"^'^
"^^ '""^

nstnunent of succt 'We ^e'tritt"
''""=''' "'

are not attemptmg the
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caUure of the cretaceous reptiles, which staked their aU

SIZ : ^"''..'^^'y- having become as large ^hous«_and as agile-^uffered extinction. We are a^temptmg the culture of a species which, so far^ ^e
Ir^^tVZ'r^^ '-"« '^° ""^ the Rubicon

sergeant had their way to the utmost, and havine finallvehmmated all traces of mind, succeeded in pr^SLg^^
blSr Tl'^^'^* P'>^'<=«' '"^^hine that fouU

woJdtr '""""^ "^y^ "'^ ^'^"^ » Produced

^t.^ 'a:;Z„g sX'taT '"'""J''^
^''"-^^ °'

oiiy uving species that may be named Manhas staked his all upon mind. The onty physi.^

.s that which educates inteUigence and morality, on theone hand, and serves for their expression, on the other

civ^L?*'"
".'"7 '^*'"' ^"^ iiresistible tendency in our

cvdisation to^lay. it is the persistent decadence ofmi^le and of all of which muscle is the tyj^ L ^mstoument of survival -value. The develo^ent rfmachinery, much deplored by the short-sighted is in the

tZ T hT^"''
'^^'""^ " '^'^'^^ the importance

Hewim "*' "" "' "*«ht into the scale of mind.Hewers of wood and drawers of water are becoming less

l^t^u'^Tt'^'y-
""* '^'=^"^" mechanical force ^ notneeded but because the human intelUgence is learninghow o supersede the human machine as its source Eve^

development of maclunery makes the man who can mereK^ofeh,s muscles of less value to the community. Long

sf^^nt r "^"^ '""^ ^^ '" ^""^ ^'^^^-'t was quit!
sufficient for a man to be able to say "

I am a goodmachme
:

he was worth his keep andLd his'hLc'e^
becoming a parent

; but the man whom society wants

the man who can make one. These elementary truths
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Herbert Sp«,cer's remark that it is necessary to be a

s~. p™=,i. ,1., ph^d ,1,.^ ....»„';s

mated mach^es, such as telegraph boys-t^l Uredvr^pons,ble for the great national evil^a^^pL^n^
which we treat with soup-lcitchens. We shall re^ a^ge proportion of our educational. politicTand^j^
methods just so soon as-but not before-we „et ^t„our heads the idea that ,n human society and pr^emmr ntly m society to^ay. th.. survival-vjue of Xd

muscle. Further. U:ft::er^Lrtrt: e^^Ta^rthe'sumval-value of the physical are ipso facU>^, tr

S^r'Tend t
' T"" *° *^ "'"^^ "^ '^TS-wnatever tend to enhance the survival-value nf th.

a^ncT'^b ff ' '"°^' --<"^ mc,:de"Lf t
Ll^r , •

'°' '"''="'^- motherhood-are ,*50
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There is here to be read no pessimistic suggestion that

the psychical is in any permanent danger. No one can
think so who knows its strength and the relative impot-
ence of the physical, but it is certainly possible that the
course of progress may be greatly delayed in any given
nation or race by worship of the physical, or even, as
Sparta shows, by worship of what may be called the
physical ™tues as against the moral and inteUectual
virtues. But those who are interested m the survival ofany particular race or nation h- , to remember that
arrest or retardation of progress .. .-rein, relatively to its
Jiser neighbours, must, befon .ong, result in its utter
aowniall.

Wh.t are we to choose ?-The argument that the
selection of mind has been dominant throughout
human history is reinforced by such knowledge of
that history as we possess. There is no record of any
race that estabUshed itself in virtue of great stature
or exceptional muscular strength. Even in cases of
the most purely mihtary dominance, it was not force
as such, but discipline and method, that determined
success

;
whilst some of the greatest soldiers in history

have been physicaUy the smallest. The statement of the
anthropologists, already alluded to, regarding the selec-
tion of the leading men in primitive tribes, may safely
be taken as always true : selection in human society has
always been, in the main, selection of that which for
survival-vahie, is the dominant character of man ^ndm Its widest sense. We shall see, later, that physic,^
eugemcs can by no means be ignored : but our guidine
pnnaple must be that the physical is of worth only in so
far as it serves the psychical, and is worse than worthless
in so far as it does not. It would surely be weU for
instance, that we should breed for "energy" to' use

(V
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he commends, is nervous, not muscular. The confusion

ct^^ 1:1
-'^-"y <««-ent things, vitality ^T^Z

It^fm^Z""' "^"^ '^""^' *'>°"Sh " will notstand a moment s exammation. Xn a volume devoted topersonal hygiene I have discussed this p^t wWch is of

r.S" •"*" '°^ ''' '"'^^^""^ -^ '- '^^^-^

that 'f h* "'rf '° "°*'' " P^"g fr"-" this qu«tionthat mherent facts of the hmnan constitution would

T"^' "cILTt:
''""^'* ".^ '^^ '-^^^ *° breedt stTt^e

childless and almost constanUy^tw-^Sef'T''

e*sst V^^ii :"':r™*
°"^ '- -^

thTssar aiii^rorthts;.z^r^Tj"

fde of humfnt *'*."• *"** ^y consideZe

o^^£^.^^n:^g-t:^.r-

.n the case of man, whether or no, it be so in the c^oJ
surprise'rfSlyetpr^d a. '^X^'^l'T

understood, .ha. 1 have heard
having become ex.inc.?Ts i( mere f^T, '"T^\^ "^ Mastodon
b«.tle of lite. Mere si^i, „l he coMrarv Uu^d"''"'

^"' "'""'y '" '»>=

• quicker ex.ermiMtion from th/2^;=.
'" """" '='"« dMwm.ne

mea of the Russian soldier as I tarjl' a^ .h 'T'"'''-"""
"» K«a.er

'cod requ,ren>-nts of the little victo"lod tSe big fts""''
^""''° "*
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the lower animals. We shall see that this most potent
factor m hmnan evolution acts even now veiy favourably,
and is capable of having its value enormously enhanced!
In the selection of husbands, nervous or psychical factora
are notably of high survival-value in civilised communities.
In the selection of wives the survival-value of the
physical is stiU very high : but it may be hoped and
believed that the present tendency is to attach relatively
less importance to them and more to the psychical ele-
ments of the chosen. This tendency must be furthered to
the utmost pomt beyond which the physical requisites
for motherhood would suffer weakening—but no further.
How are we to estimate civic worth?—We have

already observed that it is incorrect to use the word
" fit " as if it were synonymous with " worthy." If we
insist on using this term, which means only " adapted to
conditions," we must define those conditions. We must
say that we desire to further the pnxiuction of those who
are fit for citizenship, and to disfavour the production of
those who are unfit for citizenship. We sha!I thereby
dispose at least of those vexatious objectors who tell us
that many eminent criminals are individually superior to
many eminent judges. The statement is doubtless
untrue, but if it were true it would still be irrelevant.
A criminal may be individually a remarkable personality,
but in so far as he is a criminal he is unfit for citizenship.

It is far better to use consistently Mr. Galton's phrase,
" civic worth," or. forshort, "worth." We may here note
Mr. Galton's most recent remarks on what he means by
worth :

—

" By this I mean the civic worthiness, or the Value to the State
of a person, as it would probably be asse-sed by experts or, say, by
such ol his fellow-workers as have earned Uie respect of the com-
munity in the midst of which they live. Thus the worth of
soldiers would be such as it would he rated bv respected soldiers,
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gatherings.
^'^^ °' '""'"B ">v.tations to the»

mportance „ stand! fi" of'al""."" ">'rf. .hough iu ,.al

We shall certainly misunderstand this quotation unlesswe clear y real.se that Mr. Galton is speaking of eugen c

Td hi; d>
" X^''

"' "°"''
'" '^'^'°" to'parentfoodand heredity. No one, of course, would akert for amoment that inferiority in the matter of physique out!weighed supenonty in abihty and characterfso far Lour estunate of an individual as an individial is co^cemed, nor yet so far as our estimate of him as a citizen^concerned But from the eugenic standpoint as aparent of cttzens to come, such a person, though he mayhave hmiself saved the State, is on the average rLwyto be regarded as unworthy on the eugenic scal^it beWassumed, of course, that the inferiority of physque"fhe person m question is either native and therefore

transmissible, or else due to forms of disease, or Sn-mg such as, according to our knowledg; of ante-natal pathology, will probably involve degeneracy onthe part of his children. I would .dd that love i asprecious as ability, if not more so, and that we shouldami at its mcrease by making parenthood the most

Oc<ob«„,,^ ^' *" ' '9°«' """i P-blished ,„ Nature.
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responsible act in life, so that children are bom only
to those who love children and who will transmit their
high measure of the parental instinct and the tender
emotion which is its correlate.'

«mt! ZV^^".
"''"' "^'« P^J^'-losy "' Parenthood." ^lugenics



CHAPTER V
THE MULTIPLICATION OF MAN

" Increase and multiply "

Iw.h'n'f'^.'"."'*'P""^*'°° °f "^ i^ one of the facts

We must not be misled by such a case as th»t „f *•,
multipUcation of rabbits in AustraUa^Zt^ ^
circumstances as human interf^^nt, the eC>S^fcrammed with Ufe of a kind, not the hieh^wr n^^l^

^one miJtiphes peisBtently, inesistibly, and has don^so from the veiy first, so that, arising I^y hr^ nowd^rsed over the whole surface of th! earth"^' To quotefrom Professor Lankester again :
" Man is Nature°s SiWhere Nature says Die ! Man says I wiU hve I AccoM

of lold or „^ .
>n geographical area, killed by extremesof cold or of heat, subject to starvation if one Idnd of dirtwere unobtainable, and should have been ^I^le totcrease and multiply, just as are his animal relativ^,Xout losmg his specific structure. ... But man's JtTJZt^..U have enabled him

. . . to ' inc^lTd m^S^p^as no other animal, without change of fonn."
^ ^

rn!l? °!i^-
"^ '"^•** '^"^" th« o"ly animal which

fCr'?lrr"" " """'""• ""' '"^^ "-«-«. - Pro-fessor Lankester pomts out in another part of his lecture.
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/

^eady threatening certain difficulties, will be much mot«

wh re^^T, ^IrT' "^""'"^ "-^ "^'•-'^ "--^wnere it is, when disease is controlled It i» v^th:

^ b^ ionr
.:;;.'P"'^™'= <^'^^-«- TWs ..ust beCdwui be done—within a century, I have Uttle Hnnht -rt

The secret of multiplication—Professor Lank»ster

any deeper interpretation.
'^ "''' ^' P''^^"*

lower than theirs. And it is to h.„ . j.u f"' ">*" ^ birth-rate is
very low in this case, where the b"h rate is'."";

"'"'""=' " "'"'"'I"!' »
h. young elephant, ' None a.^ d«troved bv h., ""i

^ays "arwin^ of
ttg-r m ndia most rarely dares to aUack a vn,?f i"' E''^ • '"' '> ™ '^e
.ts-lam."

,
The dam ha, no factory oeo?o^An/'''ii'''"' ?'"'«="i by

ner alcohol.
~.iory lo go to, and no beast of prey to sell
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we bmld a bndge across the Thames, we ignore

P- *). "• (""«^» «/ Sf«ocs, popular edition,
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ii

t
;

when we widen a bridge we ignore it likewise.
When we make a new street we ignore it ; when we bmld
raUways and railway stations we ignore it-excusably
perhaps, in this case ; when we build hospitals we ignore
It

:
four tunes out of five there is no room for the addition

of a smgle ward in time to come. We have not yet even
leamt, as they are learning in America and Gerniany,
how to acquire the outlying lands of cities for the pubUc
possession, so that they may be properly employed as the
city grows. The mai. who buUds himself a villa on the
outskirts of a city, ignores it, and is staggered by it in ten
years The lover of nature and the country ignores it

:

Just look at this," he says, " this was in the country
when first I knew it, look at these horrible rows of viUas !

"

1 he only possible reply to such a person is simply, " WeUmy dearsu-, wnat do you propose ? General infanticide ?
"

Most important of all, this fact, that, to take the case of
Great Bntain, some half miUion babies are bom every yearm excess over the number of all who die at all ages is
forgotten by our statesmen-or rather by our poUticians.
ft could, of course, not be forgotten by a statesman.
«uite apart from remoter consequences, espcciaUy in
relation to the wheat supply, this persistenl muitipUcation
-which one has actuaUy heard denied on the ground that
the birth-rate U falling-is of urgent moment to all of us

In 1907 the Census Bureau of Washington published
some figures on the mortality statistics of nations, a sum-mary of which may be quoted : " I„ aU parts of the
cvUised world both the birth-rates and the death-rates
tend to decrease, and, as a rule, those countries having
the lowest death-rates have also the lowest birth-rates
In Europe the lowest birth-rate is that of France, the
highest those of Servia and Roumania. The lowest death-
rates are in Sweden and Norway ; the highest in Russia
and bpam. The downward tendency of the birth- and
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tTJUl^^T ^ ^' ''"'^ ^y 'I'^S^'^ prepared by theFrench Government, and it is probable th^t thedoJ^wlrd

at MsS:,^"'''
'"''"'^"°" °' "^^ -^"^- estimated

Aryan (Europe, Persia. India, etc.)
Mongolian (N. and E. Asia)
Semitic (N. Africa)

Negro (C. Africa)

Malay and Polynesian
American Indian

545.000,000

630,000,000

65,000,000

150,000,000

35.000,000

15.000,000

Dr.ns.ty of population, in so far as it means what i,commonly called over-crowding, is an importit facto

TJ^^::^''- Z^ '" ^ "o^' ^'"-' '^fl-nce upLnraceK:ulture-m virtue of the opportmiity afforded tothe racial porsons-syphilis, alcohol, etc. ThrSwedenha. he lowest death-rate in Europe, and "as mthtt^ least density of population-only ag persTa^e

oThe inT'^l "'*'r °*" 341 If'nowth^te
!nH 11'°' population, ,vith aU that it means

conH,. ,
"° '*^^'' °^ ''^"^e the reader toW

Which m Great Bntam m 1908 was the lowest on record.
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.'i !:

The death-rate, however, persistently falls also Thereader who thinks that the birth-rate alone deter^Lsl
mcrease of population, and those who beheve in polygamyon he gro.md that it necessarily makes for Z^^mult phcafon and therefore strength of a nationshould compare the death-rate of London, which
s under i6, w,th that of Bombay, which is just underTo

molT "'V'"
""^y '"Se Indian cities the infJntmortality approaches one-half of all the children bomWhat It amounts to in such cities as Canton and Pekin wecan only surmise with horror

Notwithstanding the pei^istent fall in the birth-rate ofLondon the rate of increase i„ population remains
stupendous, according to the calculatbns of Mr. Cott^U

,n rnrn k""^""
*''" I~P"la«°n of Greater Londonm 1910 at about 7J millions, and in igao at weU over

8i milhons-the faUing birth-rate not«,thstanding.

be brL^n T7. P°P"l'*'°° °' ^''^ great countrij may

ofSa Ttjr- /° ""• ^'^ "^^ '^""^ "optionof Russia, the bulh-rate is rapidly falling. In the courseof the nmeteenth century the population of

Russia (in Europe)
.

. rose from 38 to 105,000,000
prance .

.

^y- _

Gennany ' " " '^ " ^^°°°-°°°

Great Britain 'l " '''^°°°

United States
" " ,'"

^°-°°°-°°°

5 .. 75,000,000

enJurto'LT"";
"PP^'"'™^'^ fig"^^. but accurate

that tmip^ ,

''^"'- " "''^ ^^"'' be pointed out

crelTf r-
'''°""'' '"' *^ disproportionate in-

beadded thTtl
°" '" *' ""'"^'^ S'^*^' ^ut it may

nation w,n 'T'r' """'' °' ™"'™' "' this immigration will assuredly have the most serious and pressing
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careful invesSnTlT ""^y- '""^^^J' ^y

further anH k"^'
"^^ 374. Since then it has fil-n

AS Dr. Sombart observes, we shaU only appreciate these
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I' i

u

figures If we regard them as an expression of a tendency
which wiU continue, and that this is so he proves He
observes that " the more highly advanced the country
the lower its birth-rate. . . From this we may already
draw the cone !u.ion that a diminution of births is a con-
comitant of our progress in civilisation. Secondly this
IS confirmed by the fact that the falling-off in the birth-
rate must be attributed largely to the big cities. As a
third statistical argument that the birth-rate declines with
the advance of civilisation, the fact may be cited that in
the quarters of the weU-to-do still fewer children are bom

IZ" i51 *K°!fK°'
^''- P°°^" ('" ^°'«'°". '» we have

seen^ the birth-rate is highest in Stepney and lowest
in Hampstead).

Dr. Sombart finally points out what must never be
forgotten—that an increase in population, dependent upon
a fall m the death-rate, whilst the birth-rate also falls is
necessarily self-limited. The decrease of the death-rate
IS hmited by definite natural age-limits, and "

this indi-
cates that the mcrease of population in Germany is gradu-
ally entering upon a period of less activity, and will perhaps
quite cease within a conceivable period unless other causes
operate in the opposite direction."
The yellow peril.-The facts regarding the yellow

races are extremely difficult to ascertain. It appears
however, that the birth-rate in Japan has almost doubledm 37 years—rising from 17.1 co 31. (I doubt the
accuracy of the earUer figure.) In China the population
is largely controUed by infanticide, but there is little
doubt that the main contention of Pearson was correct
and that the yellow races are multiplying much more
rapidly than the white races. It does not necessarily
foUow. however, as we shall see, that this means yellow
ascendancy, any more than a similar comparison would
mean microbic ascendancy. It is not quantity but
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Prices ,mf
manipulation and 'comers,- forcine

first time beginning to feel individually the effect nf!
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We are reminded of the argument advanced by Sir

William Crookes in his Presidential Address to the British

Association in 1898. The distinguished author has

himself written an invaluable book on the subject which

has been carefully revised and supplemented, and must
be read by the serious student.' We may note from the

point of view of the student of dietetics that wheat is

and remains, on physiological examination, what the

proverb suggests. Bread is the staff of hfe, wheat being,

in proportion to its price, by far the best and cheapest

of all foods.

The argument of Sir William Crookes was advanced
exactly a century after the publication of the great essay

of Malthus which we must soon consider. In the whole
intervening century no one, capable of being heard, had
considered the question. The relation of Crookes to

the earlier thinker remains, though it is curious that

Malthus was not mentioned by his successor. Writing

now, a decade later, I wish merely to point out that

Sir William's argument is found valid. He observed

that " the actual and potential wheat-producing capacity

of the United States is—and will be, for years to come
—the dominant factor in the world's bread-supply."

Now the recent expert from whom we have already

quoted declares that " former great wheat exporting

countries like the United States, as well as Russia and
India, while their production remains as high, are sending

far less abroad under the pressure of their own increasing

needs. In this connection it may be recorded that a

great American com expert declares that in twenty-five

years the United States will want all, or very nearly all,

of her wheat production for herself, and will have very

little indeed to send us." In 1898 Sir William said,

> The Wheat Problem, by Sir Wm. Crookes, F.R.S., and edition, 1905.
The Chemical Ne\n CiBce, 13, Newcastle St., Faningdon St., E.C.

'
I

- I^
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thru ted ftT":./''^
ever-increasing popuUtioI":

within L border and ^Tr^n'"
''' ""^^ ^rown

wheat crop of the woild " ^ "' **»«
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to whom wheat and bread is not the staff of

82

races

life."

Sir WiUiam Crookes was himself the pioneer in the

discovery of the electric method of fixing the atmo-
spheric nitrogen, and now, a decade after the delivery

of his address, this method is in successful commercial
employment in Scandinavia. There is also a method of

sowing the bacteria which are capable of fixing nitrogen

and this, according to some, has been already proved
practicable. Further, the Mendelians offer us the possi-

bility of new varieuies of wheat having more grains to

the stalk than we obtain at present. By these methods
the output of the land devoted to wheat may be doubled
or trebled, but it is evident that even; then there will be
an impassable limit. We have to face, indeed, the
evident but unconsidered fact that there must be a maxi-
mum possible human population for this finite earth,

whether a bread-eating population or any other. I do
not propose to speculate regarding this evident truth.

If human life is worth living and is the highest life we
know, we may desire to obtain that maximum population,

but it must be obtained, and its limits observed, by the
humane and decent processes which man is capable of

putting into practice, and not by the check of starvation

It is of great interest to the British reader to look at

the question briefly from his point of view. At the
present time our wheat production is no more than one-

eighth of our needs, and in twenty-five years, when the
supply from the United States will probably have ceased,

we shall require 40,000,000 quarters of wheat per annum.
Yet already, in time of peace, careful observeis such as

the Rt. Hon. Charles Booth and Mr, Seebohm Rowntree
declare that thirty per cent, of our own population are

living on the verge of starvation. Our available supply of

food of all kinds at any moment would last us about three
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the majority oTthose who '» .'
*' '"'^ ^ '^"^^

faith t?^„l °trrXTa„^^'-'i''^
""^ '«" P" their

our great need.
" ''"^"5' "' Wulation as

The theory of M«lthu«._The rparf^, ., •

in general biology will reahsl 'f
"'"' " ""^^*«J

his name has s^m. ? ^"^ ^ ""^^ "°«on that

Russel Wallace that nri 1 ! " ^"'^ *° O""' Alfred

survival ofthe fitte .
"
d 'f^'

°' .""^"^ ^''='=''<'°- «>e

the discoveiy of whL ,„n
^^'';''' '°' Parenthood,

epochs in th^ h stln^tfT "*."^ °"" °' ^^e great

is the cardinal Sdple undT'"T'«' "''^ "*>**

conception oteuS'':%rS:^'''^ -'>°'« -odem
Malthus found in all Hf^ ft.=

increase beyond the" n^lirisLfn a~: T^' '°

area, not even the „*m™. •

"^a^awe. In a given

developing the r^urr^ .

'"aginable improvement in

pace v^th'the uSTd incre'
"", '"^ " """^^ "^^P

applies alike to Gre^t Rri / Population.' This

At'bottom, thL ^e checHo'n^ ^^ ^ "'°'^ "°^'<^-

tnie of microbes ormL-L tan. S^rf""-"""^ *'"^ '^

that this is nevJr tT„
.'*

""'nt of food, notwithstanding

except in cLrofach...? """^ ""^'""^ ^^ck
hea'-stnagrfo/ex tet?™^^^

'^"^ '""^' "'^^^'"^^™ggie tor existence, and as Darwin and Wallace
See Chap. ifi. (,( th, origi, „/ s/»c,„.

'1
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saw, it follows as a necessary truth that, to use Spencer's
term, the fittest must survive. The question is whether
we are to accept starvation as, at bottom, the factor
controlling population (which, in any case, must be
and is controlled) or whether we can substitute something
better—as for instance, the moral self-control which
Malthus recommended. The single precept of this
much maligned thinker was " Do not marry till you have
a fair prospect of supporting a family "—a fairly decent
and respectable doctrine. In the words of Mr. Kirkup,
" the greatest and highest moral result of his principle
IS that it clearly and emphatically teaches the responsi-
bility of parentage, and it declares the sin of those who
bring human beings into the world for whose physical,
intellectual, and moral well-being no satisfactory pro-
vision is made." Who, alas, will declare that even after
a century and a decade this great lesson is yet learnt ?

It is to be added, first, that though improvement in
agriculture is to be commended on every conceivable
ground, and though it may in some degree relieve and
postpone the difficulty, it is infinitely incapable of
abolishing it. Nothing but necessity can check the
prolificness of life. To this doctrine, however, there is,

as we shaU shortly see, a great excepting principle, un-
recognised by Malthus, discovered by Herbert Spencer,
and of vast and universal importance. Secondly, it
IS to be noted that emigration—a real remedy for over-
population—is so only for a time. It cannot possibly
aboUsh the problem—short of the development of inter-
planetary communication, if then ; and the observer of
contemporary pohtics must be well aware, as Germany,
for instance, is well aware already, that its effectiveness
as a practical remedy for over-population in some
European countries is already being arrested by the
invaded states.
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the population of Great Rrifl x ^' ^ "°* '*^' '°

biology Who apphedr^x ,°'a°7ororth'greatest official hbraries in this countT H , ,

hbrary of science in question
^

source of insp.mtion and of difficulty to the eugenistIt B m general the principle that as Ufe ascend^it3m^less prohfie, and its consequences are infinitli,
vast than the phrase at first—t, H,H *^

'^^
""'^

been^scover^byaContiL^T^^Lefo
J-l^^^^^^^^^of a Bnt.sh University instead of by a man who n"v^rpassed an examination, it would not now need the dTcussion which we shall have to give it
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CHAPTER VI

THE GROWTH OF INDIVIDUALITY

l^l 't7
°' "';'"P«""»"-ImpHcit or expUcit approval

of a falling birth-rate involves opposition to the opinion
of the man in the street, the general opinion of the medical
profession,' the bench of bishops and the social prophetand pubhcist m general. Nevertheless a fall in the
birth-rate is a factor in organic progress, and, in general,
the level of any species is in inve.^ proportion to its
birth-rate, from bacteria to the most civilised classes ofmen m the most civilised countries of toKlay. Butm truth the uninformed opinion, totally contrary to thewhole history of life and to the most ob4us co^arat ve
facts of the birth-rate amongst and within present dlyhuman societies, was utterly disposed of forty years ago
in the closing chapter of the greatest contribution yet

2t If
^^'^''^'^.^'°^°^-^''^'' Spencer's Prin-

^^tiaJ'°^^\
^" "^^ *'P*^^ "^ '•'^t masterpiece

s entitled The Laws of MultipUcation." Unfortunately

who thmk themselves entitled to hold, and even to express
opmions about the birth-rate. Spencer's discove^T^
the complementary half-truth to the discovery of Malthusand just as the law of Malthus is pessimistic, so theW
of Spencer is optimistic. In a word, Malthus assumed-
ndeed, formally declared-that there was no natural
factor of an internal kind tending to hmit the rate of

I. u

„hV°'''"l!'°S."^"
*'^'" ^ "«Plional student as Dr Geor,irge Newman,

«n essential eViraid 'ai^ullC^J!.",'"''- '"^f"' ^ '^"'"B ^irth-rate a^
'actors

...,ieM<;weftHr,!rrtaird%:1SrtH%"t£t't.!,':?I.e'''^
86
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farfn/"^fr
^^"'" "^"^""^ t''^' there is such a

yteL7 '"^,
""'l"'^

'""'* ^"<^ "as been limiting
vegetable, animal, and human fertility since the daw^

AU reproduction involves an expenditure of energyin some degree on the part of the parent Now thienergy available by any individual is finite If heex^nds It all upon reproduction, he himse ."

or she

Sen^Attt r°^ *''"'''"" ''' ''''" sub-dividedparent At the other extreme is the case of the individual

m nVl^rr *!5t
°' *"^ '"^'^y '- "'^ own d vdoj

s^Lt K ; T^ f "" ""^^P^S at all. Such co^smnmate bachelor philosophers as Kant and Spencermay be quoted, and the l.,t of childless men of SniiLmight be extended quite indefinitely. This is not to

or:reSnrmL°.""""^'''--'^*''p<'*-
Spencer's principle is that there is an " Antagonism," or

tion ""a^d " r"^'."" r'-'-t'o. between •Individua:

eZ.Z T .-"^t^^^" the proportion of energyexpended upon the mdividual and the proportion Zpended upon the continuance of the race Th^" Tndividuation" meaning aU those processes which maintainand expand the hfe of the individual, and " GenesiT^meanmg aU those processes which involve the formati<;nrf new individuals-are necessarily antagonistic. Evetylugher degree of mdividual evolution if followed by^lower degree of race multiplication, and vice versH In-crease m bulk (c/. the elephant), complexity or fctiWtymvolves diminution in fertility, and 4. Zsi. T.^lan obvious a pnon principle.

thf m^lf
*'

T'^''
'''''^'" '^' *^'"'= """^t be something

the matter with an asserted principle of progress which
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leads in theory or in practice to the production of a

^H^w!r''"°"' ^"^ "'^"'"^^ *e end of all pr^essand hat this prmciple suggests that the most comXe?;developed man and woman cannot be parent^Sen Iwould ,o,n in the chorus of fathers and moth^e^v

z^^;tZer '-''--- ^~' '^-eif^s;

evSen^etrSni:%rfrrth:rof r "Jnecessity and from the side of oC^ation In H^f

of raoal degeneration or immoraUty. or appr^hiSweakness or faUure of anv kii.H ,-<.„ C ^PPi^oachmg

stantial additions to thStwieZ of Ihe^t
"° '"*"

they themselves formed itettS,ttf"* ^"^
Spencer goes on to show, with profound insight that ingeneral, greater individuahty, or. to put it i^Xr wor;^the more highly evolved -organism. " ihouJZfZ^

absoluUly is the more fertiU relatively "^tLl^^.instance of this truth is, of course the case of r^'^whom individuation has reached its unj ec^ „ Lte^hTwho IS absolutely the least fertile of creatur^ ..n^^ ;
who is relatively the most fertile-unTquT ^his "tfland persistent multiplication.

^^^^

-o", /o ipllT.'^'^ •" •""°* •"" »'"'- "' ««p.ion of .he .Lpha...

:
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Their action in man.-Within the human species the

^^
of multiplication hold. It is still worth wMe afte

m women due to mental labour carried to excess-" mJof the flat-chested girls who survive their high-presTure

uff^tldr "T""**"*
*° *"" ^ welf-deveTo^dmfant and to supply .t with the natural food for ^e

TntT ""1"" •'^'^^ P^°P'^ -* opened ey^are nghtly urgmg this truth upon us to-day In theUnited States the so-called higher education Jf gi l" hasbeen proved m effect to sterilise them-and tfese th^

Before leaving Spencer, ve must refer briefly to the
predictions, based upon the foregoing principles Jth

higher mtellectual and emotional development. Hither-

causT o7T
'°"'"^' "'"^"^ °' P^P"'^""" '^ the originalcause of human competition, apphcation disciolinc

expenditure of energy-and one ma'^add. the pSt^of contmued selection. Excess of fertility, then sa«
Spencer, is the cause of man's evolution, but " man^

fertility. The future progress of civilisation will beaccompanied by increased development of individuaUty
emotional and mtellectual. As Spencer observes thbdoes not nec^arily mean a mentally laborious lif^, toras mental activity "gradually becomes organic it willbecome spontaneous and pleasurable."

' " ««
Fmally, the necessary antagonism between individualityand parenthood ensures the ultimate attainment of thehighest form of the maintenance of the race-" «foZ
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in which the amount of life shall be the greatest possible,
and the births and deaths the fewest possible."

If now we look back at the law of Malthus we shall
realise the enormous significance of the law of Spencer.
In this respect we have the advantage over Malthus that
we are aware, as he was not, of the great fact of organic
evolution. We discover, then, that an actual consequence
of the pressure of population, leading as it does to the
struggle for existence, and, in the main, the survival of
higher types, is that the rate of fertility falb. This con-
ception r: the fall in the birth-rate—which, it is main-
tained, has been a great factor in all organic progress-
was entirely absent from the mind of Malthus. In a
word, the unlimited multiplication which Malthus ob-
served leads to its own correction. It provides abundance
of material for natural selection to work upon, and then
tl.r? survival-value of individuation, wherever it appears,
asserts itself, with the consequence that the rate of
multiplication declines. This is actually to be observed
to-day. Malthus desired that we should postpone
marriage to later ages so as to lower the birth-rate. The
increasing necessity and demand for individuation is

effecting that which Malthus desired. The average age
at marriage has been rising in our own country in both
sexes during the last thirty years : and the evidence
shows that as civihsation advances the age of marriage
becomes later and later. Professor Metchnikoff has dis-
cussed some aspects of this question in his book The
Nature of Man.
The intensive culture ol life.—For every student of

progress, and not least for the eugenist, Spencer's law is

a warrant of hope and a promise of better things to come.
It teaches that in the development of higher—that is to
say. more specialised—that is to say, more individualised
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—organic types. Nature is working all ;ady, and has been
working for ages, towards the elimination of the brutal
elements in th- struggle for exUtence. This is, of course
what every worker for progress, and every eugenist in
especial, desires. Spencer's discovery teaches also that
mdividuality compensates a species for loss of high
fertility. The survival-value of individuation is greater
than the survival-value of rapid multiplication. The
very fact of progress is the replacement of lower by higher
lite, the supersession of the quantitative by the qualitative
cr%te,ion oj survival-value, the increasing dominance of
mind over matter, the substitution of the intensive for the
merely extensive cultivation of life. These various .<hrases
express, I believe, various aspects of one and the same
great fact, and I only wish it were possible to inclufie here
an exhaustive study of the conception which may be
expressed by the phrase "the intensity of life "—as
distinguished from its mere exten?ion. There is, I beUeve,
a real and significant analogy between the introduction
01 what is called intensive cultivation in agriculture, and
the eugenic principle which seeks to replace the extensive
by the intensive cultivation of human life.

The eusenic dlHiculty.-But it will be already evident
to the reader that, though Spencers law offers hope and
warrant to the eugenist, it also poses him with a permanent
and ineradicable difficulty which is inherent in natural
necessity—viz., the difficulty that, in consequence of the
operation of this law, those very classes or members ->l a
society whose parenthood he most desires must be, in
general, the lea.,t fertUe. Throughout the animal world
the lesser fertility of higher species is no real handicap
to them, as we know

; but where the conditions of selection
are so profoundly modified as in human society, the case
is very different. Furthermore, amongst mankind in-
dividuahty has often grown, and does grow, to such an
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extent that parenthood disappears altogether. Indeed,
Spencer's law expresses itself—and the eugenist must
qualify his hopes by the fact—in the practical infertility
of many' of the most highly individualised and even
unique personalities, tnat is o say, in the ranks of what
we call genius. To this subject we must return.
A notable section in Mr. Galton's great work. Inquiries

into Human FacuUy, states very plainly the difficulty
for the eugenist involved in Spencer's law, under its more
statUtical aspect. What are the relative effects of early
and late marriages ? Mr. Gilton proves, mathematicaUy,
that in a very few generations a group of persons who
marry late wiU be simply bred down and more than
supplanted by those who marrj' early. Now no one will
dispute that the less individualised, the lower types, the
mere nearly animal, do m general many earlier, and are
more fertile. Here, then, is an anti-eugenic tendency
in human society, depending really upon Spencer's law
and requiring us to recognise and counteract it by
throwing all t*- weight we can upon the side of
progress, which means increasing to our utmost the
survival-valur. and the effective fertility of the higher
types.

Much more space might be spent upon this gravest of
problems for the eugenist—the fact that the very persons
from whom he desires to recruit the future on account of
their greater individuality are also on that very account
the persons who, by natural necessity, tend to be less
fertile. The difficulty shows itself in the male sex, but
it shows itself still more conspicuously in the female sex,
where the proportion of the individual energy devoted to
the race, as compared with that devoted to individuation,
is necessarily far higher, and must so remain if the race
is to persist. Primarily, the body of woman is the temple

* Mr. Galton believes tlteir number has been exaggerated.
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of life to come—and therefore, as we shall some day teach
our girls, the holy of holies. Without going further into
this matter now, it may be suggesf'-H that a cardinal
principle of practical importance is ii.«olved. It is that
the individual development of women, their higher
education, their self-expression in works of art and
thought an'' practice, cannot safely be carried to the
point at vvliich motherhood is compromised; else the
race in question will necessarily disappear and be
replaced by any race whatsoever, the women of which
continue to be mothers. There are women of the worker
bee type whom this argument annoys intensely. No
one wants them to be mothers.

The proposition that all progress in the psychical 'vorld
depends upon individuality, just as all organic progress,
and indeed, all organic evolution, depends upon the
physical individuality which biologists call variation,
may suggest to the reader the importance which must
attach to our study of talent and genius, and the possi-
bility of aiding their production. Meanwhile, we must
look a little further at the general question of individuality
or quality versus quantity from the international point
of view.

Quantity vcrsu« quality.—The reader wiU understand
how it is that anyone writing from the biological stand-
point must view with something Uke contempt the
common assumption that, in international competition,
mere statistics of population furnish, as such, final and
adequate data for prophecy. Let us remind ourselves
once more that, according to these crude criteria, which
were really superseded untold aeons ago, the dominance
of the world must belong in the near future not to Russia,
with its balance of more than two million births per
annum, rather than to France, with its approximately
stationary population, but to the bacteria, the growth
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of popuUtion amongst which, if it be not controlled by
the less fertUe creature we call man, may be of simply
inexpressible magnitude. But the world is not, and will
not be, ruled by bacteria, their fertility notwithstand-
ing. Indeed, the disease-producing bacteria have
aJready had sentence of death pronounced upon
them by the higher intelligence of man, and that
sentence will be carried out with^i a century. SimUarly
withm the bounds of humanity we must recognise the
limitations of mere statistics. The population of France,
some forty years ago, consisted of so many millions of
units. The figure does not matter,—let us put it at
30,000,001. Now that I, so to say, was caUed Louis
Pasteur, and from the point of view of statistics or those
who think they can predict history by counting heads,
he was only an almost infinitesimal fraction, about one-
thirty-millionth part, of the French people. Yet as
Huxley pointed out long ago, his mind sufficed to pay the
entire mdemnity exacted from France after the Franco-
Prussian war. This single unit was worth more than a
host of soldiers of the merely mechanical kind. Or take
Athens, with its population of 30,000 people, mostly
slaves, and consider its influence upon the world. Or
indeed, go where you please, whether to the history of
nations or the history of religion or science or art, and ask
whether the counting of heads, the ordinary census taking
wlLjh indeed amounts merely to weighing nations by the
ton, is an adequate one. In estimating national capital
by the methods of vital statistics alone, we are in a far
worse case than he would be who estimated monetarv-
wealth by numbers of coins, without considering whether
they were pounds, shiUings or pence, whether they were
genmne or counterfeit. The illustration is ludicrously
madequate, as every iUustration must be, simply because
*he human case is unique. In the units of a p pulation
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which many prophets treat as if they were all of equal
value, there ate not merely differences to which the
difierence between a sovereign and a penny ofjers no
parallel

;
there is not merely an enormous quantity of

bogus or counterfeit units, but there is a very large
number of units in every population which, so far from
adding to the value of the rest, subtract from it, are
parasitic upon it. Students of money will find no parallel
to this. Yet in the face of facts which ought to be
common intellectual property amongst school-children,
we find many writers, bishops, socialist economists,'
morahsts, schoolboy Imperialists, and the rest, pointing
merely to the quantitative question of population as if

it were everything, though they must surely know that,
if international competition were the highest state of
mankind, and if the work of Kelvin and Lister had been
sold at its real worth by us to the rest of the world, those
two men alone, in their services to life, and in the power
which they give us over life, would be equal in value to,
shall we say. the lower four-fifths of the whole birth-rate
during the last generation. All human history teaches,
as all animal history teaches in lesser degree, that quality
and individuality is everything, that quantity is nothi/ig
or far wor-e than nothing except in so far as it is quanlitv
of quality : yet thouijh this lesson is written upon every
page of tht, past, the greater number of our pubUcists
and our public advisers still implicitly deny it. As Mr.
Crackanthorpe put it, speaking of the figures for 1907!
It is not the defective numbers, but the numbers of de-
fectives, that should give us concern
Mass versus mind.—John Ruskin caUed Darwin " a dim

comet, wagging its tail of phosphorescent nothing
agamst the steadfast stars "—a description as delightful
as it is fooUsh. Yet the conception of eugenics, which
IS indeed a necessary deduction from Darwin's great
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discovery, finds abundant warrant and support in Ruslcin's
own wonderful writings, and here I quote, from Time and
Tide, some sentences which still require to be read and
remembered by the majority of our present advisers.
He says :

—

" And the question of numbers is wholly immaterial, compared
with that of character

; or rather, its own materialness depends
on the prior determination of character. Make your nation con-
sist of knaves, and, as Emerson said long ago, it is but the case of
any ot.' -r vermin—the more, the worse. Or, to put the matter in
nan ~r limits, it is a matter of no final concern to any parent
whether he shall have two children, or four ; but matter of quite
final concern whether those he has shall, or shall not, deserve to
lie hanged. . . . You have to consider first, by what methods of
land distribution you can maintain the greatest number of healthy
persons

; and secondly whether, if, by any other mode of distribu-
tion and relative ethical laws, you can raise their character, while
you diminish their numbers, such sacrifices should be made, and
to what extent? ... The French and British public may and
will, with many other pubhcs, be at last brought ... to see
farther that a nation's real strength and happiness do not depend
upon properties and territories, nor on machinery for their defence,
but on their getting such territory as tliey have, well filled with
none but respectable persons, which is i way of infinitely en-
larging one's territory, feasible to every potentate."

Surely it is not necessary, one feels, and yet one knows
it is necessary, again to lay down propositions of such
shining truth; and one wonders whether they shine so
brightly as to Wind those who should see them : or what
can conceivably be the explanation of such arguments
as those of the Bishop of London and others who, iii the
face of our monstrous infant and child mortality, the
awful pressure of population and over-crowding in our
great cities, where every year a larger and larger pro-
portion of the population lives, and is bom and dies-
plead for a higher birth-rate on moral grounds, of all
amazing grounds conceivable ; and those also who, from
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the military or so-caUed Imperial point of view, regardingmen pnmanly as food for powder." in Shakes^aT'!
phrase, read and quote statistics of population in orderto promulgate the same advice ?

To the moraUst we need make no reply except simply
to name the mfant mortality which is at lastcLSbe recogn,sed everywhere as, perhaps, the most abomin-

a„nt. ^ f^•*^- '^° "•" """"*»' I wouldquote the case of our ally, Japan. He recaHs the warbetween Chma and Japan, and its issue, and has someIdea, perhaps, of the population ratio of those twoEmpf^How was ,t that Providence was on the side of the s^batta^ons? He recalls also the Russo-Japan^e^^^
and Its issue; and the population ratio of the twoErnp,res m that case. How many other instanc^ dZnot mUitary history afford of the truth that in the hum^speciesmmd s the master of matter ? Onewouldsup^
that a critical historical enquiry had been made. proWtta the results of aU past wars could have beenprSdby the simple method of estimating the total ^Rregate

bone! More than this, if the development of the artof warfare means anything, if there hL been any su^

as all human development in every sphere means, themcreasing dominance of mind over m.tter, characte and

S^^ mat?T ™ '""^' '''** '^ '^"'- MeanwhUe. the^.mate of wamois in terms of the scale and the

^de?.H "Vf T"'^'' '"^' ^ « *«y had not beenrendered oteolete for ever with the passing of thedragons of the prime."

y^ y me veteran is. on the average, inferior to

$.^'
. »
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the younger man. It is the psychical that gives him

his worth, just as it was patriotism and sobriety that

enabled the few sober Japanese to beat the many drunken

Russians. It is safe to prophesy that, in all future war,

the numerical criterion, which in effect weighs armies

by the ton, as if war were merely a tug-of-war, will

become less and less important—if, indeed, it is not

already negligible ; whilst the purely psychical qualities,

from generalship and strategy and hygiene to initiative,

judgment, accuracy, memory, and down finally to mere

brutal red-blooded courage, will c?termine the issue.

Platitude, of course, but if true, why ignored ? Why
cannot our military advisers learn, in this respect, from the

Navy ? Owing to the very nature of the sea as compared

with the land, in relation to the merely physical capacities

of man, a Navy must be more intelligent than an Army,

just as it requires more intelligence to make a boat than

to walk ; and it is in the Navy that the mechanical

factor has been most completely transferred, so that

the human machinery is at a discoimt and the steel

machinery made by the human mind is much, whilst

the value of the psychical in all its aspects dominates

and controls the whole. Great Britain, as the foremost

naval power in the world, should long ago have left to

its ultimate fate amongst other nations the idea that

quantity—so many tons of soldiers and so many tons

of sailors—affords an estimate of the warring force of

a nation : even if the whole history of this little isle and

the possession of our present Empire did not teach, as

the history of Rome taught and as the history of Athens

teaches in another sphere, that not mass but mind makes

a nation great.



CHAPTER VII

HEREDITY AND RACE-CULTURE

fa l^'r""°5
''"' ''!' •'^' "" application of biological results

^eoT^Jf'T^- ^".^ ^'^" ""^ '""' " tardiness which i. a

wouW °„^T" ?'"'« ^ '"''"« =«° >« »> doubt that it

JnSl^ A th"*''""'' 2' "" '-"P'ovement of the human breed."(Krof. J. A. Thomson, Heredity, 1908.)

It is evident that the facts and principles of heredity
lie at the very basis of eugenics or race-culture in any of
Its forms, practical or impractical, scientific or unscientific
Uur continual assumption throughout is that like tends
to beget Uke. and it is on this ground that we desire tomake parenthood the privilege of those whom we regard
as xnherenOy the best. If there were no such thing as
heredity there could be no possibihty of race^;ulture-
nor mdeed should we be here to discuss it. If a man's
children were equally likely to be acorns or babies or
tadpoles, the Uving world would not be the Uving worldwe know. *

The potency of heredity is o: ired to uncritical
examination by the fact that that which is inheritable
IS that which was innate, inherent or germinal in the
parent, as we shall shortly see. We, however, are apt
to compare the child with the parent, who has perhaps
been much modified by circumstances, so that the
resemblance between father and child may seem to
be shght. Yet if we could bring back before us that
father, as he was, say at the age of two, and compare
him with his two-year-old child, we should perhaps be

99
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astonished by the resemblance. But we see the acquire-

ments or acquired characters of the parent ; make no
distinction between them and his inherent characters

;

fail to discover these acquired characters in iiis child ;—
and discount the importance of heredity. Then, again,

the eugenist may be utterly confounded if he estimates

the parental value of an individual without reference

to this limitation of heredity. Here is a man of culture

and accomplishment , his children, then, will presumably

tend to be cultured and accomplished. But every kind

of advantage that forethought and love and money
can afford may have been showered upon that man.
So far as native endowment was concerned, he may
have indeed been fjir below mediocrity. Now it is

native endowment alone that he can tremsmit, and our

eugenic estimate of him is therefore erroneous and will

lead to disappointment. It is impossible to lay too

great stress upon the truth that in all eugenic plans or

demands or practices we are assuming the fact of in-

heritance, and that therefore it is our first business to

distinguish absolutely between that which tends to

be inherited and that which, on the other hand, is nevci

inherited.

Yet again, this distinction is of almost incalculable social

moment in so far as it affects the process of cf'.cction

actuallj occurring in society. This, perhaps, has not

been adequately recognised. One may repeat a former

statement of this point, which is cardinal for the

eugenist :

—

*' Even supposing that we were all identical at birth, yet, since

we would come to differ from one anothei 'O virtue of different

acquirements, due to our adaptation to differing environments,

natural selection would ultimately ha\*e different individuals from
which to select. Those who had made the most advantageous
acquirements, such as industry or great knowledge, would tend to

survive and prosper, whilst those who had m«Je disadvantageous
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at the present day to a greater or less degree, but it has alZimmediate and temporary or contemporary LitauLL F^%
:: '^n 't'^rT'' -,uirem^„.sV„rtr^nsmm^

.d™rg'eous*ae",le::n.:trt C^.e^e" t "^e™ Tsmc. these acquirements die with the^m" Tlfe on ypr^e^

«nrt^^;:^i:^S'Cur'-:K!^^vr

^£^:n^^trc;^^=-^-iS
to inherit their parents' good fortune Th.r. ,= = c„.-.
which we speak of a ch'd inheriting his !2:f:!ZlZeZ'

'"

vvhen his father has acquired a fortune ; but theS doTi^
'

1!

trchLicfe^'int '"-t^ ^""f
""^' - ^c^ hifth w"

relff^r ^h i K " '" '"'°- Acquirements, then, are all very

the 'mt'ow.-^'
"" " -^ '"*"" ='='— «>" "'o- "-t1^

It may be added that the time is coming when therevjm be a radical " transvaluation," as Nietzsche v^Zdsly
of the two fashions in which a father "leaves" some

this head now-a-days, we mean, fcohshly enough toenquu-e how much money the father left his child 'andwe say of a man that he has "inherited" a fortuneWe can see plamly enough, as Theognis did two thousand
five hundred years ago, that such an "inheritance"

Th'' Z^^f'?.^"^
^°'^ *" ^ anti-eugenic fashionThe gilded fool is swallowed by the maiden whose naivesen^e would have rejected such a pill without its coat!and so the most pitiable degenerate becomes the fathe^

of his like. This point will be alluded to later The
present argument is that • we ask what afather

(WiSarL,d°No;gat"l'926)!
""" "•"-"'"•<'• "d C.,U.U^..„
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" left " his children, we should really desire to learn

what he gave them when he was still alive and begot them.

These vital, or mortal, characters which they inherit

—

shall we say good health or insanity—are of incalculably

more moment to them as individuals than any monetary

fortime, and of incalculably more moment for the future.

Yet again is it true that there is no wealth but life, and
the best " fortune " or wealth that you can leave your

children is sane and vigorous life.

The case of slum childhood.—We have already seen

that even in the slums the children make a fresh start

in a wonderful way, that their stunted growth, their

proneness '.j disease, are mainly due to their environment,

which it is therefore our duty to improve. This is in

general true, and depends evidently upon the fact that the

acquired detc . loration of the parents

—

e.g., dental decay

—

is not transmitted to their children—poisonings apart—so

that the children make a fresh start where their parents

did. It is necessary to point this out again and again, as

the present writer for one has long been weary of doing,

because it indicates our immediate duty in this respect,

and forbids us to shirk it with any too-comprehensive

phrases about " national degeneration." Now who could

have predicted that this plain and simple truth would be

regarded by some people as constituting a denial—on

strict scientific grounds, and as the very latest scientific

pronouncement—of the principle of heredity ? " The
bubble of heredity has been pricked," says Mr. Bernard

Shaw.

But popular muddleheadedness does not affect the

palpable and universal truth that the inherent characters

of parents do tend to be inherited by their children ; nor

yet that these inherent characters differ profoundly in

different individuals ; nor yet the eugenic argument,

which is that for purposes of parenthood, which means
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Otoe"''
'"'"*• '°'"' °' '*"^ '^-""' •- '^on and

" Ye shaU know them by their fruits. Do men gathergrapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? . . \^ere

w

by the.r fruits ye shaU Icnow them.- These clSwords surely have a special value fo. the euTenLt ^we have said, it is his particular necessity. aS^ITnlheo^and m practice, to " know " the real nature the innatTmherent, genninai characters, of the indiCiduU "^I,may or may not be parents . and these, as we have sin^erequently obscured by the actionoftheen^t^^^^^^^^
as, for mstance m the population of the slums on the

hanj. But by their fruits ye shall know them "
Ingeneral, the children inherit what was innate

^'
theSparents and in many an instance the surest ^a^ i^wWchyou could ascertain what the parent really was'^y nTure-what, as we say. Nature "meant" him to be-is

'L'thrct,;""^
'='"'""• ^"'y- °' -"-. we^us

ht^ mad. > "u"^
^°""« '"''^'^' ""f"'^ environmen

worse. Thus, when we find the new-born babv ofsome pallid, half-starved, stunted moVhTr ^ ^hehims. to be healthy and vigorous and beautifiL.. by t^fru.t we ShaU know what the mother might and shouWhave been A healthy baby goes far to dronstra e

Saths :h r' " ''^*'^- ^"""^ '^ °- °f the carILtruth which emerge from the study of infant mortalitvand It may be perhaps permitted to wam some studenS

to SSifl"'."'
''' '"'"' '"*" "hich they are bound

M^tln^V- "°' ''''"" "^''^ "hat the student of

blul of 1;^ " '°"''^"y ^^^"'"S^ -^•. that thebabies of the slums, seen early, before ignorance and

alcohoiiifoT'^Wlltir'^' ""'" "'"' '"= "°"'" "' ">e father is
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neglect have had their way with them, are physically

vigorous and promising in certainly not less than ninety
per cent, of cases. This primarily demonstrates, of

course, the murderous nature of our infant mortality

;

but it also demonstrates to the eugenist that these classes

are perhaps not so unworthy as he may fancy. By their

new-bom babies ye shall know them. It is under the
influence of such considerations that the present writer,

for one, is somewhat chary of predictions and proposals
based upon the relative fertility of different classes of

the community or of the masses as compared with the
classes. Directly the eugenist begins to talk in terms of

social classes (as Mr. Galton has never done), he is

skating on thin ice, and if it lets him through, he will

find the remains of many of his rash predecessors be-

neath it.'

In fine, then, if we observe the distinction between
the innate and the acquired, which is the distinction

between the transmissible and the intransmissible, this

is so far from denying the fact of heredity at all as

in reality to emphasise its potency whilst undoubtedly
diminishing its range.

A criticism of terms.—In order that this distinction

may be clear and never forgotten, it is well to look to

our vocabulary—words being good servants but bad
masters. We should certainly have this vocabulary
purged altogether of a certain word in common and
uncritical emplojratient, especially by the medical pro-

fession. This is the thoroughly misleading, indeterminate

' It we make a diagram of society, witli tlie social strata labelled, and
then proceed to make a eugenic comment upon it, certainly the line
dividing the sheep from the goat-, as for parenthood, would not be
horizontal, at any level. Nor would it be vertical—as if the proportions
of worth and unworth were the same in all classes. Some would draw it
diagonally, counting most of the aristocracy good and most of the lowest
strata bad : others would slope it the other way. 1 should not venture
to draw it at all : there are individuals good and bad in all classes and
races, and their relative proportions are unknown, at least to me.
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and useless word " congenital." Not on one occasion in
a hundred of its use does any examined meaning attach
to It. The word is commonly used as the equivalent of
innate, inherent, inborn or germinal. Now nothing is
truly mnate or inborn save what was present in the germ
But with childish confusion of thought, we persist in
attaching quite undeserved importance to the birth of
those animals which are brought forth " alive "—as if a
bird's egg were not alive. Hence we speak of any character
present at birth as congenital, and then we assume that
congemtal is synonymous with inherent or germinal
But It IS an irrelevant detail that a young mammal
happens to leave its mother at the ninth week or month
Durmg the whole period that it spends within its mother
It IS to be regarded as an individual organism with its
own environment. If that environment so affects it as
to strangle a limb, the result is an acquirement, though
It may be present at birth. An acquirement is an
acquirement, whether it be acquired live minutes or
months before, or five minutes or months after, the
change of environment which we call birth. Thus a
character may be congenital—that is, present at birth—
but not mherent or germinal, not inborn at the real
btrth. which was the union of the maternal and paternal
germ-cells at conception. Such congenital characters are
really acquirements, and—poisonings apart— are not
transmissible. In common discussion this distinction is
whoUy Ignored

; and t -o distinct things, fundamentally
different m origin and in potency, are lumped together
under the blessed word " congenital."

This word is equally foolish and useless in an opposite
direction. It constantly leads those who use it to sup-
pose that the inherent characters of an individual are
conterminous with his congenital characters or his char-
acters at birth, and that thus any characters which he

I ji
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displays at a later age are acquired. All this comes of

the absuidly delusive significance attached to the change

of environment called birth, and may doubtless be traced

historically to the remotest superstitions which imagined

that a baby is not aUve until it is bom and breathes, or

that the soul or breath or pneuma or " vital principle
"

is breathed into it at the moment of birth We know,

however, that a man may display for the first time at

the age of twenty or sixty a character which was as truly

inherent in his constitution as his nose or his spinal

column—perhaps a beard, perhaps a mental character,

perhaps a disease, or what not. Now this was not con-

genital though it was inherent. But as long as the

stupid » word " congenital " is used as it is, we shall fail

to realise that inherent characters may display themselves

in an individual at any time after birth as at any time

before birth. Thus, to sum up, a character may be

congenital or rather pre-congenital, yet not inherent but

acquired : a character may be post-congenital, yet not

acquired but inherent. Now the all-important question

as regards heredity is not at what date in the history of

an individual a character appears—as, for instance, before

birth or after birth; but, whether that character is

inherent and therefore transmissible and therefore a

possible architect of the future of mankind ; or merely

!>n acquirement, with which—the racial poisons apart—

heredity has no concern.

It is suggested, then, that the word congenital be

expunged from the vocabulary of science, or that, if it be

retained, some meaning or other—any will do—be

attached to it. If the word is to be retained, and if it

be agreed to attach a meaning to it, probably " at birth
"

would be the most convenient. If this were agreed upon,

1 " For words are wise men's counters, they do but reckon by them

;

but they are the money of fools " (Hobbes, Ltvialhan, Pt. I. chap iv.).
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then the phrase "' congenital blindness," now ii; common
use, could be retained, as it would then accurately indicate
the nature of the blindness lu question, which is due
ahnost invariably, if not invariably, to an infection
acquired at the moment of birth.

Yet further. When we say that a man's intelligence
or length of Umb or whatever it be is hereditary, we mean
in ordinary speech that this character can be tra&^d in
one or more of his ancestors ; and that is, of course, an
accurate use of the term. But Shakespeare, for instarce.
had unremarkable ancestors, so that no one would say
ti^at his genius was hereditary ; are we, then, to say
that it was acquired ? Every one would protest at once
that a poet is bom and not made—than which there is

certainly no truer popular saying. What, then, is to be
said of it if it was neither hereditary nor acquired ? The
truth is that language is again at fault. Shakespeare s
genius was of inherent or germinal origin—the poet is

bom and not made
: or, more accurately, the poet is

conceived and not made, either before birth or after it.

Therefore, though Shakespeare did not inherit his
mother's genius or his father's genius, neither of them
having such a gift to transmit, yet his genius was certainly
potential either in the maternal or paternal germ-cell
which united to form him. or in both ; or at the least arose
in consequence of that compromise or rearrangement or
settlement, shall we say, which is in effect always agreed
upon by the two germ-cells in bi-parental reproduction.
Now the two germ-cells are the hereditary material.
They were given to Shakespeare by his parents ; nay
more, they made him. His genius, then, was hereditary
in an absolutely correct sense of the word, yet not in the
sense of ordinar>- -ech, nor even in the sense in which
it is employed by Mr. Galton in his book on Hereditary
Genius. This confusion of terms is responsible for much
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confusion of thought. It must the more urgently be
cleared up because of the discoveries in heredity initiated

by the Abbot Mendel, forty years ago, and now included
in the department of the science of heredity which is

called Mendelism. We learn from this that highly
definite characters may appear in offspring thouj,i there
was no sign of them in either parent. These, then, are not
hereditary in the sense of ordinary speech. Yet, in a
more accurate sense of the word they can be proved to

be hereditary—nay more, the manner and proportion of
their transmission can be predicted in the most exact
mathematical terms. These characters were not present
in the parent's body ; they did not lie open to view in

the parent ; they were not patent in the parent. They
were latent, however, they lay hid, in the parent, or
rather in the germ-plasm of which that parent was the
host. In many such cases, if we go back a generation
further we find that the character in question was patent
in a grand-parent. A mother's son may suffer fruia

haemophilia or the bleeding disease, yet she is not a
" bleeder," nor is the boy's father ; but her father was a
bleeder, and the disease is, of course, hereditary in her
son, though neither of his parents displayed a trace of it.

Thus an individual may inherit or may have inherent
in the germ-cells from which he was formed characters
which were not present in either parent. They were,
however, potentially present in the germ-cells of which
those parents were the trustees.

But, the reader will say, do we find in the case of every
" sport " or " transilient variation," such as Shakespeare,
that the new character was, after all, present in some one
or other of his ancestors though absent in his immediate
parents ? The answer is negative, certainly. But genius,
to take this case, is a combination of qualities. And the
Mendelians are now able to call into existence organisms
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of new kinds by combination of quaUties derived from
one parent, or rather from one parental line, with other
quahties formerly apparently incompatible .ith them
denved from the other parental line. Thus Professor
Biffen of Cambridge has called into existence a new kind of
wheat such as never existed before-a wheat combining
the quahty technically called " strength," hitherto lackingm all kinds of wheat capable of being profitably grown in
Great Bntam. with the power of yielding a large crop
arid other good qualities found in home-grown wheatHe has also produced a wheat which, together with other
desirable qualities, is immune from the disease known as

rust, this mimunity having never been found beforeplated with the other good qualities in question.
These advances wiU not long be Umited to the vegetable
world merely Perhaps it requires no very great imagina-
tion after all, to suppose that even something like that
combination of qualities which we caU genius may some
day be produced at will in mankind.
Such a new wheat, then.—I will not say such a Shake-

speare—owes Its unique and unprecedented properties to
heredity, and yet there was never anything like it before
Its genius is not " hereditary."
The words innate and wiorji are harmless and may be

employed, though the apparent emphasis on birth is rather
unfortunate. We mean, however, by innate or inborn
quahties, quahties which were potential in the germ The
gemus of Shakespeare was innate or inborn. It was
present potentially at his real birth, the union of the
parental ceUs. It preceded his " birth " in the ordinary
sense of the word

: Shakespeare, when only in embryo
was a Shakespeare in embryo.

Better stiU is the word inherent, which, 01 course
literally means " sticking in." By anything inherent we
mean that which was there from the Bist as part and
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parcel of, as indeed essential to, the entity to which we
refer. Now inherent characters are always inherited in

the accurate sense that they inhere in the germ-cells,

which are the inherited material. As these germ-cells

make us or as we are made out of them, it follows, of

course, that all our potentialities whatsoever, our ultimate

fates in every particular, partly depend upon inheritance.'

Nature and nurture are antithetic terms of Shake-

spearean origin which are in frequent use and much
favoured by Mr. Galton. That which comes by nature

is the inborn, inherent, or germinal ; and that is due to

nurture which is the result of the converse of the germinal

with the environment—a man's accent, for instance.

Perhaps, in some ways, germinal is the most useful

word of all, though inherent is so convenient and familiar,

as well as being accurate etymologically, that it has been

employed throughout this book. Not only is the word
germinal strictly accurate, but also it suggests the idea

of the germ-plasm, and has the particular virtue of

avoiding all reference to the change of environment to

which young mammals are subjected and which is called

birth.

There remains the terminological difficulty that, as I

have tried to show, the individual may display characters

which were potential in the germ, inherent and necessarily

inherited, though they did not appear in the parent nor

yet in any ancestor. We have to face the paradox, then,

that in natural inheritance a parent can transmit what
he has not got, though this does not apply to the un-

natural inheritance of property in human society. Now
what word is there which shall indicate the origin or at

' It might be supposed that the words " inherent " and " inherited
"

were allied etymologically. This is not so. " Inherit " is derived from
'* heir," and this from a verb meaning " to take," In natural inheritance
the heir inherits what is inherent in the ^erm-cells which make him.
Says Professor Thomson ;

" The organisation of the fertilised ovum is

the inheritance "

—

and the heir, w j may add.

ill
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least the time and condif oi ciifein uf such characters
as these? -^ey are gen inai, yet thf • are—in some
cases—not wholly present l, either of the ~rm<eUs which
united to form the new ii, ':% .dj^ in question. They
are present, however, in the new single cell from which
this individual, like every Uving organism, takes its
origin." The terms " congerminal " or " conceptional

"

might be employed.
" Acquired character," even, is a bad term. It re-

placed " functionally-produced modification," which was
long employed by Spencer. The blacksmith's biceps
answers to this phrase. It is this and other such modi-
fications that are non-transmissible. Alcoholic degenera-
tion IS not a " functionally-produced modification," but
It is an " acquired character," as is lead poisoning. These
do produce results in offspring—naturaUy enough. If the
older phrase were still the one employed, we should see
that the Weismannian argument as to non-transmission
does not apply to such " acquired characters."
The word " reversion," also, not to say " atavism "

may well be dropped. The attempted justification of its
older meaning by Professor Thomson has led to severe
and conclusive Mendelian criticism. The " reversion "

of
fancy pigeons to the blue ancestor is simply due to the
commg together of Mendelian units long separated. The
" reversion " of the feeble-minded is not reversion but the
result of poisoning—diversion, or /Perversion, if you like
Pnmitive man was not feeble-minded, nor is the ape
Science has no further use for the word as it is at present
employed.

Maternal impresslons.-\Ve are now, at last, after
our attempt to clear up the vocabulary of heredity, in

ctl'l "hrfugho'Iit''
" ^ '" "'«^"'™ ^ '""'J' '' ""^y "> ':°"s«t of on.
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a position to consider certain doctrines and popular

beliefs which bear very directly upon race-culture.

Realising, for instance, that " congenital " means nothing
;

realising as perhaps some of us have not so clearly realised

before, when exactly it is that the new human being comes

into existence, we shall be prepared to understand how

definite and indisputable are the denials which science

offers to certain popular ideas.

Thus, for instance, in the interests of race-culture, or, to

be more particular, in the interests of her unborn baby, the

expectant mother may faithfully follow the example of

Lucy in The Ordeal of Richard Feverel.^ Does this have its

intended effect ? The answer is an unqualified negative.

Consider the case. The baby is at this time already a baby,

though rather small and uncanny, floating in a fluid of its

own manufacture. Its sole connection with its mother is

by means of its umbilical cord—that is to say, blood vessels,

arterial and venous. There is o nervous connection

whatever : absolutely nothing but the blood-stream,

carried along a system of tubes. This blood is the child's

blood, which it sends forth from itself along the umbilical

cord to a special organ, the placenta or after-birth, half

made by itself and half made by the mother, in which

the child's blood travels in thin vessels so close to the

mother's blood that their contents can be interchanged.

Yet the two streams never actually mix. The child's

blood, having disposed of its carbonic acid and waste-

products to the mother's blood, and having received

therefrom oxygen and food, returns so laden to the child.

Pray how is the mother's reading of history to make the

child a historian ? If, after birth, a small operation were

» The reader will remember the chapter, "A Berry to the Rescue."
*' Says Lucy demurely : ' Now you know why 1 read history, and that

sort of books . . . i only read sensible books and talk of serious things

. . . because 1 have heard say . . . dear Mrs. Berry 1 don't you under-

stand now?' "
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performed, so that some of the mothers blood should
run ^ong an artificial tube into one of her baby's veins
the effective connection between the vwo organisms wouldm a sense be actuaUy closer than it was before birth when
as has been said, the two streams are always kept apart'Should wo expect such an operation to serve the chUd for
educatio, ? If the mother then acquired a scar shouldwe expect it to give the child a similar scar '

,u7Z ?K "Z,""'^^-
'^' '""""« °' geometry on the part of

tlie mother before its birth wUl not set her baby upon that
royai road to geometry of which Euclid rightly denied the
existence-any more than after its birth. Such a thing
does net happen, and there is no conceivable means bywhich It cou^d happen-unless we are to caU in telepathyAU maternal hopes and efforts of this kind are utterly
misguided

: as misguided as if the father entertained
smiilar hopes. Let the devoted mother acquaint herself

!wl, J ^* historians are pleased to call history, but
with the history of the developing human mind and body
so that she may be a fit educator of her child when it

=

bom.

Let her also realise that her blood is everything to her
child It is food and air and organ of excretion. If she

!!!,^^*'''/''f°'.."*°
^'' """^ '" ^y considerable

quantity she is feeding her child on poisoned food. Surely
the reader must see the distinction between a case like
this and the supposed transmission of historical know-
edge or even historical aptitude from mother to baby by
he diligent perusal of histories. Yet though the dis-
tinction is so palpable and evident, there are extremists
who believe and even print their beUefs that the denial
of the one (supposed) possibility, which is palpably incon-
ceivable, logicaUy carries with it a denial of the other
possibility, which is indeed a palpable necessity. Or
to state the criticism in another way, there are those who'
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if we protest that the introduction of poisons into the

mother's organism must surely involve risk to the child

who is nourished by her blood, will retort, " Oh, well, I

suppose you believe that if you learn a number of languages

before your next child is bom, he or she will be a

linguist !
" •

Hereditary grenius.—Mr. Galton's world-famous work

on Hereditary Genius was published in 1869 and reprinted

with a most valuable additional chapter in 1892. It

has long been out of print, however, and for the definite

purpose of attempting to arouse the reader's interest

in it so that he may somehow or other obtain a

copy to read, I may here go over one or two points,

chosen to that end. The argument, of course, is that

abihty is hereditary.'

This, in the judgment of most unbiassed people, Mr.

Galton conclusively proved ; and we do not at all realise

to-day how repugnant and revolutionary this doctrine

appeared to popular opinion some forty years ago. Mr.

Galton has, however, followed up his citation of facts

on more than one occasion since," and those who now

deny his view belong to that very large majority of

any population which finds itself able to pronounce

confidently upon the value of an author's work without

' Contrast Mr. Galton, Ihe propoundcr of the now accepted view :—

'• As a general rule, with scarcely any exception that cannot be

ascribed to other influences, such as bad nutrition or transmitted

microbes, the injuries or habi;s of the parents are found to have no

elect on the natural form or faculties of the child." (Heriditary Gmus.

Prefatory Chapter to the Edition of 1893, p. xv.)

• In the later edition Mr. Galton discusses the question of the title,

und says that if it could now be altered, it should appear m Hereditary

Ability. We may note ti at, as the author says himself, " The reader

will find a studious abstinence throughout the work from speaking

of genius as a special quality."

• The reader may note " A Eugenic Investigation : Index to Achieve-

ments of Near Kinsfolk of some of the Fellows of the Royal Society,

Sodological Pafm, 1904, pp. 85-99 (Macmillan) ; also JVolni«ii-I)iy FomiJies

(John Murray, 1906).
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forn,4ourhighe da^'
«"^ «hose «,h„ are the most efficient

me aggre.,ate their fair share of posterity to the next eenera

als short of the average of the nat.on'as a whore TherX'
but at whan'f "T r"'""'^

''" ''"^^™ «he two ex et
jout at what intermediate po nt does it lie ' Tak^n -it^^.,!,

Z/tXtSrfi ^'"h"'^
— «'>-' Set-oft^r'oiifiec -.ss, bodily intellectual, and moral, above or bilow the line of

a Ibe ow t, Tr"'"'".'
'° "" ""P^^-ent °f the race. If theyare below that line, they must work towards its degradation."

The main body of the book deals with enquiries inpecal cases-the judges of England between 1660 and
1865. statesmen, commanders, authors, men of science
poets musicians, painters, divines, senior classics of
Cambridge, oarsmen and wrestlers.
The concluding chapters should be printed in goldOniy one or two notes can here be made. Mr. cSton
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beUeves that the dark ages were largely due to the celibacy

enjoined by religious orders on their votaries :—

" Wlienever a man or woman was possessed of a gentle nature

that fitted him or her to deeds of charity, to meditation, to litera-

ture or to art, the social condition of the time was such that they

had no refuge elsewhere than in the bosom of the Cliuich. But

the Ch irch chose to preach and exact celibacy, and the conse-

quence was that these gentle natures liad no continuance, and

thus, by a policy so singularly unwise and suicidal that 1 am

hardly able to sneak of it without impatience, the Church

brutalised the breed of our forefathers. She acted precisely as if

she had aimed at selectin'; the rudest portion of the community

to be, alone, patents of future generations. She practised the arts

which breeders would use, who aimed at creating ferocious,

currish, and stupid natures. No wonder that club law prevailed

for centuries over Europe ; the wonder rather is that enough good

remained in the veins of Europeans to enable their race to rise to

its present very moderate level of natural morality."

Yet further :—

" The policy of the religious world in Europe was exerted in

another direction, with hardly less cruol effect on the nature of

future generations, bv means of persecutions which brought

thousands of the foremost thinkers and men of political aptitudes

to the scaffold, or imprisoned them during a large part of their

manhood, or drove them as emigrants into other lands. In every

one of these cases the check upon their leaving issue was very

considerable. Hence the Church, having first captured all the

gentle natures and condemned them to celibacy, made another

sweep of her huge nets, this time fishing in stirring waters, to

catch those who were the most tearless, truth-seeking, and intelli-

gent, in their modes of thought, and therefore the most suitable

parents of a high civilisation, and put a strong check, if not a

direct stop, to their progeny. Those she reserved on fl.ese

occasions, to breed the generations of the future, were the servile,

the indifferent, and, again, the stupid. Thus, as she—to repeat

my expression—brutalised human nature by her system of celibacy

applied to the gentle, she demoralised it by her system of persecu-

tion of the intelligent, the sincere, and the free. It is enough to

make the blood boil to think of the blind folly that has caused
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the foremost nations of struggling humanity to be the heirs of
such hateful ancestry, and that has so bred our instincts as to keep
them in an unnecessarily long-continued antagonism with the
essentia! requirements of a steadily advancing civilisation."

For this final quotation no apology is needed :

" The best form of civilisation in respect to the improvement of
the race, would be one in which society was not costly ; where
incomes were chiefly derived from professional source5,and'not much
through inheritance

; where every lad had a chance of showing
his abilities, and, if highly gifted, was enabled to achieve a first-

class education and entrance into professional life, by the liberal
help of the exhibitions and scholarsliips which he had gained in
his early youth

; where marriage was held in as high honour as in
ancient Jewish times

; where the pride of race was encouraged
(of course I do not refer to the nonsensical sentiment of the
present day, that goes under that name) ; where the weak could
find a welcome and a refugo in celibate monasteries or sisterhoods,
and lastly, where the better sort of emigrants and refugees from
other lands wrre invited and welcomed, and their descendants
naturalised."

The study of psychical Inheritance.—This early work of
Mr. Galton has been followed by much more on the same
lines. Contemporary psychology, however, is just begin-
ning to indicate the lines on which new enquiry is needed.
The naive assertii. as of the actuary as to the inheritance
of, say, " conscientiousness " are not useful to the psycho-
logist, who has some idea of the structure and history of
that most complex social product we call conscience. The
psychologists must analyse out for us those elementary
units of the mind upon which experience and ths social
state, education and suggestion act, to make human nature
as we know it. The reader may be directed to Dr.
McDougall's recent work on Social Psychology—written
at the present writer's suggestion—for an outline analysis
of what is really inherent, and therefore alone trans-
missible, in the human mind—certain instincts and
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impulses, together with native varieties in capacity of

memory, and so on. Recently the Mendelians have

entered this field, and they have the advantage of

realising the importance of dealing with real primary

units. Their law seems to apply to the musical sense in

man and to the brooding instinct in the hen.' The line

of study here suggested is earnestly commended to the

psychologists for their indispensable help.

Eugenics and parties.—Let us once again consider the

fashion in which men and women are classified to the

eugenic eye. We have already realised that the most essen-

tial division of fact is that between those who will and

those who will not be parents. The most essential division

of ideal is of those who are worthy and those who are not

worthy to be parents. It is the object of eugenics to make

the real and the ideal divisions coincide. And let us here

say with all possible force that before such classifications

as these all others are trivial and nearly all others im-

pudent. The eugenist has nothing to do with the low

game called party poHtics : terms like socialism and so

forth mean very little for him. He may or may not be a

socialist, but if he be, at least he does not subscribe to

what, so far as I can judge, is the first article in the creed

of socialism—that all evil is of economic origin ; he knows

that there is much evil of germinal origin. As for

conservatism and liberalism, he might have some use for

these terms if the creed of conservatism were that there is

no wealth but life, which must be conserved ; and the

creed of Uberalism that life has not yet reached its zenith,

and there must be liberty for all progressive variations

of body and mind and thought and practice. As it is, all

these things are somewhat nauseating. If and when there

is a thinking party, and that party will have the eugenist,

he will doubtless join it. Meanwhile he appeals to that

> These researches have not yet been published.

i II <
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great and growing section of the community which knows
party-poUtics for the humbug and sham that it is, and the
House of Commons as a lethal chamber for souls.

SimUarly, the eugenic classification of mankind cuts
nght across the ordinary social classification. The para-
site and the parent of parasites must be branded, whether
he be at the top or the bottom of the social scale. The
quality of the genn-plasm which men and women carry is
the supremely important thing. Its architecture is the
architect of all empires. Year by year we shall more
surely be able to infer the nature and the worth of the
germ-plasm in particular cases, though its host may have
been veneered or, on the other hand, repressed

; and year
by year the basal facts of heredity wiU furnish ever surer
criteria for the theory and practice of a New Imperialism
which knows, for instance, what mUitarism did for Rome
and Napoleon for France, and which will some day sweep
all the money changers out'of the Temple of Life.»

' In the later chapters of a fornier book, "Health, Streneth and

SS?'??' 'P'"""'
K'<:hards, London; Mitchell Kennerley, New York

o?^i i",l ?' u "".l"* "rT "'" '''°^ ''""^''<y '«="> <he eugenic poLtof \ lew more fully than has been p, ,,sible here.



CHAPTER VIII

EDUCATION AND RACE-CDLTURE

- dccation is but the giving or witliholding of opportunity."

—

Batesos.

It is true that education can seem to accomplish miracles ;

that in a single generation the results of an ideal educa-

tion would be amazi .- It is true, also, t.iat in certain

epochs of history, v he v ise counsels have prevailed, great

results have been attained. It is true that at present

scarcely a man or woman amongst us, if any, has reached

the full stature which would have been attained under an

ideal system of education. It is true, finally, that no

system of race-culture can ignore education or be effective

without it. Though the general question of education is

not the specific question of the present volume, yet there

is only too good reason for some brief allusion to the sub-

ject here, especially since it bears on the question of the

measure of importance which we ascribe to heredity.

Modem educatiCii—the destruction ol mind.—When we
observe in such contrasted cases as those of Herbert

Spencer and Wordsworth, for instance, that absence of

early education, especially in the first septennium, has

co-existed with the subsequent efflorescence of the

mightiest genius, we may almost be inclined to enquire

whether genius cotild not in effect be made to order even

in the very next generation by the simple device of sus-

pending the process which we are pleased to call education.

Doubtless that is scarcely so, though every one who has

any knowledge of the subject is well ar'iured that mere
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suspension of the present destructive process might suif.ee
to produce a population that would wonder at its ancestors.
A simple analogy will show the disastrous character of

the present process, which may be briefly described as
" education " by cram and emetic. It is as if you fiUed
a chUd's stomach to repletion with marbles, pieces of coal
and similar material incapable of digestion—the more
worthless the material the more accurate the analogy :

then applied an emetic and estimated your success by the
completeness with which everything was returned, more
especially if it was returned " unchanged," as the doctors
say. Just so do we cram the chUd's mental stomach its
memory, with a selection of dead facts of history and'the
hke (at least when they are not fictions) and then apply a
violent emetic -ailed an examination (which like most
other emetics causes much depression) and estimate our
success by the number of statements which the child
vomits on to the examination paper—if the reader will
excuse me. Further, if we are what we usually are we
prefer that the statements shall come back " unchanged "

—showing no signs of mental digestion. We call this" training the memory."
Such a process as one has imagined in the physical case

would assuredly ruin the physical digestion for hfe In
the mental case, which is not imaginary but actual a
similar result ensues. It is thus unfair to th. Anglo-Saxon
germ-plasm to credit it with the abundant stupidity of its
products. Much of this stupidity is factitious and arti-
ficial. We shall continue to produce it so long as by
education or drawing forth we understand intrusion or
thrusting in, and so long as the only drawing forth which
we practise is by means of the emet.cs we call examina-
tions. The present type of education is a curse to modem
rhildhood and a menace to the future. The teacher who
cannot teU whether a child is dring well without formally^
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examining it, sliould be heaving bricks ; but such a teacher

does not exist. In Berlin they are now learning that the

depression caused by these emetics, for which the best

physical parallel is antimony, often leads to child suicide

—

a steadily-increasing phenomenon mainly due to educa-

tional over-pressure and worry about examinations.

Short of such appalling disasters, however, we have to

reckon with the existence of this enormous amount of

stupidity, which those who fortunately escaped such

education in childhood have to drag along with them in

the long struggle towards the stars. This dead weight of

inertia lamentably retards progress.

Our factitious stupidity is injurious both in the govern-

ing and the governed. As Professor Patrick Geddes once

remarked to the present writer, there are three kinds of

governments ; the government of the future—as yet only

ideal, which believes that there are ideas and that they may

be worth acting upon : the second is instanced by the

Russian government, which believes that there are ideas,

but fears and suppresses them ; the third by the British

government, which denies that there are ideas at all, and

prefers the method of " muddling through "—to use a

Cabinet Minister's contented phrase—though truth is one

and error infinite, though there are a million ways of going

wrong for one of going right. This characteristic is not

to be attributed to any germinal stupidity of the ruling

classes in England. If it were we should of course look

upon the decadence of their birth-rate with the utmost

gratitude. It is a factitious product of their education.

If you have been treated with marbles and empties long

enough, you may begin to question whether there is such

a thmg as nourishing food ; if you have been crammed

with dead facts, and then compelled to disgorge them,

you may well question whether there are such thmgs as

nourishing facts or ideas.
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Not less disastrous is this factitious stupidity amongst
the governed. It produces, of course, the kind of man
with whom we are all famUiar. Having at great labour
been taught to read, he is incapable of reading anything
but rubbish. He never thinks for himself, and if he does
you wish he had not, so inadequate is his machinery and
so deplorable the result. He believes in politicians. He
is. as we have said, so much dead weight for the reformer,
whose energy is diverted from the discover}' of new truth
by the need of directing the eyes of stupidity to the old,
though it shines as the sun in his strength.

Therefore, let not the reader suppose that in the advo-
cacy of eugenics or race-culture we have become blinded
to the possibilities offered us by reasonable education even
of the very heterogeneous material offt red us by heredity.
The limits of education—individual and racial Yet

it must be maintained that, though we cannot do without
education, and though something infinitely better than
we practise at present wiU be necessary if the ideal of race-
culture is ever to be realised, yet education alone, however
good, can never enable us to achieve our end. It must
be maintai.".-d in the first place, that education is limited
in Us powfri by the inherent nature of the educated
matedJ- ;t i» a process of drawing out, and you cannot
draw out what is not there : and secondly, that its value,
so far as the nature of individuals is concerned, is confined
to the individuals in question and is not reproduced or
maintained in their children. Thus education alone would
have similar material to act upon from age to age, would
have to make a fresh beginning in each generation, and its
results, however good, relatively, would still be limited
and finite. We shall do well, perhaps, to obtain and retain
an adequate definition of education. No true conception
of education was possible, notwithstanding the derivation
of the word, so long as the child's mind wo 5 likened to a
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piece of " pure white paper " for us to write upon : or an

empty box waiting to be filled. The tabula rasa of Locke

is, we now know, the last thing in the world to resemble a

child's mind. Indeed, if any such figure be demanded,

the child's mind is a piece of mosaic—made of ancestral

pieces—£md education is the process of realising what is

so given. Or, if a child's mind is a portmanteau, to

educate is not to pack but to unpack it. We understand,

at least, that education never can begin at the begiiming,

nor anywhere near it—that, a'? Professor MacCunn says

in his admirable book. The Making of Character, " the page

of the youngest Ufe is so far from being blank that it bears

upon it characters in comparison with which the faded

ink of palaeography is as recent history."

We are learning, too, though none but the very few know

this, that the process by which the " faded ink " is made

visible must not be credited with having done the writing

:

any more than the fire to which you hold a paper written

upon with ink that fire makes visible. Still less do we

reaUse that what really seems to be the product of educa-

tion is often the result of an inherent mechanism now

developed, which was not yet formed when we began the

educational process. One reason why the baby cannot

walk is that it has not the nervous apparatus. A child

may walk at the first attempt, if that attempt be delayed

until the machinery is developed. A child may similarly

speak sentences at the first attempt. Very commonly we

start teaching a child something, which, after some years,

itlejims. We have done nothing but interfere. The learn-

ing is none of our doing : merely the mental apparatus is

now evolved—and lo ! the result. At birth the sucking

apparatus is perfect. If we could, doubtless we should

start teaching the unborn infant to suck long before the

machinery was ready—and should applaud ourselves for

its facility at birth ; only that probably this facility would
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be irapa .d by our efforts, as many capacities of later
development are damaged by our interference. What we
understand, or misunderstand, by education should begin
approximately when a chUd is seven. The firet seven years
of hfe should really have the term of childhood confined
to them, for there is a natural term so indicated. The
growth of the brain is a matter of the first seven yeare
almost wholly. It grows relatively httle after that period •

and until that is completed the physical apparatus ofmmd IS not ready for educational interference. Without
any such interference, and with merely the provision of
conditions, physical and mental, for its spontaneous
development, the brain of the seven year old will suffice
for surprising things—so surprising that if their evolution
were possible under any system of schooling practised
before that date, we should applaud it as ideal. Probably
there is no such system-much less any that « ,11 improve
on the spontaneous process.

Education the provision of an environment We
are prepared, then, to realise the limits to the action of
education upon the individual. We shall not confuse
this great and many-sided thing with such of its factors
as mstruction or schooling. It is not intrusion but
education

:
" the guidance of growth," to use Sir James

t-nchton-Browne's phrase. This guidance, this pro-
cess of unpacking, educing or realising, is accomplished
by the action of circumstances or the environment.
Environment is a large word and is invariably abused
when It is used in less than the large sense. Here it
includes, for instance, air and food, mother-love and
the schoolmaster. I theiefore define education as the
provision of an environment. This definition prepares
us to understand the limitations of the process If we
think of education as a packing or cramming process
we shall err in this respect ; we shall expect limitless
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results from education provided that one packs early

and tightly and carefully enough. It is this erroneous

conception which rules us and daily betrays us in practice.

If, however, we think of education as the provision of

an environment, capable of creating nothing, but merely

of causing the expression or the repression of potential

characters inherent in the individual educated, then we

shall begin to recast our methods on the hnes determined

by this truth. Yet, further, we shall begin to understand

the cardinal truth, one of the many platitudes which

we have yet to appreciate, that " you cannot make a

silk purse out of a sow's ear."

Heredity and environment.— Let us consider the ques-

tion in general terms. The characters of any living thing

are determined by two factors—heredity and environment.

The old phrases were character and circumstances, but

they were less than useful, since character is modified

by circumstances. Now one of the most important

questions in the world, and not least for the eugf^nist,

is as to the relative importance of these two factors.

The technical terms may not be in our mouths, but we

discuss this instance or that of the question in point ahnost

every day of our lives. One part of the busmess of

philosophy and of science is not only to answer questions

but to ask them correctly. This question is always

wrongly asked, and therefore cannot be answered, or

is incorrectly answered. We persist in using the

mathematical idea of addition, and we seek to show that,

say, seventy per cent, of the result is due to the innate

factor and thirty per cent, to the acquired. But the

truth is that so long as we begin with this idea we may

prove what we please. If we keep our attention fixed

upon the environmental or educational factor we can

easily and correctly demonstrate that in certain circum-

stances Mozart would have been tone-deaf and Shake-
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speare a gibbering idiot-hence, but incorrectly we
argue that environment is practicaUy everything Per
cmtra.ve can easUy and correctly demonstrate that no
education in the world could enable a door-mat or a
cabbage or ourselves to write Don Giovanni or Hamlet-
hence, but incorrectly, we argue that the material to be
operated upon is everything. We have to learn, however
that the analogy is one not of addition but of multiplication
Weither mhentance nor environment, as such, gives any-
thmg. The environmental factor may be potentially
one hundred-an ideal education-but the innate or
mhented factor may be nothing, as when the pupil is a
door-mat or a fool. The result then is nothing. Darwi..
had the trombone played to a plant, but he did not make
a Falestrma. No academy of music will make a beetroot
mto a Beethoven, though I dare say a well-trained beet-
root might write a musical comedy. The point is that
one hundred multiplied by nothing equals nothing
Similarly, the innate factor may be one hundred, as in
the case of a potential genius, but he may be brought
up upon alcohol and curses amongst savages, and the
result agam is nothing. Keep the idea of multiplicationm the mmd, and the facts are seen rightly. No matterhow big either factor be, if it be multiplied by nothing
It yields nothing, or if it be multiplied by a fraction, asm the ordmary education of a genius, it yields less than
t should. But in this controversy people persist in
assuming that inheritance or education gives definitely
so much which is there anyhow, whereas, really it only
supphes a potential figure, which may reaUse infinity or
nothing, according to what it is multipUed by. With
all deference, I submit this as a real answer to these
endless disputes.

But further, granted that neither factor in itself pro-
duces any actuality, which is normally the weightier of

* .1
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the two factors? We must make the qualification,

" normaUy," because such a thing as disease or poison,

included in the environmental factor, will dommate

the result, completely overshadowing the importance

of whatever heredity gave. Such things apart, however,

we may be thoroughly assured that heredity is the

weightier of the two factors. The more we study

education, the more we recognise its true nature.

Indeed, the more we realise its ideal, the more do we

realise its limitations. The more we study educa-

tion the more important does heredity appear. If the

reader has not had opportunities of observing children

for himself let him refer to such a book as Mr. Galton's

Inqinies Mo Hurr.uti Faculty, and he;Will begin to realise

hc'v irge is the factor given by inheritance and how

relatively small is the factor given by education.

Education can educate only what heredity gives.—

Heredity, as the eugenist must never forget, gives not

actualities but only potentiaUties. It depends upon

circumstances whether they shall become actualities.

That, however, we all know. No one supposes that

education is superfluous or impotent. We do, however,

peisistenUy forget the converse truth that education,

on the other hand, makes no definite contribution, but

merely multiplies—or alas, divides—the potentiaUties

given by inheritance. These potentialities constitute a

limiting condition which no education can transcend.

Education can educate only what heredity gives. Long

ago Helvetius thought, as did Kant, that the differences

between men were due to differences in education. But it is

not so. We make, of course, the most ridiculous clauns for

education. The remark wrongly attributed to the Duke

of Wellington, that " the battle of Waterloo was won

on the playing-fields of Eton." is an instance in pomt.

Recently, when Francis Thompson, the poet, died, the local

! .
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ne«^paper of his birthplace said that it should be proud

LtZ^r^"""" ^\ ^' ""y '='"Sh at this con-
ception of the genesis of genial but we all talk in this
fishion A genius was educated at Eton, and we sav

Ftn ^^J'^^T"^ ^^- '^^^ t™th « of -course, thatEton faded to destroy him. (One says Eton for con-
venience, but the name of any accepted school will do3

hTp^;
There's plenty of material: but it is notthe nght material. We should cease to speak, in ourpnde for oui- -v«, Alma MaUr or our own methods, »

If education created genius or anything else. k.^ bom unequal. To realise the nature of education
IS not only to avoid the popular assumption that an
deal education will do everything for us, forgetting
that no amomit of polishing will make pewter shi^e hk!

^.^i;.f
"""^ °'^^ *° '"'"* "^ •'^'^'^ '° 'he principle

of selechon m recognition of the power of inheritance;
t B not merely to dispose of the idea that men are bom
mherently equal; but it is also to combat the ideathat education is a leveUing process. On the contrary
It accentuates the differences between men. You m^^
confuse the unpolished pebble and the diamond, but notwhen education has done iU utmost for both. If educa-bon were a process of addition to what inheritance gives,
t would ahnost level men: the addition of a laige smn
to figures such as, say, i, 2, and 3, would ahnost obliterate
their onginal disproportion. But the analogy is with
rndtiphcation as I have suggested : and the larger thesum by which i, 2 and 3 are multiplied, the gr^er is
the disparity between the products. This is. perhaps
one o the tmths of vast importance which th; commonnm of contemporary Socialism implicitly denies: though
It IS of course abundantly recognised by such a sociafet
as that master-thinker Professor Forel. The socialist's

';1
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panacea, ideal education for aU, is much to be desired,

and wiU accomplish much, as we began by admittmg

;

but it is not a panacea. Those who beUeve it to be

such do not understand the nature of education nor its

limitations. They should remember the remark of

Epictetus, "the condition and characteristic of a fool

is this : he never expects from himself profit nor harm,

but from externals." The dogma of the unthinking

socialist—who exists, though he is doubtless rarer than

the unthinking individuaUst—is that all evil is of economic

origin : correct your economics and your education and

you obUterate evil. But it is not so. As LoweU said,

" A great part of human suffering l)as its root m the

nature of man, and not in that of his institutions."

When by means of eugenics we can give education the

right material to work upon, we shall have a Utopia, and

as for forms of government they may be left for fools to

contest. Forel, incomparably the greatest socialist thinker

of the day, sees this. He makes his Utopian predictions

not so much as to mere externals, hke clothing and

language, but as regards the kind of man and woman

:

and, unlike some writers, he entitles himself to pamt

these pictures, for in that great eugenic treatise

Die Sexud Frage, he tells us how to realise them by

pedagogic reform working upon the materials provided

by human selection. A paragraph may be quoted from

Forel :

—

"Malgri tout renthousiasme qu'on doit montrer pour une

DMaeoRie rationale, il ne faut jamais oublier qu'elle est incapable

de remplacer la selection. Elle sett au but immMiat et

rapprocM, qui est d'utiliser le mieux possible le matfaial

humain tel qu'il existe maintenant. Mais, par elle-in6me, elle

n'amiliore en lien la qualite des getmes i venir. Elle peut,

n&nmoins, giSce i I'instruction donnte k la jeunesse sur la

valeur sociale de la selection, la preparer k mettre cette derniire

en ceuvre."
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and another from Spencer :—

hv ;t TV,. . 1 ™*"*Sement, they cannot be removed

divinely poor, it will make rich »h=.
Whatever is un-

belch which^She"' „h'
''""^" ""'* ^™ 8"*" f™» ">« »ea.

.<...:^'r':i:cr^r-r,-:^^::--

'*iji
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little difference between the noble and the mean stones. But the

jeweller's trenchant education of them will tell you another story.

Even the meanest will be th. better for it, but the noblest so

much better that you can class the two together no more. The

fair veini and colours are all clear now, and so stem is nature s

intent regarding this, that not only will the polish show which is

best but the best will tal " most polish. You shall not merely -:-

they have more virtue th.»n the others, but see that more of virtue

more clearly ; and the less virtue there is, the more dimly you shall

see what there is of it.
, „ . .

•

173 And the law about education, which is sorrowluUes. to

vulgar pride, is this-that all its gains are at compound interMt

;

so that, as our work proceeds, every hour throws us farther

behind the greater men with whom we began on eqaal terms.

Two children go to school hand in hand, and spell for half an

hour over the same page. Through .11 their lives, never shall

they spell from the same page more. One is presently a page

a-head, two pages, ten pages-and evermore, though each toils

equally, the interval enlarges-at birth nothing, at death infinite.

So much for one reUtion of this question to Socialism.

Quite lately (The New Age, April nth, 1908) Mr. Have-

lock Ellis has summed the matter up as foUows :—

"Education has been put at the beginning, when it ought to

have been put at the end. It matters comparatively little what

sort of education we give children; the primary matter is whut

sort of children we have got to educate. That is the mos

fmidamental of questions. It lies deeper even than Uie great

question of Socialism wrs«s Individualism, and indeed touches a

foundation that is common to both. The best organised social

system is only a house of cards if it cannot be constructed with

sound individuals; and no individualism worth the name is

possible, unless a sound social organisation permits the breeding

of individuals who count. On this plane Socialism and Individual-

ism move in the same circle."

We cannot agree with SociaUsm when, as we think,

it assumes that all evU is of economic or of educational

origin The student of heredity finds elements of evil
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abun^t in poisoned germ-plasm and not absent from

-which would be one that made men. The rerm-oS

:^ii^^:^— ^'^-•- -'^ '- itfs;t
But if Socialism, sooner than any other party is wineto .dent.fy .tself with the economic principle of rSthat there is no wealth but life " • and if in it.

^'

oftheconaitionsofindustiyit^lC'eSHpnS;
witl the culture of the racial life, which is ?he v^^mdu^try of any people (and basis enough for a NewImpenahsm, or at least a New Patriotil. that milhTbe quite decent)

; if so. then it seems to me hat we mSlook to the socialists for salvation. But bookrw^khdescnbe future externals, books which assume Tateducation is a panacea, forgetting that educ^on Vaneducate only what heredity gives, turn us away a«S^when we are ahnost persuaded The econnZirl
^

™ust fail (at least as a^anacea); th'L^Sp'^:^'
must fad

; the eugenic panacea may not fail

Education, then, cannot achieve our ideal of r=.r»
culture No matter how good our polistog w must"have silver and diamonds to work unon nnt L f
and pebbles. When we have the ri^?' m enTt^work upon our labour will not be wasted. oT far wo4than wasted, as it now too often is.

Education a Sisyphean ta»k._But the holi^f
education as in itself an adequate instrument of acl"culture chiefly depends upon the popular doctletto Its mfluence upon the race. It is supposed, in a^or?that If we educate the parents, the'^Xd wiU^
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where the parents left o«. This is the doctrine o(

Lamarck, - .0 said that if the necks of the parent giraffe

wei« edui,died or dravra out, the baby giraffe would have

this anatomical acquirement transmitted to it, and, so

to speak, when it grew up, would be able to beg;.! feeding

on the leaves of trees at the level where its parents had

to leave off. In the course of its Ufe its own neck would

become elongated or educated, and its children would out-

stretch both itself and their grand-parents. This doctrine

of the transmission of acquired characters by heredity,

as we have seen, is, at the present day, repudiated by

biologists. It is generaUy beUeved by the medical

profession and by the pubUc, notwithstanding the fact

that, for instance, the skin of the heel of every new baby

is ahnost as thin and deUcate as it is anywhere else,

though for unthinkable generations all the ancestors

of that baby on both sides have greatly thickened the

skin of both heels by the act of walking.

It is quite evident that, if the Lamarckian theory

were true, education would be a completely adequate

instrument of race-culture, incomparable in its rapidity

and certainty. It would not reform the world in a

single generation because, as we have seen, its results

would be Umited by the inherent nature of its matenal

;

but since those results would involve the vast ameUora-

tion of the material upon which it worked in the second

generation, mankind would be Uttle lower than the

angels in a century. The good habits acquired by one

generation would be innate in the next. If the father

learnt one languag- in addition to hi', own, the chUd

would start with t ., knowledge of two, waiting only

for opportunity, and could accumulate more and hand

them on to its child. " My father's environment would

be my heredity." If we desired muscular strength we

could in two generations produce a race amongst whom
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Sandow would be apuny weakling. We should not need to
discuss any question of selection for parenthood. Withoutany such process we could answer Browning's prayer and

mS' """^ '^ once"-physicaUy, mentally and

But the Lamarckian theory does not correspond with

moral, are limited to the individuals educated. The
children do not begin where the parents left off butthey make a fresh start where the parents did. Thus eventhough we had and employed an ideal method of educationwe should make no permanent improvement by its mean^
alone m the breed of mankind, any more than the breeder
of race-horses could attain his end by the same means
In each generation the same problem, the same difficulties
the same lunitations inherent in the nature of the new
material, would have to be faced. We must learn from
Uie horse-breeder, who knows that the blood of a sinele
horse. Eclipse, runs in the veins of the great majority ofwinners since his time.

It is exceedingly difficult to dispossess the popularmmd of the Lamarckian idea, the more especiaUy as
*

members of the medical profession, who are regarded
as authonties on heredity, contentedly accept this idea
thmselves. Yet the advocates of eugeni^ or race-
culture have to recognise that, so long as the Lamarckian
Idea obtams, their crusade will faU to iind a hearingWe beheve that nothing can reaUy be accomplishedm the way of race-culture untU pubUc opinion-that
chaos of prejudices." as Huxley called it-is marehalled

on cur side. But the popular notion of heredity is amost fomudable obstacle. The Lamarckian idea seems
to provide a method lor the improvement of a species
which cannot be surpassed for simpUcity. rapiditrand
certamty. It even excludes the possibility of mistakes
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You cannot go wrong if you simply educate every one to

the utmost. Doubtless some persons are more suited for

parenthood than others, but only let education be wise and

univeisal, and any question of selection by marriage or

otherwise will be superfluous. A thousand difficulties

offered by pubUc sentiment, by conventior by the

churches, by the large measure of uncertainty which

attends the working of heredity o;u!d be ignored, if

race-culture were simply a matter -i education.

Nevertheless, these difficulties have to be faced by

the eugenist. The popular misconception of heredity-

instanced by Sir James Simpson's belief, not inexcusable

SKty years p ', that the education of a future mother

will enlarge lier child's brain—must be removed. It can

s.-arceU- oe doubted that the sway of the Lamarckian

idei A ill soon be diminished, and then, at last, those

wh^ are interested in the future will discover that only by

the process of selection for parenthood, which has brought

mankind thus far, can further progress be assured.

Real functions of education lor race-culture.—

Nevertheless education has a true function for race-

culture in addition to the obvious fact of its necessity in

order to realise the inherent potentialities of the individual.

One of its functions is to provide a level of pubUc opinion

and public taste such that the finer specimens of each gen-

eration shall receive their due reward and shall not be

crushed out of existence or perverted. There is a passage

in Goethe which suggests the true function of education,

and makes us suspect that, so far as many kinds of genius

and talent are concerned, our immediate business is

perhaps less to endeavour to produce them by breeding

—

if that be possible—than to make the most of them when

they are vouchsafed us. Says Goethe :

—

" We admire the Tragedies of the ancient Greeks; but to take a

correct view of the case, we ought to admire the period and the
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nation in which their production was possible rather than the
md.vidual authors; for though these pieces differ ir. some points
from eacli other, and tliouRh one of these poets appears somewhat
greater and more finished than the other, still, taking all things
together, only one decided character nms through the whole

• ihis IS the character of graiiut.:-, fitness, soundness, human
perfection, elevated wisdom, sublime thought, pure, strong in-
tuition, and whatever other qualities one might enumerate. But
when we find all these qualities, not only in the dramatic works
which have come down to us, but also in lyrical and epicworks-
in the philosophers, orators, and historians, and in an equally
high degree iii the works of plastic art that have come down tous-we must feel convinced that such qualities did not merely
belong to individuals, but were the current property of the nation
and the whole period."

Bducatlonu to the principle of selection.—Further, the
hope may be warranted that, though education, as siich,
wiU not achieve the ideal of true race-culture, and though
it has never hitherto averted the ultimate failure of all
civilisations, yet the case may be different to-day, in that
our acquired or traditional progress, transmitted by the
process of education accumulating from age to age—not
in our blood and bone and brain, but mainly in books,
whereby the non-transmission of the results of education
is arcumvented in a sense—has reached the point at
which the laws of racial or inherent progress have been
revealed to us, as to none of our predecessors.' Having
the knowledge of these laws it is possible that we may
avert our predecessors" fate by putting them into force.
If we do not, we must ultimately become " one with
Nmeveh and Tyre." Fifty years have now elapsed since
the principle of natural selection was demonstrated for
all time by the genius of Darwin. We must not be guilty
of starting to teU the story of organic evolution and
leaving out the point. So long as we supposed that man
was created as he is, the idea of racial progress was an

' See the last sentence of the quol^ition from Forel on p. 130.
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absurdity. It is the correct thing now-a-days to decry

the possibility of human perfection. This possibility is

rightly to be decried if it be assumed that ideal education

of the present material or anything like it would realise

perfection. We have seen that it would not. It is the

principle of selection, in which Darwin has educated

us, that must be taught to all mankind, and thus

education may indeed become the factor of an effective

race-culture.

The power of individual opinion—Since ultimately

opinion rules the world, it is for us to create sound opinion.

That is the purpose of this book. But every individual

may be a centre of eugenic opmion,^ and the time has

assuredly come for attempting to realise this ideal,

though a thousand years should pass before the facts of

heredity axe completely ascertained and understood.

The main principles are of the simplest character, and

can be readily imparted to a child. Especially does the

responsibility fall upon parents and those who are in

charge of childhood.

The young people of the next and all succeeding genera-

tions must be taught the supreme sanctity of parenthood.

The Uttle boy who asks what he is to become when he

grows up, must be taught that the highest profession and

privilege he can aspire to is responsible fatherhood ; the

little girl may less frequently ask these questions, the

answer to which has been imparted to her by her own

Mother-Nature—as the doU instinct, so little appreciated

or utilised, sufficiently demonstrates; but she likewise

must be taught reverence for Motherhood. As childhood

gives place to youth, what may be called the eugenic

sense must be ev'.livated as a cardinal aspect of the moral

sense itself ; so that even personal inclination—at the

controllable and self-controllable stage which precedes

n ^1
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"head over ears" affection-wiU wither when it is

th ^ *? .'""" °°* *''°' °" ^"y «^°""d. offends
the educated eugenic sense. There is here a field
for mord education of the highest and most valu-
able kmd, both for the individual and for the race
Is there any other aspect of duty which can claima higher warrant ? Is there any hitherto so whoUv
Ignored ?

The preceding paragraph is re-printed from a brief
account of its objects written for the Eugenics Education
S^iety as a Society which amongst other purposes^ts to further eugenic teaching at home and in the
schools and elsewhere." The difficulties of teaching
this subject to children are n:ore apparent than real 1may freely confess that though t have been speaking
wnting and thmking about eugenics for six years I did
not reaJise the importance of eugenic education until Iheard the views of some of the women who belong to this
Society and even then I was at first sceptical as to its
practicability. The subject has been entirely ignored by
the pion^rs of this matter. Eut if we turn to such awork as Ford's masterpiece we begin to realise that theeugemc education of children is the real beginning at the
beginning, that it is in fact indispensable, and must be
antecedent to all legislation in the direction of positive
eugenics, though not to certain forms of legislation in the
direction of negative eugenics.' In the earlier chapter
of his great work Professor Forel offers the parent and thepardian abundant, detailed and accurate guidance asto the hnes and methods of this teaching. It is ureentlv
necessary for both sexes, but more especially for girls

.
who may suffer incredibly from the cruel prudery ord^iedby Mre. Grundy, the only old woman to whom the wordhag should be appUed. We must remove the reproach

' For definition of these terms see Cliap. xi.
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of Herbert Spencer, made nearly fifty years ago in words

which may well be quoted :

—

"The greatest defect in our programmes of education is entirely

overlooked. While much is being done in the detailed improve-

ment of our systems in respect both of matter and manner, the

most pressing desideratum, to prepare the young for the duties of

life, is tacitly admitted to be the end which parents and school-

masters should have in view ; and happily, the value of the things

taught, and the goodness of the methods followed in teaching

them, are now ostensibly judged by their fitness to this end. The

proprie'y of substituting for an exclusively classical training, a

training in which the modern languages shall have a share, is

argued on this ground. The necessity of increasing the amount

of science is urged for like reasons. But though some care is

taken to fit youth of both sexes for society and citizenship, no care

whatever is taken to fit them for the positionof parents. While it

is seen that for the purpose of gaining a livelihood, an elaborate

preparation is needed, it appears to be thought that for the

bringing up of children, no preparation whatever is needed.

While many years are spent by a boy in gaining knowledge

of which the chief value is that it constitutes " the education of

a gentleman "
; and while many years are spent by a girl in those

decorative acquirements which fit her for evening parties ;
not an

hour is spent by either in preparation for that gravest of all

responsibilities—the management of a family. Is it that this

responsibility is but a remote contingency ? On the contrary, it

is sure to devolve on nine out of ten. Is it that the discharge

of it is easy ? Certainly not ; of all functions which tlie adult has

to fulfil, this is the most diificult. Is it that each may be trusted

by self-instruction to fit himself, or herself, for the office of parent ?

No; not only is the need for such self-instruction unrecognised,

but the complexity of the subject renders it the one of all others

in which self-instruction is least likely to succeed."

The llnea of eugenic education—The teaching of the

main facts of heredity must come first in order to the

end of eugenic education. The vegetable world is at our

service in this regard, the products of horticulture with

their beauty and grace and novelty are illustrations one

fil
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and all of what heredity means and what the due choice
of parents will effect. There need be no personal allusions
at this stage

; the thing can be presented in an impersonal
biological setting. And as heredity produces these
wonderful results in plants, so also does it in the animal
world. Numberless domestic forms are at our service.
You take your children and your dog to the Zoological
gardens, and show the resemblance between wolf and
dog. What easier, then, than to point out that by
consistent choosing for many generations of the least
ferocious wolves, you may make a domesticated race ?

'

The mind of any child that has fortunately escaped
" education " will make the transition for itself from sub-
human races to mankind, and instances will occur, say,
where extreme short-sightedness or deafness appears in
children whose parents were simUarly afflicted, and were
perhaps closely related. At yet a later age a boy or girl
may learn the doom which often falls upon the children of
drunkards.

And then may it not be possible, when a little boy asks
what he is to be when he grows up, to suggest that the
highest profession to which he can be called, for which
he may strive to make himself worthy, is fatherhood ?

And when the racial instinct awakes, would it be wrong,
improper, indecent, to teach that it has a purpose, that
no attribute of mind or body has a higher purpose, that
this is holy ground ? Or is it better that by silence, both
as to the fact and as to its meaning, we should make it

unmentionable, indecent, dishonourable? The Bible is

used now-a-days as an instrument of political immoraUty,
but if and when it should be employed for the function
of other great Uterature, there is a passage sufficiently
relevant to our present argument.'
By some such means we may hope thai man too may some daybecome domesticated without losing his fertility I

' I Corinthians xii. as, 33, 34.

iiil
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Perhaps we are wrong in regarding and treating the

racial instinct as if it were animal and low, a thing as far

as possible to be ignored, repressed, treated with silent

contempt in education and elsewhere. We may be

wrong in practice because the method is not successful,

because the development of this instinct is inevitable

and little short of imperious in every normal child if

that child is ever to become a man or a woman, and

because our silence does not involve the silence of less

responsible persons who are less likely even than we

ourselves to teach the young enquirer that this thing

exists for parenthood, and is therefore holy and to be

treated as such.

Perhaps we are wrong in principle also, since that which

exists for parenthood, and without which the continuance

and future terrestrial hope of mankind is impossible,

cannot be animal and low, unless human life, even at its

best attained or attainable, be animal and low. Our

business rather is to treat this great fact in a spirit

worthy of the purpose for which it exists ; and therefore,

as part of that process of education by which we desire

to make the young into reasonable, moral and fully

human beings, to teach explicitly, without unworthy

shame, that this thing exists for the highest of purposes

that nothing which the future holds for boy or girl can

conceivably be higher or happier than worthy parent-

hood, however commonplace that may appear to common

eyes, and that accordingly this instinct is to be guarded,

treated, used, honoured as for parenthood, a fact which

immediately raises it from the egoistic to the altruistic

plane. We have to learn and to teach that worthy

parenthood is the highest end which education can

achieve—highest alike on the ground of its services to

the individual and its services to the future, and the

relation of the racial instinct to parenthood being what
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Ld'si^U
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In the teaching of girls, only a fake and disastrous
prudery offers any great obstacle. The idea of mother-hood ,s essentially natural to the normal girl. It is theeugemc eduction of boys that is more difficult, and the
poss.bd,ty of which will be questioned in some quartet
especiaUy by those who regard the type of boy evolved
in semi-monastic institutions, devoid of feminine in-
fluence, as a normal and unchangeable being. Co-
educatiomsts, however, are teaching us to revise thatopmion and wiU yet demonstrate, perhaps, that the
mculcatjon of the idea of fatherhood is not so impossible
nor so alien to the boy nature as some would su^ose
If such a duty devolved upon the present writer, he would
feel mchned, perhaps, to present his teaching in terms
of patnotism He would urge that " there is no wealth

^1 ^ I I
"^^'""^ "' ""^"^^ "°t of provinces nor

histonans to explaan such phenomena as the fall of Rome
in terms of the quality of the national life ; that there-
fore, individuals being mortal, parenthood necessarily
takes Its place as the supreme factor of national destiny

^^l i *"!f-
.P^*""'*^™ ""St therefore concern itself

with the conditions and the quaUty of parenthood-much

r "1 .f
^"^""*^

•
*''^' '''" patriotism which ignores

these truths is ignorant and must be disastrous ; that wemust turn our attention therefore from flag waving to
questions of individual conduct; that if alcohol and
syphilis, for mstance, can be demonstrated to be what
I would call racial poisons, the yomig patriot must make
himself aware of their relation to parenthood, and must
act upon his knowledge of that relation. It can thus be
demonstrated that righteousness exalteth a nation notonly m the spiritual but also in the most concrete sense
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To this we shall come. We may even recognise eugenic

education as the most urgent need of the day, as the

most radical and rational, perhaps even the most hopeful,

of the methods by which the cleansing of the city, and

much more, is to be achieved. We must create a eugenic

aspect for the moral sense. We can associate this aUke with

individual and civic duty, and with those very ideals to

which, as we all know, the young most readily respond.

Thus I believe it shall be said of us in the after time that

we have raised up the foundations of many generations.

And so, finally, the unselfish significance of marriage

might conceivably be taught, alike to boys and girls, and

especially in the case of undoubtedly good stocks might

we inculcate, as Mr. Galton has pointed out, a rational

pride in ancestry—that is to say, a rational pride in the

quality of the germ-plasm which has been entrusted to

us. And so may be cultivated a eugenic aspect of the

moral sense—which is immeasurably more plastic than

any but the student of moral ideas knows—and, thus

endowed, the young man or woman will be prepared for

the possibility of marriage. It is perfectly conceivable

that in days to come the argument—in any case false

—

that affection never brooks control, may become wholly

irrelevant, when there arises a generation in whose

members there has been cultivated or created the eugenic

sense. It is conceivable that, just as to-day the mere

possibility of falling in love ii arrested by any of a thousand

trivial considerations, so misplaced affection may be

incapable of arising because its possible object affronts

the educated eugenic sense. The natural basis for such

education already exists. But the natural eugenic sense

still works mainly on the physical plane, and although

we owe to it the maintenance of our present modest

standard of physical beauty, we aim at higher ideals

—

and will one day thus attain them.
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THE SUPREMACY OF MOTHERHOOD
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mortaUty-which faiU to reckon with motherhood or

faUs short of adequately appraising it, is foredoomed to

failure and will continue to faU so long as the basal facts

of human nature and the development of the human

individual retain even approximately their present

character. Whatever proposals for eugenics or race-

culture be made or carried out, the fact will remain that

the race is made up of mortal individuals ;
that every

one of these begins its visible Ufe as a helpl^ baby, and

that the system which does not permit the babies to

survive, tt«y will not permit to survive.

This is a general and universal proposition, admitting

of no exceptions, past, present or to come It

appUes equally to conscious systems of race-culture,

to forms of marriage, to forms of government to any

other social institution or practice or character that

can be named or conceived. Upon every one of

these the babies pronounce a judgment from which

there is no appeal. The baby may be a potential Newton

Shakespeare. Beethoven or Buddha, but it is at its birth

the m<»thelpless thing alive, the potentiahti^ of which

avaU it not one whit. It is in more need of care im-

mediate and continuous, than a baby microbe or a baby

cat whatever the unpublished glories of which its bram

contains the promise; and in the total absence of any

apparatus, mechanical, legal, or scientific-, which can

plovide the mother's breast and the mothers love,

^dividual motherhood, in its exquisitely complementary

aspects, physical and psychical, will remain the dominant

fartor of history so long as the final judgments upon

every present and Ihe final determinations for every

future lie in the hands of helpless babyhood-which wiU

be the case so long as man is mortal. When, if ever,

science, having previously conquered disease identAes

the causes of natural death and removes them, then
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motherhood and babyhood may be thrown upon the
rubbish heap

;
but until that hour they are enthroned

by decree of Nature, and can be dethroned only at the
cost of Her certain and annihilative vengeance.

It is the master paradox that at his first appearance
the lord of the earth should be the most helpless of hving
thmgs. Consider a new-bom baby. " Unable to stand
much less to wander in search of food ; very nearly deaf
all but blmd

; well-nigh indiscriminating as to the nature
of what IS presented to its mouth ; utterly unable to kerp
Itself clean, yet highly susceptible to the effects of dirt •

able to mdicate its needs only by alternately turning it^
head, open-mouthed, from side to side and then crying •

Poss^ of an almost ludicrously hypersensitive interior

'

unable to fast for more than two or three hours yet
havmg the most precise and complicated dietetic require-
ments

; needing the most carefully maintained warmth
easily mjured by draughts

; the prey of bacteria (which
take up a permanent abode in its alimentary canal by
the eleventh day)_where is to be found a more complete
picture of helpless dependence ? " > How comes it that this
creature 13 to be lord of the earth, and a member of the only
species which succeeds in continually multiplying itself ?
Motherhood and i„telUgence._We have maintained

that the vital character which is of supreme survival-
value for man is his inteUigence, and this, as we know
IS his umque possession. It is very largely for intelli-
gence therefore, that race-culture or eugenics proposes if
P^ible, to work. But if there be certain conditions
Which must be compUed with before intelligence can
possibly be evolved, eugenics wiU come to disaster should
it Ignore them. These conditions do exist, and have
hitherto been entirely ignored by all students of this
question. Let certain great facts be observed.

• Quoted from the Author's EvolMtion Ihe Ma,!,, Key.
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Why is the human baby the most helpless of all

creatures ? Since it is to become the most capable, should

it not, even in its infant state, show signs of its coming

superiority ? What is the meaning of this paradox ?

The answer is that, so far as physical weapons of offence

and defence are concerned, these have disappeared because

intelligence makes them superfluous or even burdensome.

But the peculiar helplessness of the human infant depends

not upon its nakedness in the physical sense but upon its

lack of very nearly all instinctive capacities. It is this

absence of effective instincts which distinguishes the baby

from the young of all other creatures. Why should its

endowment in this respect be so inferior ?

It is because of the fact that, if instinct is to give rise to

intelligence, it must be plastic. A purely instinctive

creature reacts to certain sets of circumstances in certain

effortless, perfect and fixed ways. The reactions are the

whole of its psychical life. They need no education,

being as perfectly performed on the first occasion as on

the last, and in many instances being performed only once

in the whole history of the creature in question. But, on the

other hand, they are ahnost incapable of education, and

even in the cases where they lack absolute perfection at

first, they only require the merest modicum of opportunity

in order to acquire it. Perfect within their limits, they are

yet most definitely limited. They never achieve the new,

they are utterly at fault in novel circumstances, and they

are wholly incapable of creating circumstances.

A creature cannot be at once purely instinctive and

intelligent. An instinctive action is simply a compound

reflex action, a highly adapted automatism :
now auto-

matism and intelligence are necessarily inversely propor-

tional. It is possible for an intelligent creature to acquire

automatisms, which are popularly described as instinctive.

They are not instincts, however, but the acquired equiva-
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lents of mstincts

: "secondary automatisms." If thevare used to replace intelligence, the individual, in so farsmks from the hmnan to the sub-human level. Thei;proper function is to leave the intelligence free for higher

onlST
"""^ """^"^ '' " *•""' "^y- '"^ ""^^ °' -^'^'"K

In order that an intelligent creature should be evolved
.t was necessary that instinct should become plastic
Intelhgence could not be superposed upon a complete and^ " "; r "•""?'"' ^°" ''^°' '^^t^^in* yourown acts if they are already determined for you by yournervous organisation. The incomparable superiority of
mtelhgence depends upon its Cless Z creative
character, m virtue of which, as Disraeli puts it,

" men arenot the creatures of circumstances: circumstances are
the creature of men." But whilst inteUigence can learn
everythmg, it has everything to learn, and the most nearly
mtelligent creature whom the earth affords thus begins
his independent life ahnost whoUy bereft of all the instru-
ments whicn have served the lower creatures so weU
whilst, on the other hand, he is provided with an utterly
undeveloped, and indeed, at that time non-existent
weapon which, even if it did exist, he could not use
Hence the unique helplessness of the human baby one
of the most wonderful and little appreciated facts in the
whole of nature-effectively hidden from the glass eyes of
the kmd of man who calls a baby a " brat," but, to eyes that
can see, not only the master paradox from the phUoso-
phical pomt of view but also a fact of the utmost moment
irom the practical point of view.
The evolution of motherhood.- It directly foUows that

motherhood is supremely important in the case of man.
It IS the historical fact that its importance in the history
of the animal worid has been steadily increasing through-
out soman time. The most successful and ancient

jl!|

'i
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societies we know, those of the social insects, which ante-

date by incalculable ages even the first vertebrates, could

not survive for a single generation without the mother-

hood or foster-motherhood to which the worker females

sacrifice their lives and their own chances of physical

maternity.

The development of maternal care may be steadily

traced throughout the vertebrate series

—

pari passu with

the evolution of sexual relations towards the ideal of

monogamy, which is ideal just iKcause of its incompar-

able services to motherhood. But whilst motherhood is

of the utmost service for lower creatures, tending always

to lessen infant mortality—if it may be so called—and to

increase the proportion of life to death and birth, it is of

supreme service in the case of man because of the absolute

dependence upon it of intelligence, the solitary but unex-

ampled weapon with which he has won the earth. Hence

in breeding for intelligence we cannot afford to ignore that

upon which intelligence depends. Even if we could pro-

duce genius at will, we should find our young geniuses just

as dependent upon motherhood as the common nm of

mankind. Newton himself was a seven months' baby, and

the potentialities of gravitation and the calculus and the

laws of motion in his brain could not save him : mother-

hood could and did.

Even our least biological reformers must admit that

purely physical motherhood, up to the point of birth, can

scarcely be omitted in any schemes for social reform or

race-culture. Some of them will even admit that purely

physical motherhood, so far as the mother's breasts are

concerned, cannot wisely be dispensed with. The psychical

aspects of motherhood, however, many of these writers—

I

do not call them thinkers—ignore. In relation to infant

mortality—which is the most obvious symptom of causes

productive of vast and widespread physical deterioration
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amoiiKst the survivors, and which must be abolished be'oie
any really effective race-culture is possible-it is woul-
noting that motherhood cannot safely be superseded I
dv not believe in the criche or the municipal mUk depfit
except as stop-gaps, or as object-lessons for ihose who
imagme that the slaughtered babies are not liaughtered
but die of mherent defect, and that thtr.fore infant
mortality is a beneficent process. In work ing for the reduc-
tion of this evil we must work through jud hv motherhood
In some future age, boasting the element-, „l ;ianity our
girls will be instructed in these mattin-s. At iufscnt »„
most important profession in the worW i^ .ilnuwt .nlire'ly
earned on by unskilled labour, and unti/ thi itf ,,f
things IS put an end to, it is almost idle to tiilk ol ra e
culture at aU. But under our present system of educa-
tion, false and rotten as it is in principles and detaUs alike
It IS necessary for us to send visitors to the homes af the
classes which, in effect, supply almost the whole of ihe
future population of the country, and to establish
schools for mothers on every hand.
Psychical raotherhood.-I confess myself opposed to

the prmciple of bribing a woman to become a
mother, whether overtly or covertly, whether in the
giuse of State-aid or in the form of eugenic premiums
for matermty. It may sound very well to offer a bonus
tor the production of babies by mothers whom the
S>tate or any eugenic power considers fit and worthy But
though the bonus may help motherhood in its physical
aspects, the importance of which no one questions I do
not see what service it renders to motherhood in its
^ychical aspects-which are at least equaUy important.
What IS the outlook for the baby when the bonus is spent ?
In fact, with all deference to Mr. Galton, and with such
deference as may be due to the literary trifieR who have
disctissed this matter, I am inclined to think that a

t;4
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cardinal requisite for a mother is love of children. Ignor-

ant this may be, and indeed at first always is, but if it is

there it can be instructed. The woman who does not

think the possession of a baby a sufficient prize is no fit

object, I should say, for any other kind of bribe or lure.

The woman who " would rather have a spare bedroom
than a baby " is the woman whom I do not want to have

a baby. Thus I look with suspicion on any proposals

which assume that the psychical elements of motherhood
are of little moment in eugenics. I see no sign or prospect

that they can be dispensed with, and I think eugenics is

going to work on wrong lines if it proposes to ignore them.

Even if you turn out Nature with a fork she will yet

return

—

(amen usque recurret.

In this question we should be able to derive great

assistance from biography. Real guidance, I believe, is

obtained from this source, b-it only a pitiable fraction of

that which should be obtained. Scientiiir igraphy

is yet to seek, and it is the ironical fact that when Herbert

Spencer, in his Autobiography, devoted a large amount
of space to the discussion of both his parents and their

relatives, the hterary critics were bored to death. Never-

theless, we cannot know too much about the ancestry, on
both sides, and the early environment, of great men. At
present it is always tacitly assumed that a great man is

the son of his father alone. The biographer would prob-

ably admit, if pressed, that doubtless some woman or

other was involved in the matter, and that her name was
so and so—if any one thinks it worth mentioning. On
the score of heredity alone, however, we derive, men and
women alike, with absolute equality from both parents

;

and we cannot know too mjch about the mothers of men
of g»nius. Such knowledge would often avail us materi-

ally in cases where the paternal ancestry offers httle

explanation of the child's destiny.
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We do owe, however, to great men themselves many«^and unquaified tributes to their motheis, not onthe score of heredity, but on the score of the psychicj^
aspects of motherhood. This, indeed, is one of Se p^aes«>ns of biography which some eugenists have forgotten.

Lds nurt? H°
"'?'' '" i-^-»ieence. but intellgence

^IntT ^""^ ^"^^^' ^"^ '^^ "^<1 ^ the moreurgent, the more powerful and original the intelligence in
question. The physical functions of motherhood from themoment of birth onwards can be effected, no doubt though
at very great cost, by means of incubators and milk laboni-

r.T' '^V°
^°"''- ^"' '^''' ^ "° counterfeiting orreplacmg the psychical component of complete maternity

Zi^ «T^"°" °' *e highest intelligence borne byumnatenial women would probably succeed only inwntmg the blackest and maddest page in history

thit w!T"!^'
,"'"""" "" "'"'-*'^- Galton desires

that we breed for physique, ability, and energy Butwe also need more love, and we must breed for thatNothmg is easier or more inevitable once we makehuman parenthood conscious and deUberate. When
chJdren are bom only to those who love children, andwho wdl tend to transmit their high measure of that
parental mstinct from which all love is derived, we shall
Diing to earth a heaven compared vvith which the
theologian's Is but a fool's paradise.
The iirst requisite, then, for the mothers of the future

the elements of physical health being assumed, is that

addition, be worthy of such exquisite titles as " the female
bhakespeare of America," but they must have motherli-
'less to begin with. For this indispensable thing there is

shn!!?H ."k .

'' ""'' "'^^"'y ^ g^^''t«d, and the fact
sftould not be ignored, that the hidden spring of motherli-
ness in a giri may be revealed only by actual maternity

'I'H
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and the frivolous damsel who used to think babies " silly

squalling things " may be mightily transformed when the

silly squalling thing is her own—and the Fifth Symphony
sound and fury signifying nothing compared with its

slightest whimper. I will grsuit even that the maternal

instinct is so deeply rooted and universal that its

absence must be regarded as either a rare abnormality

or else as the product of the grossest mal-education

in the wide sense. But the reader will not blame me
for insisting at such length upon what, as he would

think, no one could deny, when he discovers that these

salient truths are denied, and that in what should be

the sacred name of eugenics, they are openly flouted and
defied.

Before we go on to consider these perversions of a great

idea, it may briefly be observed that, though fatherhood

is historically a mushroom growth compared with mother-

hood, and though its importance is vastly less, yet as a

complementary principle, aiding and abetting mother-

hood, and making for its most perfect expression, father-

hood played a great part in animal evolution, in the right

line of progress, ages before man appeared upon the earth

at all, and that its work is not yet done. To this subject

we must return. Meanwhile it is well to note the dangers

with which eugenics is at present threatened in the form

of certain proposals which, if for a time they became

popular—and they have elements making for popularity

—

would inevitably throw the gravest discredit upon the

whole subject.

Eugenics and the family—Certain remarkable

tendencies invoking the name of eugenics are now to be

observed in Germany. These have considerable funds,

much enthusiasm, journalistic support, and even a large

measure of assistance in academic circles. In pursuance

of the idea of eugenics there is a movement the nature of
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the more logical requue universal polygamy and polyandry an

Z* ™ ^™'"''' ''* "^"^ ' ''"<"'= friendship/ r
!
1 Thethree movemenls are strongly organised, command large fLcuniarymeans, a phalanx of original and prolific writers, and en?^us,ast cdevotion to their cause. More even than the s pport orCou sand aristocracy ,s, in my eyes, that „f the UniversuL. I isZ ethat the destinies of Germany have always been shaped and f

fhT \l
."'"" P™f«^«>'™ are terribly ,n earnest yetthey say things which even to the least prejudiced mind™ apnearidiculous .nd even vulgar. Still, their projects have Tmerelation to Eugenics, and to Sociology in general."

This sufficiently indicates the dangers run by the eugenic
principle at the hands of those who see in it an instrument
of protest and rebellion against established things We
dare not repudiate the sacred principles of protest and
rebeUion, which have been the conditions of all progress
but believing in motherhood as we must, believing it to be
authonsed by nature herself and not by any human con-
ventions we must deplore any tendencies such as the two
last cited. For us in this country, however, a more im-
mediate interest attaches to the views of a much admired
and discussed writer who claims to be a social philosopher
of the hrst order, and whose claims must now be examined

The opinions of Mr. Bernard Shaw on the question of
eugenics may be quoted from his contribution to the
subject published in Sociological Papers i<m, pp 74 „m discussion of Mr. Gallons Rreat paper. Mr. Shaw
begins by saying

: " I agree with the paper and go so far
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as to say that there is now no reasonable excuse for refus-

ing to face the fact that nothing but a eugenic religion can

save our civilisation from the fate that has overtaken all

previous civilisations." And further :

—

" I am afraid we must mi.ke up our minds either to face a

considerable shock to vulgar opinion in this matter or to let

eugenics alone. . . . What we must fight for is freedom to breed

the race without being hampered by the mass of irrelevant con-

ditions implied in the institution of marriage. If our morality is

attacked, we can carry the war into the enemy's country by

reminding the public that the real objection to breeding by

marriage is that marriage places no restraint on debauchery, so

long as it is monogamic. . . . What we need is freedom for

people who have never seen each other before and never intend to

see one anotiier again, to produce children under certain dehnite

public conditions, witliout loss of honour."

The conception of individual fatherhood here stated

involves a deliberate reversion to the order of the beast

:

it excludes individual fatherhood from any function in

aiding motherhood or in serving the future. It involves,

of course, the total abolition of the family. It denies

and flouts the very best elements in human nature. It

assumes that the best women will find motherhood worth

while without the interest and sympathy and help and pro-

tection of the father. It does not, however, condemn or

exclude the psychical functions of motherhood, since so far

as this quotation goes it might be assimied that the mother

would be permitted to Uve with her own child. On this

point, however, Mr. Shaw offered us further guidance in his

controversy with myself in the Pall Mall Gazette, in

December, 1907. One or two of his dicta must here be

quoted—they followed upon my remark, " Anything less

like a mother than the State I find it hard to imagine "
:

—

" When the state left the children to the mothers, they ffot

no schooling ; they wre sent out to work under inhuman con-

ditions, under-ground and over-ground for atrociously long hours,
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^ soon as they were able to walk; they died of typhus fevern heaps
;
they grew up to be as wicked to their own children as

from the worst of that, and means to rescue them from all of it I

wThL 1'' "^'If"?
°'- ^^^^^ '° P"'P'^- '' he dares,' towithdraw the hand of the State and abandon the children to

their mothers as they fall. . . . All I need say is that before Dr
Saleeby can persuade me to sacrifice the future of human societv
o his maternahsm. he will have to tackle me with harder weapons
than the indignant enthusiasm of a young man's mother worship

"

Mr. ShaWs teaching constitutes a brutal and deliberate
hbel upon the highest aspects of womanhood. For his own
puiposes he attributes to the motheis all the abominations
which, as every one knows, have lain and in some measure
stiU he, at the door of the State. The man who has this
opmion of motherhood is complacently ignorant of the
elements of the subject. His charge is denied by every one
who has worked as doctor or nurse or visitor or missionary
amongst the poorer classes, and knows that the mothers
there met are of the very salt of the earth.

It is weU to state plainly here that these utterly irres-
ponsible dicta have absolutely no relation or resemblance
whatever to the opinions or proposals of Mr. Francis Galton
himself, who desires to effect race-culture through marriage
and whose whole propaganda is based upon this assump-
tion. This we shall afterwards see. Meanwhile we may
note Mr. Gallon's own words :

" The aim of eugenics is to
bring as many mfluences as can be reasonably employ.d
to cause the useful classes in the community to contribute
more than their proportion to the next generation." Mr
Galton would be the first to assert that influences designed
to supersede motherhood and to abolish everything but
the physical aspect of fatherhood, would not be reason.- lije
out insane in the highest degree.
The ideal of race-culture without fatherhood or mother-

hood, except in the mere physiological sense, constitutes
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a denial of the greatest facts in evolution, as we have seen.

It ignores everything that is known and daily witnessed

regarding the development of the individual, and the

formation of character, without which intelligence is a

curse. There is not the slightest fear that any such rever-

sion to the order of the beast is possible, absolutely for-

bidden as it is by the laws of human nature. There is,

however, reasonable ground for apprehension, especially

when the recent developments in Germany are remem-
bered, that the public may obtain its notions of eugenics

in a highly-garbled form.'

It must be asserted as fervently and plainly as possible

that, if the idea of race-culture is even in the smallest

degree to be realised, it must work through motherhood
and fatherhood not less in their psychical than in their

physical aspects. It is time to have done with the gross

delusions of Nietzsche regarding the nature and course of

organic evolution. Morahty is not an invention of man
but man the child of moraUty, and it is not by the

abolition of motherhood, in which morality originated,

nor of fatherhood, its first ally, that the super-man is

to be evolved : but by the attainment of those lofty

conceptions of the function, the responsibili^ and the

privilege of parenthood which it is the first business of

eugenics to inculcate.

As for marriage, invaluable though at its best it be for

the completion and ennoblement of the individual Ufe,

its great function for society and for the race is in relation

to childhood. Thus considered, the dictum of Professor

Westermarck may be understood, that children are not

' Mr. G. K. Cliesterton, one of the most aniusinf- of contempor;try
pficnomena, has lately said :

" The most serious sociologists, the most
stately professors of eugenics, calmly propose that, ' fur the good of
the race,' people should be forcibly married to each other by the
police." Readers unacquainted with Mr. Chesterton - standard of

accuracy and methods of criticism might be misled by this gay invention.
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^oW^ ^el^il *° ^^ ^'^^ """^^^ has becomeevolved and established as a social institution because ofIts sennces to race-culture. It is, in short, the surme
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CHAPTER X

MARRIAGE AND HATERNALISM

Our present concern is the relation of marriage to race-

culture, Eind for this purpose we must investigate an

epoch ages before the institution of human marriage,

ages before mankind itself. We must first remind

ourselves of what may be called the trend of

progress from the first in respect of that reproduction

upon which all species depend, all Uving individuals

being mortal.

At first, in the effort for survival and increase, life tried

the quantitative method. If we take the present day

bacteria as representatives of the primitive method, we

see that not quality nor individuality but quantity and

numbers are the means by which, in their case, life seeks

to establish itself more abundantly. We express our own

birth-rate in its proportion per year to one thousand

living : but twenty thousand bacteria injected into a

rabbit have been found to multiply into twelve thousand

million in one day. " One bacterium has been actually

observed to rear a small family of eighty thousand within

a period of twenty-four hours." " The cholera bacillus

can dupUcate every twenty minutes, and might thus in

one day become 5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, with the

weight, according to the calculations of Cohn, of about

7,366 tons. In a few days, at this rate, there would be

a mass of bacteria as big as the moon, huge enough to

fill the whole o^ean."

If now we trace the history of life up to man, we find

in him—as we have seen—the lowest birth-rate of any
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"'"^^^ ''"^ l^^"' *" a word, the

endowed with survival-value the succiive "^L^which .t has been demonstrated ^^ '"

and ^^th"' """•"""••-Consistently with this fact

seen, ,s supremely instanced in man where it TrZ?

nfancy is prolonged in the progress of Z^^ thgiven tn rffcnr,- u
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Apart from those inunensely significant creatures, the

social insects, we find weU-marked though primitive signs

of motherhood amongst the fishes, and in a few cases,

such as the stickleback, the beginnings of fatherhood.

But it is not until we reach the mammals, and especially

the monkeys and apes, that we find a great development

of motherhood, far more prolonged and far more im-

portant than the more frequently extoUed parental care

found amongst the birds.

Very interesting, however, in the case of the fishes is

the fact observed by Sutherland that " as soon as the

slightest trace of parental care is discovered the chance

of survival is increased and the birth-rate is lowered."

As a general summary these words of Dr. Parsons will

serve :—" Diminution of offspring is a threefold gain to

a species, (i) It lessens the vital drain upon the parent.

(2) It enables the size and capacity of the limited number

of oSspring to be increased. (3) In the case of the higher

developments of parental care after birth, it concentrates

the advantage of that care upon a few instead of scattering

it, and thereby weakening its influence, upon many."

Now how are these facts connected with that relation

between the parents which we call marriage, tem-

porary cr permanent, foreshadowed or perfected ?

It may be submitUi that the racial junction or survival-

value of marriage in a'i its forms, low or high, animal or

human, consists in it' services to the principle 0/ motherhood,

these services depending upon the help and strength which

are afforded to tnotherhood fry fatherhood.

Animal marriage—Let us now look very briefly at the

facts of animal marriage from this point of view. The

phrase, animal marriage, may possibly offend the reader,

but is there any reason to be offended at the suggestion

that the principle of marriage actually has a warrant

older even than mankind ? It has lately been pointed

Ml
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out by a distinguished naturalist. Mr. Ernest Thompson
Seton, that animab, Uke men, have long Iwen groping, so
to say, for an ideal form of marriage. We now know, as
will be shown, that, contrary to popular opinion, pro-
miscuity does not prevail amongst the lowest races of
men. Equally false is the popular notion that promis-
cuity prevails amongst most of the lower animals.
Promiscuity, it is true, dops occur, but so also does strict
monogamy, " and promiscuous animals, such as rabbits
and voles, while high in the scale of fecundity, are low
in the scale of general development." Says Mr. Seton

:

"It is commonly remarked that while the Mosaic law
did not expressly forbid polygamy, it surrounded marriage
with so many restrictions that by living up to the spirit
of them the Hebrew ultimately was forced into pure
monogamy. It is extremely interesting to note that the
animals, in their blind groping for an ideal form of union,
have gone through the same stages, and have arrived at
exactly the same conclusion. Monogamy is their best
solution of the marriage question, and is the rule among
all the higher and most successful animals."
The moose, Mr. Seton tells us, has several wives in one

season but only one at a time. The hawks practise mono-
gamy lasting for one season, " the male staying with the
famUy, and sharing the care of the young till they are
well-grown." The wolves consort for life, but the death of
one leaves the other free to mate again. There is a fourth
method " in which they pair for life, and, in case of death,
the survivor remains disconsolate and alone to the end.
This seems absurd. It is the way of the geese." The point
especiaUy to be insisted upon as regards animal marriage
IS Its evident service to their race-culture, in accord-
ance with the principle here laid down that marriage is of
value because ii supports motherhood by fatherhood, and that
its different forms are of value in proportion as they do
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so more or less effectively. We may note also, as a corol-

lary to this, that marriage must be more important in

proportion as the young of a species are helpless and in

proportion as their helplessness is long continued. The
importance of marriage for man, therefore, must neces-

sarily be higher than for any of the lower animals.

Human marriage.—We must turn now to hmnan
marriage, and the principle which we must remember is

that of survival-value. We are discussing a natural

phenomenon exhibited by Uving creatures. This is what

so few people realise when they speak of marriage. They
cannot disabuse themselves of the idea that it is a human
invention, and especially an ecclesiastical invention.

Thus, on the one hand, it is supported by persons who base

its claims on mystical or dogmatic grounds ; whilst, on the

other hand, it is attacked by those who are opposed to

ecclesiasticism or religion of any kind, and attacked in the

name of science—in which, if the fact could only be recog-

nised, is found every possible warrant and sanction, and

indeed imperative demand, for this most precious of all

institutions. Here we must endeavour to look upon it as

an exceedingly ancient fact of hfe, vastly more ancient

than mankind ; and in judging it and explaining it we must
apply Nature's universal criterion, which is that of its

survival-value or service to race-culture. Let us then

glance very briefly at the actual facts of human marriage

—

conceived as an institution by which the siurvival-value

of fatherhood is added to that of motherhood.

The pioneer student of marriage from the standpoint

of science was Herbert Spencer, who with great labour

supported the conclusion that monogamy is the highest,

best and latest form of marriage. But in the absence of

the great mass of evidence which is now before us, Spencer

too readily assumed the truth of th^ popular notion that

promiscuity was the primitive state, and taught that
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the fate of the children, in which everything is involved,

that has detennined the history of human marriage.

Furthermore, we may see here one more illustration of the

truth that quality is ousting quantity in the course of

progress, and that a low birth-rate represents a more

advanced stage than a high birth-rate. The birth-rate

under polygamy is undoubtedly high, but polygamy does

not make for the survival and heeilth of the children, and

the infant mortality is gigantic. As I have said elsewhere,

" the form of marriage which does not permit the babies

to survive, they do not permit to survive. There is the

beginning and the end of the whole matter in a nutshell.

It is not a question of the father's taste and fancy, but of

what he leaves above ground when the worms are eating

him below. ... No system yet conceived can compare

for a moment with monogamy in respect of the one

criterion which time and death recognise, the fate of the

children."

In a word, the wholly adequate and only possible

explanation of the historical fact of the dominance of

monogamy is its supreme survival-value. It has com-

peted with every other kind of sex relation and has been

selected by natural selection because of its supreme service

for race-culture—the most perfect conceivable addition

of fatherhood to motherhood.

Plato and motherhood,—Thus eugenics must repudiate

not only the ideas of Mr. Shaw on this subject,

but the teaching of Plato, from whom Mr. Shaw's

ideas on this particular subject are apparently derived.

It is in the fifth book of his Republic that the pioneer

eugenist lays down his ideas for race-culture. He realised,

in leed, the importance, after birth, of the nurture of

children
—

" it is of considerable, nay, of the utmost import-

ance to the State, when this is rightly performed or other-

wise ;
" and he refers also to their nurture while very
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young, " in the period between their generation and their
education, which seems to be the most troublesome of all."
His method involved a complete community of wives and
children amongst the guardians of the State, and on no
account were the parents to know their own chUdren nor
the children their parents. The best were to be chosen
for parents, on the analogy of a..imal race-culture by man.
The children of inferior parents were to be killed. The
others were to be convej'ed to the common nursery of the
city, but every precaution was to be taken that no mother
should know her own child. This practice was to be the
cardinal point of the Republic and " the causo of the
greatest good to the city."

We see here, then, that the very first proposals for
race-culture involved the destruction of marriage and the
family, and a total denial of the value of the psychical
aspects of motherhood and fatherhood alike. Plato's
first critic, however, his own great pupil Aristc levoted
the best part of his work, the Politics, to showii.jj that the
suggestions of Plato were not only wrong in themselves,
but would not secure his end. Aristotl- showed, in the
words of Mr. Barlcer, that " the destruction of the family,
and the substitution in its place of one vast clan, would
lead but to the destruction of warm feehngs. and the
substitution of a sentiment which is to them as water is
to wine. ... So with the system of common marriage, as
opposed to monogamy. The one encourages at best a poor
and shadowy sentiment, while it denies to man the satis-
faction of natural instinct and the education of family life

;

the other is natural and right, both because it is based oii
those instincts, and because it satisfies the moral nature
of man. in giving him objects of permanent yet vivid
interest above and beyond himself." The truth of this
matter is that the rest may reason and welcome—but we
fathers know.
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Marriage a eugenic Instrument.—It has definitely

to be stated, then, that the aboUtion of marriage
and the family is in no degree whatever a part of

the eugenic proposal. We desire to achieve race-

culhire by and through marriage, on the lines which
indeed many lower racps of men successfully practise at

the present day. We must make parenthood more
responsible, not less so. It will afterwards be shown that
the suggested incompatibility between marriage and the
family, on the one hand, and race-culture or eugenics on
the other, does not exist. It will be shown that we have
in marriage not only the greatest instnunent of race-

culture that has yet been employed—half-consciously

—

by man, but also an instrument supremely fitted, and
indeed without a rival, for the conscious, deliberate, and
scientific intentions of modem eugenists. The applica-

bility of marriage for this purpose wi 1 be shown by
reference to actual facts. Mr. Galton himself has shown
how effectively an educated pubUc opinion can employ
marriage for the purposes of race-culture, it!! services to

which have indeed led to its evolution. It has furthermore

to be added that only the formation of pubUc opinion can
ever lead tothe ideal wnich we desire. This opinion already

exists in some degree as regards one or two transmissible

diseases, and, though without adequate scientific warrant,

as regards the marriage of first cousins. In these respects

it is not without some measure of effectiveness, and the
fact is of the utmost promise.

" Marriage," said Goethe, " is the origin and the
summit of all civihsation." Perhaps it would be more
accurate to say the family rather than marriage. The
childless marriage may be and often is a thing of the
utmost beauty and value to the individuals concerned,

but it is certainly not the origin of civilisation, and if

it be its summit it is also its grave. The eugenic
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the advocates of all the political -isms that can be named,

and the small proportion of them that cem be defined,

it would apply its specific criterion : Do you regard

the safeguarding and the ennoblement of motherhood

as the proximate end of all poUtical action, the end

through which the ultimate ends, the production and

recognition of human worth, can alone be attained

;

do you realise that marriage is invaluable because it

makes for the enthronement of motherhood as nothing

else ever did or can ; do you realise that, metaphors

about State maternity notwithstanding, the State has

neither womb nor breasts, these most reverend and

divine of all vital organs being the appanage of the

individual mother alone ?

The matemalist principle being assumed, and the

value of monogamy on the ground that it supports

motherhood by fatherhood, the forthcoming discussion

as to the possibilities of race-culture will assume the

persistence of monogamy and will centre upon the

possibility of selecting or rejecting, for the purposes of

race-culture, those who are available for entrance into

the marriage state. The reader who has not studied social

anthropology—and this is true of nearly all the critics of

eugenics, very few of whom have studied anything—will

be astounded, I believe, to discover the practically

unUmited extent to which public opinion, whether or

not formulated as law, has always been capable of

controlling marriage, and therefore, race-culture.

Proposed definition of marriage.—Recognising the

existence of subhuman marriage, we may be at a loss to

define marriage as distinguished from sex-relatioi in

general. It is that form of sex-relation which involves

or is adapted to common parental care of the offspring

—

the support of motherhood by fatherhood.
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CHAPTER XI

NEGATrv^ EUGENICS

N'abandonnons pas I'avenir de notre race k la fataht,§d Allah
; crfons-le nous-memes.— Forel.

'-'laiiie

"It is surprising how soon a want of care, or care wron^lvd.«c.ed leads to the degeneration of a domesti; race^bu xcf^In the case of man h.mself, hardly anyone is so gnorant ato allow his worst animals to breed.
snorant as

"With savages, the weak in body or mind are soon eliminatedand those that survive commonly exhibit a vigorol Ttate ofhealth We cvhsed men. on the other hand, do our utmUt tocheck the process of elimination
; we build asyluL fT the.mbecle. the ma.m and the sick ; we institute poor la^- andZmedrca men exert their utmost skill to save L life^f'eve^o„"^the last moment . . . Thus the weak members o c7Xd»c«ties propagate their kind. No one who has attendedto^ebreed.ng of domestic animals will doubt that this must U hLwy

Hitherto we have mainly concerned ourselves withbroad aspects of theory, endeavouring to prove that

whTrr'l"'*"'' '' '^ ""''^'y '°' any civilisationwhich IS to endure, and to show how alone it can beeffeced But evidently for a great many ol the p^^ic^proposal that might be, and for not a few thafhave
been, based upon these views, pubUc opinion is nitnpe. We may be thankful to believe that for some it
will never be npe: it would be rotten first. Marriage

tolerable the idea of the human stud-farm
; we are ve^dubious as to the help of surgery; we are much moS
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than dubious as to the lef'al chamber. It is necessary

to be reasonablp. and, in seeking the superman, to remain

at least human. Now if we are to achieve any immediate

success we must clearly divide our proposals, as the present

writer did some years ago, with Mr. Gallon's approval, into

two classes : positive eugenics and negative eugenics. The

one would seek to encourage the parenthood of the

worthy, the other to discourage the parenthood of the

unworthy. Positive eugenics is the original eugenics,

but, as the writer endeavou'od to show at the time,

negative eugenics is one with it in principle. The two

are complementary, and are both practised by Nature

:

natural selection is one with natural rejection. To choose

is to refuse.

In regard to positive eugenics I, for one, must

ever make the criticism that I cannot believe in

the propriety of attempting to bribe into parenthood

people who have no love of children : we have to con-

sider the parental environment of the children we desire,

as wel! as their innate quaUty. Thus, positive eugenics

must largely take the form, at present, of removing such

disabilities as now weigh upon the desirable members

of the community, especially of the more prudent sort.

For instance, it was recently pointed out by a corre-

spondent of the Morning Post tiiat in Great Britain,

despite the alarm caused by the decreasing marriage-

rate, no one has protested against

—

"... the tax which the propertied middle classes have to pay

on marriage. . . . To talte a few instances. Two persons each

having fubo a year marry. Previous to marriage they were

exempt from income tax ; after marriage they pay £6 per annum.

Two persons each having ;f400 a year pay ;f18 before and £^0
after marriage. Similarly the additional income tax -ayable on

marriage by people each having ;f6oo a year is £fj, by those

having ;fi,200 a year Tjo, and by those having ;£'2,ooo a year

£^0. It is diflicutt to see how our legislators arrived at this
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But it is in negative eugenics luat we can accomolishmost at this stage, and in so doing can steadUyS^pubhc opmion. the professional jesters notwi hstand
^'

There ,s here a field for action which does not demanda great revolution in the popular p.int of view ; andfurther does not ..quire us to wait .or certainty until

n.s di^cted. .are'vTn^frr^- h": ^1":;
be over-estmated; and even if we cannot rea h the

meanS offe l\T ^t
"" "'"^'' ^'^^ P"""*^ ^etd bymeans of he pubhc pocket-which wiU bene.' c obviouslyand greatly when these proposals are carried out AsThoreau observes, for a thousand who are lopping off

roots. If we stnke at the roots of certa,n grave and

ecoTomy
*'" " ^ '"^"" °' "^^ "-' vitil

tJ^f ^"'/^'' """"'•-«'« ™ght begin with the^ ofthe <Uaf and iu,nb. since the facts here^e utterly b^„d
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dispute. The condition known as deaf-mutism is con-

genital or due to innate defect in atmut one-half of

all the cases in Great Britain. Says Dr. Love,' "In

every institution examples may be found of deaf-mute

children who have one or two deaf parents or grand-

parents, and of two or more deaf-mute children

belonging to one family." A recent report from Japan

is of a similar order, and the evidence might be

multiplied indefinitely. The obvious conclusion that

the inherently deaf should not marry " is generally

conceded by those who work amongst the deaf, but the

present arrangements for the education of the deaf,

and their management in missions and institutes for the

deaf during the period of adolescence, is eminently fitted

to encourage union between the congenitally deaf. If

not during the school period, at least during the period

of adolescence, everything should be done to discourage

the association of the deaf and dumb with each other, and

the danger of their meeting with those similarly afflicted

should be constantly kept before the congenitally deaf

by those in charge of them." Dr. Love quotes the

following newspaper report ;
" At an inquest yesterday,

on William Eamshaw, 59, a St. Pancras saddler, it was

stated that the relatives could not identify the body,

as the wife and sister were bhnd, deaf and dumb, and

that the four children were deaf and dumb. The deceased

was deaf and dumb, and was so when he was married."

The feeble-minded.—The case of the feeble-minded is of

course parallel. The problem would be at once reduced to

negligible propo.tions if all cases of feeble-mindedness were

dealt witn as they should be. These unfortunate people

might lead quite happy lives, the utmost be done for their

feeble capacities, the supreme demands of the law of love

be completely but providently complied with. The fseble-

* EncychptBdia Mtdica, vc ii., Article " Deaf-Mutism."
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minded girl might be protected from herself ana from

d fi^
" fa,te otherwise i. often too deplorableTr

de(in.t.on-smd the mterests of the future be not com-
promised. Th^ words were written whils' awaiting the

sulTT^T"."^ '^^ "^oy"' Commission on thissub)ec -which abundantly confirms them. The propor-
t.on of the mentally defective in Great Britain is ^wo 83 per cent., and it is doubtier . rising yearly. Only by

tw/'Tl!!""'"^'"'"'"*''" '" "^eative eugenics can
his evi be cured. I have elsewhere- discussed the

•Zr °k''""'
""^''^ *^" ^ ^'^-l *" the name of

reS 1^'' "^r"'
*''° "•'"'' '" """^^ ""^tead of

thf.rat«rh
"^ ' '"' "' '^' (eeble-minde ' involvesthe greatest happmets and liberty and self-d .lopment

poss-ble for them. The interests of the inc„durand

prLftutrT "''''* "'^^y "^ ^''^ feeble-minded
prostitute, such as our streets are filled with ?

J.r'„r"7~^ "^'"^' °''^'°"' •«~«''>'- the samepnncp es of negative eugenics must be enforced. It is

search has been to accentuate the importance, if not indeedtte mdispensableness, of the inherent or inherited factorm the production of insanity. Yet, on the other hand,
the trend of treatment of the insane has undoubtedly
been towards permitting them more liberty, sometim^
of the kmd which the principles of race-culture mustcondemn. It is weU, of course, that we should be humane

mXinT M*
.°' ^'^ '"'"•^- '' '^ ««" *at curative

we^Tt fi^ t° '*t
"*'"°'' '" '^""- ''"d it seems

fTnL , "^''u'
'^' ^^' proportion of dischargesfrom asylmns on the score of recovery should be as hLas It IS. But at this point the possibility of the grav^t

cnticism evidently arises. I have no intention Xv^r
So^oU4T^«yT Ma°h t,^'°

^"''"""•' *''"«' '-"'« «>.
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of exposing the question of race-culture to legitimate

criticism by laying down dogmatically any doctrines

as to the perpetual incarcerr tion of insane persons,

including those who have been, but are not now, insane.

Pope was, of course, right when he hinted at the nearness

of the relation between certain forms of genius and certain

forms of insanity. It may well be that if we could provide

a fit environment we might welcome the children of

some of those, highly and perhaps uniquely gi'ted in

brain, who, under the stress of the ordinary environment

of modem Ufe, have broken down for shorter or longer

periods. On the other hand, there are forms of insanity

which, beyond all dispute, should utterly preclude their

victims from parenthood. As a result of recent con-

troversies it seems on the whole probable, if not certain,

that the apparent persistent increase in the proportion

of the insane in civihsed countries generally during

many years past, is a real increase, and not due simply

to such factors as more stringent certification or increase

of public confidence in lunatic asylums. If, then, there

be in process a real increase in the proportion of the

insane, who will question that no time should be lost

in ascertaining the extent—undoubtedly most consider-

able—to which the principles of negative eugenics can

be invoked in order to arrest it ?

As regards epilepsy and epileptic insanity there can

be no question. There is, of course, such a thing as

acquired epilepsy, and we may even assume for the sake

of the argument that no inherent and therefore trans-

missible factor of predisposition is involved in such cases.

Yet, wholly excluding them, there remains the vast

majority of cases in which epilepsy and epileptic insanity

are unquestionably germinal in origin, and therefore

transmissible. The principle of negative eugenics cannot

too soon be applied here.
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Whole quXrofir rtroM o'„''rtf
^"^

is, as we know '°t in " ^
^''' ^'^'1"'^^'^ ="'"'"='lity

criminal. hoT^er s alwfv,
^^'' transmissible. If the

t.^en the ^^.e^ SS^ZZ:r^^'^T^-'extreme are those who tell us that tS^ f
°"*

purely conventional one that the criming l'"*"'
'^ ^
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no education, practted or iL m
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there remain a vast number of cases where our knowledge

is insufficient, we could accomplish great things already

if the bom criminal, the habitual criminal and his like

were rationaUy treated by society, on the lines of the

reformatory, the labour colony, indeterminate sentences,

and such other methods as aim, successfuUy or un-

successfully, at the reform of the individual, whilst

incidentally protecting the race. Here, as m some other

cases, the nature of the environment provided for their

children by certain sections of the community may be

taken into account when we decide whether they are

to be prohibited from parenthood. Heredity or no

heredity, we cannot desire to have children bom into

the alcoholic home ; heredity or no heredity, we cannot

desire to have chUdren bom into the criminal environment.

In Great Britain we are no longer to manufacture cnminals

in hundreds by sending chUdren to prison. It remains

to be seen, after the practical disappearance of the made

criminal, what proportion of crime is really due to the

bom criminal. He, when found, must certainly be dealt

with on the lines indicated by our principles.

»

Other cases,—So far we have considered exclusively

diseases and disorders of the brain, the question of

alcoholism being deferred to a special chapter. When

we come to other forms of defect or disease we find a

long gradation of instances : at the one extreme bemg

cases where the fact of disastrous inheritance is palpable

and inevitable, whilst at the other extreme are kinds of

disease and defect as to which the share of heredity is stiU

very uncertain. In some instances, then, the eugenist is

bound to lay down the most emphatic propositions, as,

for instance, that parenthood on the part of men suffermg

. -Sinr, ihEse words were written there has been passed the

..Pre'Sioi'orCrta^rAct,'' which '» '^e hrst attempt r„.h.s coumry

to applv the elementary truths of the subject m ''R«'»'""'- *' ""

essentially eugenic proposal it is to be heartily welcomed.

I;|113.
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!nTJ!n!i°
'"""^"^ '^ ^""^ '^""^^ '»'! ">"^t be regardedand treated as a cnme of the most heinous order : whiUtn other instances aU we can say is that here is a direct onin which more knowledge is needed.

direction

Some particular cases may be referred to
The disease known as Daltonism or colour-blindness

hefedira':i°'*Tt
"«'' " ""'^'"^ '''^'^^^ "^ -^ainT;hereditary The sufferers are usually male, but the diseases commonly transmitted by their daught rs (who do notthemseh,es suffer) to their male descendants. As reLrds

colour-blmdness. the defect is evidently insufficierfoconcern the eugenist, but haemophilia is LeriousXU
the transmission of which should not be excused^tmay seem hard to assert that the daughter of a htmo
Philic father should not become a mfther, she he'elibemg free from all disease. But it has to be remem™
act ,f

/"^.'"'"'y °f this hardship depends T;^„ hefact that a hemophilic man has become a fatter ashe should not have done.
'

This point, as to the amount of hardship involvedm the observance of negative race-culture, has alwlvsto be kept m mind. If negative eugenics were^S
" co^lT/ ^™" ^^"^""°" '<""^ PersonfwoS
hLIt?

' '" ^''""'" °' '^^ degree from thedisabiUbes imposed upon them. But their numberwould depend upon the neglect of eugenics by preWousgenerations, and thereafter the nur^er of thZZl

say Tarthr",.'"''''''"!"
"" "°""' "°' ^ ^^^-^^ to

heUtl In t"': °K
^""^"-P"™ regarded it as

astreno^;,,
">'1^<J ^hundredothermatters, medical,

llhr^ ^ ' T *''"* ""' P'^^«- " ^« g° back to theArabic students, or further, to the Greeks we are luckyenough to find sound observation and reasoning Many
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quotations might be made to show that the infectious

nature of tuberculosis was recognised long ago, just as

the revolution of the earth round the sun was recognised

a millenium and a half before Copernicus. But the view

of our more immediate fathers was that tuberculosis

is a hereditary degeneration, and the medical profession

proclaimed with no uncertain sound the hopeless and

paralysing doctrine that an almost certain doom hung

over the children of the consumptive. Then, in memor-

able succession, came Villemin Pasteur, and lastly Koch,

with his discovery of the bacillus in 1882. The doctrine

was then altered in its statement. There was, of course,

no choice in the matter, since it was easy to show that

not one new-bom baby in millions harbours a tubercle

bacillus ; so all-but-miraculous and, rightly considered,

beautiful are the ante-natal defences. It was taught,

then, that we inherit a predisposition from consumptive

parents, that the bacillus is ubiquitous, and that variations

in susceptibility determine the incidence of the disease

in ono and not in another. It was lightly assumed

(smiply through what may be called the inertia of belief)

that these variations in susceptibility were hereditary

;

but we are wholly without evidence that the hereditary

factor counts for anything substantial, even assuming

that it appreciably exists at all. These differences, so

far from being inherent, may be most palpably acquired.

Under-feeding, alcohol, and influenza, let us say, will

* adequately prepare any human soil. Furthermore, we

are learning that the bacillus is nothing like so ubiquitous

as used to be supposed. Tuberculosis is now sometimes

described as a dwelling disease. It might probably

be described with still more accuracy as a bed-room

disease, or a bed-room and public-house disease. It has

been evident for many years past that the more we

leamt about tuberculosis the less did we talk about
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even aUude to heredity at aU. Many readers will be^m

The statistics designed to measure the degree of inherit

assuming that where father and son suffer the case is nn.™ ofr-'f f"
'"^'^ '° meas^^^^thr:;,^

prove. \^; x'nor^ii^zvt^t fh:^ ttrhlH

'^;z ';:r\™'' '- -v;~r^;o tfect
oL; ^

r
' ^ '^°''« «''>°"y. indeed, the entire

extend
°

.

^''P°^-« '^ infection/both as reg^ u

fornstlnce thtfth
'.™'"''' '^'P''"^'- ^e know,lor instance that the mcidence of tuberculosis is directlvproportional to over-crowding: this being uniStnie, we must work to abolish over-crowding^d to

Whrn thaf t '" ^^^^ ™^ "y '^y and ly nfght

Te ed t"PP\,r:f
^'^.' *? ™ay *""> to the question ofheredity but the mcidence of the disease will then

Ur. BulstrcJe's Lecture to the Royal Institution, May ,5, ,go8.
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present merely trivial instead of the present appalling

proportions.

It is not asserted that inherent variations in suscepti-

bility to this disease are not existent. The case would

be unique if it were so. But it is asserted that the more

we learn of the disease the less importance wr attach

to this factor, and the more surely do wi oe that the

three syllables constituting the word " infection " sub-

stantially suffice to dispose of all the confident dogmas

with which we are too familiar. One is almost tempted

to quote a forcible phrase of Mill's, and say that, given

this point of view, " once questioned, they are doomed."

The only method of accurately studying the question of

inherited predisposition would be by comparative study

of the resistance of new-bom infants as measured by

their " opsonic index "—which may be (very roughly)

described as the measure of the power of the white cells

of the blood to eat up tubercle bacilli.' Nor will even

this method be free from fallacy.

The present writer beUeves that eugenics is going to save

the world ; that there is no study of such urgent and

practical importance as that of heredity; that if we

get the right people bom and the wrong people not bom,

forms of government and such questions will be left

even without fools to contest regarding them. Thus he

has every bias in favour of emphasising the hereditary

factor in tuberculosis. The fact will at least not dis-

credit the foregoing views, which are in absolute accord

\vith those of Dr. Newshohne, our leading authority,

in his recent work upon the subject.

Nothing need here be said about cancer, the best

and most recent evidence tending to show that the

disease is not hereditary.

1 This suggestion, lirst made by the present writer in March, 1908.

and in the paper referred to on p. 305, is, I believe, to be the subject ol

an oliicial enquiry.

Bli

m
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The foregoing may briefly suffice to illustrate the

Eh^'n'^'"''" !.''^* "'^'"^^ ^"Senics wiU seek todefine the diseas^ and defects which are really hereditary
to name those the transmission of which is already cer-tamly taow,. to occur, and to raise the average of the raceby mtertenng as far as may be with the parenthood
of persons suffenng from these transmissibk disord^Only thus can certam of the gravest evils of society as

toM T»^'
^^^'"^-'"'"l^'J"''^- insanity, and crime due

to mhented degeneracy, be suppressed: and if race-
culture were absolutely incapable of efrecting anythingwhatever m the way of increasing the fertility ^ thf
worthiest classes and individuals, its services in the
negative direction here briefly outUned would still be
of mcalculable value i.o other proposal will save somuch hfe. present and to come : and save so much goldm domg so-as one would insist if one were writing a
eugenic pnmer for politicians. To this policy we shaUmost certamly come

: but here, as in other ca4, I trust
far more m the influence of an educated public opinion

transmi^ible disease, mterfering in no way with the

'Tr."i^K' "'^ "'^^'*"'^' ">« tianLission of
.^hich should be visited with the utmost rigour of the

murdTr
'"^""^'^ ^ ""^''^ """'"'"^ °° '"^ ^^ *««'•

In the next chapter, recognising marriage as the humanmode of selection, we must consider it in its relation to
eugenics, both positive and negative.
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CHAPTER XII

SELECTION THROUGH MARRIAGE

Historical evidence of control of marrlnge : Wester-
marck's evidence.—To begin with the most recent

refutation cf the doctrine that marriage selection is uncon-
trollable, one may quote from the inaugural lecture

delivered by Dr. Westermarck in December, 1907, on his

appointment as Professor of Sociology in the University
of London. He said :

—

" For instance, when the suggestion has been made that the law
should step in and prevent unfit individuals from cortracting
marnifge, the objection has at once been raised that any such
measure would be impracticable. Now we find that many
savages have tried the experiment and succeeded. Mr. Im Thurn
tells us that among the wild Indians of Guiana, a man, before he
is allowed to choose a wife, must prove that he can do a man's
work and is able to support himself and his family. In various
Bechuaua and Kaffir tribes, according to Livingstone, :i youth is

prohibited from marrying until he has killed a rhinoceros.
Among the Dyaks of Borneo no one can marry until he has in his

possession a certain number of human skulls. Among the Arabs
of Upper Egypt a man must undergo an ordeal of whipping by
the relatives of his bride, in order to test his courage ; and if he
wishes to be considered worth having, he must receive the
chastisement, which is sometimes exceedingly severe, with an
expression of enjoyment.

"I do not say that these particular methods are worthy of
slavish imitation, but the principle underlying them is certainly

excellent, and especially the fact that they are recognised and
enforced by custom shows that it has been quite possible among
many people to prohibit certain unfit individuals from marrying.
The question naturally arises whether, after all, something of the
same kind may not be possible among ourselves."

.84
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of the fact that this vn^f ' ^ *" '"" recognition

as weU as othe obkW '"Tu T'' ""''' '^norant

Society, a pair nt r^ .''^ - "*' ^°''"'^°^'^

with specialXence o th
1"'"°"' '" ^'^'^^ee.-

nature would nev^r b 00k int f^
^''"°" " '"''* •"""«

of marriage. How fa r''""™
""'' "'^ '^^«d<"»

proved efective when « .-^^ "^"'^^ restrictions

time, by c^st.' Td by iaw^i ^J*-^ r"^""
<" "^e

criticism to historical facts
* '

Mr c!^f T """'""''

to quote seven fnr,„= / .
"°" "'^'' Proceeds

havl actualirbtrpra^tS^r '" '"^'"'^^^ ^^*'^''

exogamy. AustraliS ml^^^lZT'^^^l '"^°«=""y-

and celibacv H„ .1,
"^T^'Ses, taboo, prohibited degrees

^eads is'^s'; int:nro°^L°:rrirn::r .^''^-«

marriage selection, how they m"v dl kT '1 n""""

under them^^VoutaXobl^ctTon^V"*"" ™'"' "'^^

of their restriction, «
"""Jection. They are unconscious

the atmosph"re • r^ "' """""''-' °^ **>« '«"''ion of

monogr; ^d th^ zL^r *'; ^^^^^^'-'^--t of

beenduenottoanvlf^ ^ " °' P^'^gamy "has
but to c:nsMe^tlrre;^^^^'^Pr"'='^
penal for a Greek tr. Z \ well-being." " It was

patrician to mlrrv a nlTh"^
^/arbarian. for a Roman

to marry onTo7a^ofh' '°' ^ "'"''°° "^ °"^ '^ast.

restric^nsTave C*'":;;^;-^^'
"«' ^° "'^^- Similar

munities. even unltr thl ? ™ulftudes of com-

from andent Te^sh ..
P'"^*^ °' ''^^'h." Cases
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strong that nearly all Australians would be horrified

at the idea of breaking it." Passing further on, one

need offer no excuse for quoting, regarding mamage

in general, the foUowing words of the founder of eugenics :

—"The institution of marriage as now sanctified by

religion and safeguarded by law in the more highly ctmltsed

nations, may not be ideaUy perfect, nor may it be umversaUy

accepted in future times, but it is the be-:: 'Mat has hitherto

been devised for the parties primarily concerned, for their

children, for home life, and for society."

Mr Gallon then proceeds to show how extensive are

the restrictions in mamage already recognised and

practised amongst ouiselves and quite contentedly

accepted. He proves also that our objection to mamage

within prohibited degrees depends mainly upon what he

calls immaterial considerations, and adds " it is quite

conceivable that a non-eugenic marriage should hereafter

excite no less V dthing than that of a brother and sister

would do now.' Then, in aUusion to the possibiUty of

a whole-hcirted acceptance of eugenics as a national

religion . . the thorough conviction by a nation that

no worthier object exists for man than the improvement

of his own race," Mr. Galton shows from the histo^r of

conventual Ufe what abundant evidence there is ' of the

power of religious authority in directing and withstanding

the tendencies of human nature towards freedom in

marriage." This paper was discussed by no less than

twenty-six authorities, British and Continental, and in

his reply Mr. Galton observes that not one of them impugns

his main conclusion " that history tells how restrictions

in marriage, even of an excessive kind, have been con-

tentedly accepted very widely, under the guidance of what

I called immaterial motives." Lastly, we may note Mr,

Gallon's admirable distinction between the two stages

of love,
" that of slight inclination and that of falling

m
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thoroughly into love, for it is the first of these rather thanthe second that I hope the popular fe> ...g of thelutureW.11 successfully resist. Eveiy match-nfaking mothapprecutes the difference. If a girl is taught toU up^na class of men as tabooed, whether owing to rank creS^
conr.ect.ons „ other causes, she does not'reganl tkem

t

poss.ble h, uands and turns her thoughts elsewhere

m checking the marriages she considers indiscreet
"

burely all the foregoing suffices to show, first thateugemcs or race-culture is compatible ,.;ih m;rriag; a^dsecondly, that it is compatible with the love ofX!';^
moort2 Th"'-'"'

""^^ '^"^''"^ ^"'^ fundamental
importance This importance it is, and the obstinate
stupidity of cimcs of a kind, which most excuse me for

tZluT'i'" '""<='' ^P="='' t° P^P-itions whi^h H^

The pre.ent InHuence of marriage on race-culture -We must turn now from the past to the present aspect"uhequestion, viz., the actual relation of marriage to eugenics
at the present day Its nature is veiy much dispuTedOn the one hand, there are those who see in our presentniethods what has elsewhere been called reversedse"
Zl, Vl '7- ^" '"ti-e"g<=ni<: Process, involving themating of the least desirable. On the other hand, fhereare many conservative critics who, starting from a generdopposition to any new thing, such as eugenics, mf nta^hat we are doing very well as we are, and that, witho^any conscious mterference. as they call it-as if there were

working for the eugenic end. Dr. Maudsley, for instance,

wav H
'"'?"* "^'^ °"*"'^ " ''' °^ ''""d in'PuIsiveway does not manage things better than we can by J^1-ght of reason

: an astounding opinion from the ,
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pioneer who has devoted so many decades to successfully

modifying natural processes by the light of his own
splendid reason !

This most important question, as to what is actually

happening within the limits of marriage, may legitimately

le regarded as substantially equivalent to the question

f the extent and nature of selection, for good or for evil,

as it occurs in society to-day. If we remember that an

overwlielming proportion of children are bom in wedlock,

that the death-rate of illegitimate children is gigantic,

whilst the illegitimate birth-rate is generally falling, we
shall be fully entitled to assume that the answer to the

one question is the answer to the other ; in a word, if under

the present conditions of selection for marriage we find a

eugenic tendency or an anti-eugenic tendency or a mere

neutrality, the answer will be, on the whole, the approximate

answer to the larger question as to the present state of

selection for parenthood and therefore of our racial pro-

spects, marriage or no marriage. The conclusion which

we shall maintain is that both forms of selection occur in

society to-day—the selection of the desirable and the

selection of the undesirable. We shall go ludicrously wrong
if we agr e, with one party, that society in general to-day

exhibits reversed selection; or, with the second party,

tha.. everything is going on admirably on the whole ; or,

with thi third party, which jumbles the whole mass of

facts and tendencies, and declares that there is no process

of selection of any kind occurring in society to-day—an

opinion which, in the face of disease, the enormous pre-

mature death-rate, and the fact that whilst vast

numbers of women are unmarried, the choice of women
for marriage does not occur by lot, beggars comment

;

's a girl with a birth-mark covering half her ace, or i

nose destroyed by transmissible disease, as likely to marry
as a " beauty " ? If not, surely we actually select to-day
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each generation of a certain number of undesirables whose

breed gels no further. Of course there would be much

less urgent need for eugenics if this last were wholly and

happily the case. Our object, indeed, is to make it the

case : but so long as selection by marriage exists,—and its

occurrence is palpably indisputable—»7 is a serious flaw in

the common argument to assume that the production and

pre^ -Mion of undesirables necessarily involves their own

part., ood in due course. It is necessary that strict

statistical enquiry be made on this point. It would show,

I believe, that the marriage-rate and the birth-rate amongst

the grossly unfit is much lower than that of the general

community, or, in other words, that the influence and value

of selection by marriage (which, as we have shown, is in

effect selection for parenthood, the only selection that

ultimately matters) has not yet been fully appreciated.

I very strongly incline to the view that if this protective

factor were not constantly at work, the " multiplication

of the unfit " would long ago have led to the destruction

of every civilised nation on the earth : they would have

swamped us long ago. Indeed, the proposition may

be laid down that, supreme and indispensable as are

the services of marriage to race-culture, in its protection

of motherhood, and the support of motherhood by father-

hood, probably the services of marriage as in effect the

working of sexual selection are worthy of being rated

almost, if not quite, as high.

Sexual selection U certainly true olmanklnd —Before

adducing the outlines of the evidence in favour of marriage

as an instrument of selection, it may be well to point out

that here we are really discussing what Darwin called

"sexual selection," modified by the psychology and

pecuhar characters of mankind. We must protect our-

selves from the critics who will remind us that sexual

selection is very largely discredited to-day, rather more

1 j;

•%mimm '\ .JtKT*'
' fSxfei
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than a generation after Darwin's enunciation of it inr*. Descent of Man (1871). The controversy regardingsexual selection as the producer of feathers and markS
fortuna'JSv' r '°?' '""™^^' *"<= °-- -"™als !fortunately qu.te irrelevant to our present discussionwh.ch ,s concerned with mankind. We can afford to notewith equanimity the observation that, in lower spedes nomature female goes unmated. for instance • the fac^'r"

pTcTntat' of
'"' "^' °' '"''"'"' ^ ^'^ »-'^- epercentage of women remain unmarried. The case is

ded^: Th^^t.^ "^^ "''• ^-"ort/oneLy

^sibe or occurs, or accomplishes anything, in the

.

possible and does occur, amongst mankind andespecally ar, ongst dvilised peoplS. in the form
"1

selection by or for marriage-which, a= «•= haveTeen
.s m effect selection for parenthood. Let us first note

re:ithr:ir"^^
-^-^-^ -n.age.se.ectio„"°::

Spencer on m.rital lon«evlty._We are all aware that

iC^H f *.T ,'r
*"'"«' "°' <=°""^'" that marriage

s good for the health. But some are taken and otheSm this respect and if, for any concewable reason h^aW
.s a actor making for selection by marriage, that may bea^rea^ explanation in whole or in part, ofL longe" femarned people. Considering the risks to hfe involved in

pared w^hlm 'Z""'
'""^^^''^ "' ""^^^^ ^ --

exceot on . t
''°'"™ ^°"''' ^' --comprehensibleexcept on some such assumption. Ye. it is the fart sn^perfect still is the entry of the idea of select on into'th

loZ v>
'"? '"'" '"" '^"P^^' ™'"d' that the superiorongevity of marned people is still constantly asser"edto mean that marriage makes for long life- eve^
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year, when the statistics are printed, this argument

may be seen in the newspapers, and I remember

encountering it in the Encyclopedia Britannica, to my
utter astonishment.

This uncritical conclusion was disposed of by the author

of the phrase " the survival of the fittest "—appropriately

enough—more than thirty years ago. If the reader will

turn to Herbert Spencer's Study of Sociology (a masterpiece

which may be commended to the publishers for the pur-

pose of indexing—twenty editions without an index are

too many) he will find in Chapter V. a discussion of this

question. It is an astonishing thing that though Spencer

conclusively exposed it a generation ago, the childish

fallacy is still apparently as flourishing as ever. He shows

how the greater healthfulness of married life was supposed

to be proved by Dr. Stark from comparison of the rates of

mortality among the married and among the celibate.

Then no less an authority than M. Bertillon went into the

matter and contributed a paper called " The Influence of

Marriage "—thus begging the question in its very title

—

to the Brussels Academy of Medicine. He showed that,

from twenty-five to thirty year? of age, several

Continental countries being taken into the reckoning,

" the mortality per thousand is 4 in married men,

10.4 in bachelors, and 22 in widows. This beneficial

influence of marriage is manifested at all ages,

being always more strongly marked in men than

in women." The absurdity of the apparent conclusion

regarding widows is surely, as Spencer says, too

obvious for discussion. But, for the rest, Spencer goes on

to show that, in reality, " marriage and longevity are

concomitant results of the same cause "—in other words,

" that superior quality of organisation which conduces to

long Ufe also conduces to marriage. It is normally accom-

panied by a predominance of the instincts and emotions

^h
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able
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Woman as practical eujrenUt w
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passage cited, and has been greatly insisted upon by Dr.

Alfred Russel Wallace, the co-discoverer with Darwin of

the principle of natural selection. The matter in question

is the possibility Df race-culture through the choice of

their husbands by women. Not long ago Dr. Wallace

'

described selection through marriage as the " more per-

manently effective agency through whi-h the improvement

of human character may be achieved." This, in his

opinion, can only be perfectly achieved " when a greatly

improved social system renders all our women economic-

ally and socially free to choose ; while a rational and

complete education will have taught them the importance

of their choice both to themselves and to humanity. . . .It

will act through the agency of well-known facts and prin-

ciples of human nature, leading to a continuous reduction

of the lower types in each successive generation, and it is

the only mode yet suggested which will automatically

and naturally effect this." Thus " for the first time in the

history of mankind his Character—his very Human

Nature itself—will be improved by the slow but certain

action of a pure and beautiful I'orm of selection—a selec-

tion which will act, not through struggle and death, but

through brotherhood and love."

Dr. Wallace is a sociahst, and he believes that only

through socialism can we achieve " that perfect fr-edom

of choice in marriage which will only be possible when all

are economically equal, and no question of social rank

or material advantage can have the slig'^test influence

in determining that choice." As I have said elsewhere,

I would call myself neither a socialist nor an anti-socialist,

but if labels are necessary, a euger.ist and maternalist.

As such, I can only say that this argument for socialism—

that it is the necessary condition of eugenics or race-

culture—is, for me, incomparably the best argument

I Forinightly Revinu, January, jo8.
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of husbands then ZT women's choice

could havety't;ec- hleTeSatTV?^™

for oufcon^^on r. '"~™Pf""« "octrines which,

sociahsL is hat"i>evw r™""'^ '"""P^" '°S''^'' ^

^"«wnent in its favour
"^"mts

(1,^ conclusive

most amazing and satisfactory facts abo^ m,r

=KrvX;ir'irr=-"
=Sn-.-b"i:r™-"'-*^^

any which, in accordai ith Dr. Wallace's
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1:1
. i

argument, tend to widen the field of choice, and that not

for one sex only but for both. He would be a rash man

who ventured to allot superior value to the selection of

man by woman rather than of woman by man, or vice

vers&.

Quite apart from any deeper and more difficult

reforms, such as Dr. Wallace alludes to, I am sure that

even the mere widening of the field of choice, as such, is

most desirable. To take an instance, which the reader

may very Ukely think trivial and absurd, I have wit-

nessed in my brief career as a hockey player two unions

most hapr/ and eugenic in ev?ry way, which entirely

dependca upon the existence of the amusement called

mixed hockey—whereat the contracting parties met one

another ! T' is not asserted that these two cases suffice

for world-wide generalisation. They are merely cited as

instances which set at least one hockey player thinking,

even on the fieid—the field of choice. It is a great argu-

ment, because it is a eugenic argument, in favour of

community of sports and amusements amongst young

people of both sexes, that it does widen the field of

choice in marriage, and that in doing so it also tends

to favour those factors of selection which the eugenist

would desire to see selected : and this especially as

compared with the ball-room. I think that the reader

will agree that the conditions, the " atmosphere," the

costume, and the other features of what young people

call a " dance," whilst undoubtedly serving the purpose

of marriage and widening somewhat a field of choice

which might otherwise be ludicrously and impracticably

restricted, compare most unfavourably with the conditions

of even the mixed hockey field, which, decried though they

often be, are to my mind immeasurably healthier on

every conceivable ground than those of the ball-room,

and not least of all on the eugenic ground of the prominence
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and r?dJrui aTe tl^^^in'^ Tl '"''

semce to the race in this respect,Sv^ °' ""^ ^"^^'"'^

i»m T.,
"''^'^ "''^'^•" ^="her than in the bau!

rhee„^:^!d=rasrtrt%L™-:;r
^^"

which I defi„e as the enhancemenfoft ^r^r^:^of the psychical as against that of the physkal (Note

hau all other ends in human lilt WhalTj ilM ^^ "' """' ™P»rtance
than the composition of the nixi «ne?at L """' "P"" >' ""thing less
«"* "t any one individual but thaf nf thi f " " ""' "" ««>• or
»l stake. -Darw.n, D^^to/.v"; p 853

'"° ™'' '° """'• '^'>''-h ^-
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the obvious sequence—survival-value, selection-value,

marriage-value, parenthood-value, progress-value.) This

proposition and the last might both be worked out,

I believe, in considerable detail and not without profit.

Arguing on the same lines, we may agree that even

such a small matter, usually considered wholly domestic,

as the length of engagements, is of eugenic or racial

importance. The eugenist, I think, must welcome long

engagements simply because, though they may involve

a reduced marriage -rate and a reduced birth-rate

—

the latter partly in consequence of the reduced marriage-

rate, and partly because of the later age at marriage

—

they tend by the mere operation of time, as we say, to

enhance the importance of the psychical and to reduce

the importance of the physical factors which determine

sexual attraction.

To these three points a fourth, of great importance,

must be added. It is that we should favour, as far as

possible, those factors of choice for marriage which are

inherent, and therefore transmissible, as against those

which are acquired, accidental, and therefore not tr?jis-

missible, and therefore of no racial or eugenic importance.

This, of course, is the point made by Dr. Wallace in the

article quoted above—or at any rate it is involved in

the point he makes. I simply mean that every time a

marriage is brought about by, for instance, money, the

eugenic value of marriage is at least nullified and .nay

become actually anti-eugenic. Again I say, »/ Socialism,

or the abolition of (wn-natural) inheritance, be necessary

in order that selection for marriage shall be determined by
the possession of personal qualities of racial value rather

than the power of the purse, which has always been a racial

curse, then the sooner socialism is established the better.

The eugenic value of contemporary marriage.

—

The first purpose of this chapter has been to show that
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in marriage, wherever, and in so far as, it is det minedby the mutual attractiveness of young peopL^Zt
exists a eugenic factor in society^onlay? and sL«the race b m effect recruited by the manied Upl^

Of contemporary marriage, to the small but rapidly in-cre^mg number of students who realise that eugen Lor rac^ultuie will be the supreme science of the f
u "^

™i who are now devoting themselves to its foundat ons"No more unportant and urgent enquiry can be undertaken at this stage. Which, for instance, is the moreeugenic, the English system or the French ^

The second purpose has been to show that one mavb^heve m and work for eugenics or race-culture ^h'
to adonrfh"^

t" overthrow all human institutions, or

Iwal™' ""^^"^ °' *'' ^""*-f^™' °^ to initiaie av^t campaign of surgery, or sensational and drastic

Sc^t« V"- ^n*-;"^
employment of mama^:

certificates. One or all of these things may have thTirplace, now or hereafter; or may, on tie other ha^d ^far wo,-,e than futile. But most assuredly it is po^ bfenow for the individual parent of marriageablecK
to st^rtt'fT""'

''' ''"'^" °' fashion;*.ne doctor, noto start but to strengthen such by no means impotenteugenic forces as already exist in society, withoufou"!rapng sentmient or c-istom-indeed, without attractine
public attention to their action at aU.

''"™«mg

Eugenics has already suffered much at the handsof Its so-called friends. It is to be hoped that a real
service may be discharged by this attempt to show thaton the highest, most accurate and scientific eugenicpounds, we may recognise, claim and welcome eve,^father and mother who desire that the son or daughterwhom they care for shall marry for psychical and not
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for physical love. Every such parent is a eugenist, in

effect, though his sole motive may be the welfare of his

individual child.

At present we interfere with marriage on every imagin-

able ground, many utterly trivial, many worse. We
encourage or discourage on economic grounds ; we
recognize many taboos, of caste, creed, colour. It is not

for us, certainly, acting as we do, to be offended at the

suggestion that we should use our influence to affect

marriage on the highest conceivable ground—the Ufe of

mankind to come. What we really need is not so much
the abolition of Mrs. Grundy as her conversion to the

eugenic idea. It is the business of those who believe

that eugenics is the greatest ideal in the world to make
a eugenist of Mrs. Grundy, as we shall some day : and
then it will be realised how potent for good public opinion

may become, once it is rightly educated.

Says Mr. Galton, in his latest contribution to the

subject :

—

" The power of social opinion is apt to be rather under-rated

than over-rated. Like the atmosphere which we breathe and by
which we hve, social opinion operates powerfully without

our being conscious of its existence. Everyone knows that

governments, manners, and behefs which were thought to be
right, decorous, and true at one period have been judged wrong
indecorous, and false at another ; and that views which we have
heard expressed by those in authority over us in our childhood and
early manhood tend to become axiomatic and unchangeable in

mature life.

" Speaking for myself only, 1 look forward to local eugenic action

in numerous directions, including the accumulation of considerable

funds to start young couples of " worthy " qualities in their

manied life, and to assist them and their families at critical

times. The gifts to those who are the reverse of " worthy " are

enormous in amount ; it is stated that the charitable donations

in the year 1907 amounted to jf4,868,o3o. I r.m not prepared to

say how much of this was judiciously spent, or in what ways, but

merely quote the figures to justify the inference that many of

|i
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'" ""^u-nscrilKd communities especially' social annr„. 1 ^disapprova exert a nnt.n. t
•'^'""7. social approval and

easily read bv ,v^ ?™- '" P'"*"" ^^ ""ly too

them even unforeseen?"
'^ "* "'"'^ "='">' °'

Zl'T^ "' '"•"'-""»<« r.c..culture._It mav leadded that perhaps we shall have to learn to reconsiderour lU-judged and stupid censoriousness. directeH^st

of one a„other-as they accurately say. discover thitthey are not su.ted for one another. Not onTy is iobvious that we are fools in denouncing this discove.!^

'

mipermanence in their attraction, happify made SLre
7:^"- 1"^* "' '«"°'^ *'>^ disasteJ^ofIts"amentblyPost„,^ure discovery, after marriage: but alsoTshoudbe obvious that the eugenic end is nega^vd; e^ldwhenever what would have been an unfortunXS
l^t", °^

"? .*""*• °" '""«"'« ^t-ndard of hoZrand the law of breach of promise, which is outrageZy

nnas that he has made a mistake, whilst passivelvapplauding him who, finding his mistake, thinksTSduty to make ,t irreparable. Far better w^uld it be tha^
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womanhood, is just the man who can be safely omitted
in the eugenist's scheme for fatherhood.

The plea of insanity is, in English law, no protection

against a claim for damages for breach of promise to

marry, unless it be proved insanity at date of contract

in the defendant. A valid contract once made, it is no
excuse for non-performance that insanity has been dis-

covered in the family of the other party. This wicked
law must be altered.

The need lor further itudy—In his study of this

subject the student will naturally turn to Mr. Havelock
Ellis's volume entitled Sexual Selection in Man.' This,

of course, has its own scientific value as a statement
of facts, notwithstanding its intensely nauseating

character. But anything less relevant to what most
of us understand by psychology it would be difficult

to imagine. The book considers seriatim, tonfl-

,

smell, hearing, and vision as the bases of so-called

love. It thus deals with " sensology," not psychology.

Indeed, to the best of one's recollection, after very close

and careful reading, there is no allusion to the human
mind in it anywhere. If men and women were simply
animals, this book would doubtless cover the ground, and
perhaps the word " psychology " would even be justified

in connection with it. From end to end men and women
are consistently treated as animals and no more. Since,

however, the human species is possessed of psychical

characters which distinguish it from the lower animals,

it is not unreasonable to suppose that a volume which
really dealt with sexual selection in man would, to say the

least of it, recognise the existence of those characters

—

even if only to reject them as irrelevant to the subject

under discussion.

* Studia tit the Psychology of Six, vol.

Philadelphia, 1905).

(F. A. Davij Co.,

M.
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obtains in human society. Yet further, we require a

detailed study of the influence of legislation, custom and

public opinion upon sexual selection—on the lines of

Mr. Galton's paper on " Restrictions in Marriage."

Mr. Havelock Ellis has more than adequately dealt with

the nervous physiology of sexual selection ; there remain

the psychology and sociology of it—these latter com-

prehending, one may suppose, ninety-nine per cent, of

the whole subject. In the preceding pages allusion has

been made to one or two of the more salient aspects

of this matter.



CHAPTER XIII

THE RACIAL POISONS : ALCOHOL'

i1th^'/''*
""•^P*'' °' "^ """""^ P^rt. which dealswith the practice of eugenics, there were introduced

defined, mid briefly illustrated, the terms positive eugenicand negaltveeugemcs. Of these the latter, as the moreu^ent and the more completely and immediately practic-
able, claims our special attention

; though the present
writer, notwithstanding that he has devoted to it the
^eater part of his eugenic work, is bound to protest that
the positive increase of ability and worth is never to be
regarded as of secondary importance. The two methods
are, of course, complementary in practice, as they areone in principle-to select is to reject, to cho<ie is
to refuse The preceding chapter, on selection (and
rejection) through marriage, has dealt with the con-
ditions under which both aims are to be pursued
-n the followmg pages we must discuss a specially urgentand practicable and indisputable portion of negative
eugemc practice: none the less urgent because of the
contemporary emergence and future world-importance of
sober nations, such as Japan and Turkey. The term
racal potsons. introduced by the present writer in the
year 1907. is self-explanatory. After deahng with themost important of these poisons, we shall proceed in the
next chapter, to discuss some othere. The racial poisons
constitute a special department of eugenics which has

305
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not hitherto been considered by the pioneers of this

subject, but for which I press the claim of the utmost
gravity and moment, and which I conceive to be certainly

a part, and a most important part, of our manifold yet
single subject.

The argument of this chapter is that parenthood must
be forbidden to the dipsomaniac, the chronic inebriate or
the drunkard, whether male or female ; and this whether
Lamarck or Galton and Weismann be right, or whether,
as we may beUeve with Galton and Weismann them-
selves, the controversy between the two parties is

wholly irrelevant to the question in hand. This con-
clusion, that on no grounds whatever, theoretical or
practical, can we continue to permit parenthood on
the part of the drunkard, is c e temperance reform,

perhaps the only one, on which disagreement is absolutely

impossible. It is, further, the most radical that can be
named within the sphere of practical politics, and it is

conspicuously practicable. It has hitherto been lament-
ably neglected by workers and reformers of all schools.

Indeed, at the time of writing, the London County Council,

governing the greatest city in the world, is pursuing a
course of action in this regard, which will be detailed

later, and which, as will appear, is misguided and
deplorable in the last degree.

Alcohol and heredity—According to Dr. Archdall Reid,
" alcohol, year after year, eliminates from the race a
great number of people so constituted that intoxication

affords them keen delight, leaving the perpetuation of the
race in great measure to those on whom intoxication

confers httle or no delight. . . . Now since alcohol weeds
out enormous numbers of people of a particular type, it

is a stringent agent of selection—an agent of selection

more stringent than any one disease." The factor that
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reaUy makes the drunkard "is certainly inborn andtherefore as certainly transmissible to offsprir' ^e
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^vI^coholLf""'"'^ T. '^^"^"^ P'°^"'"^ i" W^ bodybyalcoholare acquired." Therefore, rejecting Lamarck
Jlaiics mine.
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are we to reject the doctrine that the effects produced by

alcohol on parents are transmitted to offspring ?

The controversy between Lamarck and Weismann has

absolutely nothing to do with the question. Let us consider

what would be a case of Lamarckian transmission in the

sense which the modem student of heredity denies. The

birth of a child with a scar on its scalp, to a father who

had acquired a similar scar before the child was conceived,

would be such a case : and this does not happen. Or

suppose that instead of a scar on the scalp the father

has an inflammatory change, not so dissimilar to a scar,

produced by alcohol in the membranes covering his brain.

Then it would be a case of Lamarckian transmission if

the membranes of his baby's brain were similarly affected ;

and this does not happen. Such is the kind of trans-

mission of which exhaustive experiment and observation

fail to find a conclusive instance anywhere.

But what has such a supposition to do with the theory,

as definitely supported by observation and experiment

as the other is not, tiiat if a man saturates his body with

alcohol carried by his blood, he injures all the tissues

which are nourished by that blood, including the racial

elements of his body with the rest : and therefore that

his child may be degenerate ?

What says Weismann himself ? In The Germ-Plasm,

p. 386, under the heading " The influence of temporary

abnormal conditions of the parents on the child," he

writes as follows :

—

" Although I do not consider that the cases which come under

the above heading ha\ anything to do with heredity, I should

not hke to leave them entirely on one side,

" It has often been supposed that drunkenness of the parents at the

time of conception may have a harmful effect on the .'.ature of the

offspring. The child is said to be bora in a weaK bodily and mentai

condition, and inclined to idiocy, or even to madness, etc., although

the parents may be quite normal both physically and mentally.
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remarks are quite open to criticism, as, for instance,

where he denies that new predispositions can arise in the

manner indicated. This is possibly only a question of

words, and Weismann is perhaps merely denying that

alcohol can produce progressive variations. Also his

remarkably brief discussion of the subject seems to con-

ceri itself mainly with the influence of alcohol on the

genn-cells just before their union. He has not a word to

say regarding the influence on the germinal tissues of

years of soaking in alcohol. It suffices, however, to make

the point which is quite clearly made, that the Weisman-

nians are going absurdly beyond their book in denying

what, indeed, the book of Nature demonstrates.

Let us turn now to the experimental side of this ques-

tion. An American botanist. Dr. T. D. MacDougal, r.^ad

an address on " Heredity and Environic Forces " at the

Chicago Meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science in 1907. His experiments re-

quire confirmation, but may be provisionally accepted.

He has permanently modified the germ-plasm of plants

under the influence of various chemicals. There is here

a vast field for experiment with alcohol. I quote one

paragraph indicating the remarkable results of these

experiments. The reader will see their bearing on our

present question, and will also see that they do not for a

moment affect Weismann's denial of the doctrine that by

cutting off rats' tails you can produce a race of tailless

rats, or that by learning a language you can save your

future children the trouble of doing so for themselves :

—

"
It was found that the injection of various solutr^^ns into

ovaries of Raimannia was followed by the production of seeds

bearing qualities not exhibited by the parent, wholly irreversible,

and fully transmissible in successive generations. One of the

seeds produced by a plant of (Enothera biennis which had been

treated with zinc sulphate differed so widely from the parental

form that it could be distinguished from it by a novice. This
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case " of a man who, after begetting several normal

children, became a drunkard and had imbecile offspring "
;

and another case has been recorded " of a healthy woman

who, when married to a drunken husband, had five sickly

children, dying in infancy, but in subsequent union with

a healthy man, bore normal and vigorous children."

Other intoxications show similar results though they are

not yet of grave racial importance. For instance, " a

man who had had two healthy children acquired the

cocaine habit, and while suffering from the symptoms of

chronic poisoning engendered two idiots." Brouardel

and others have observed that the expectant mother

who is a morphinomaniac may give birth to a child

who shows all the phenomena of the morphia habit.

Demme has traced the appalling contrast between the

offspring in ten sober families, and in ten families where

one or both parents suffered from chronic alcoholism.

Dr. SulMvan himself, realising the obviously greater

importance of maternal alcohoUsm, since here we have

the action of poisoned food—the maternal blood—upon

the child before birth, made an enquiry of his own. He
found that

"... of 600 children bom of 120 drunken mothers 335 (55.8

per cent.) died in infancy or were still-born, and that several

of the survivors were mentally defective, and as many as 4.1

per cent, were epileptic. Many of these women had female

relatives, sisters or daughters, of sober habits and married to

sober husbands ; on comparing the death-rate amongst the

children of the sober mothers with that amongst the children

of the drunken women of the same stock, the former was found

to be 33.9 per cent., the latter 55.2 per cent., or nearly two

and a half times as much. It was further observed that in the

drunken families there was a progressive rise in the death-rate

from the earlier to the later bom children."

Dr. Sullivan cites as a typical alcoholic family one in

which " the first three children were healthy, the fourth
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effect of maternal alcofiolism must be in a Urge measure

due to a direct influence on the germ-cells and on the

developing embryo, and cannot be explained as merely

a result of the neglect and malnutrition from which the

children of a drunken mother are naturally < ot to suffer."

The point is of some theoretical importann- Practically

it matters little ; in either case the drunken woman must

net become a mother.

The same conclusion is reached even though we accord

unlimited weight to the unquestionably valid argument

that the drunkard is himself or herself usually degenerate

from the first, and that the children are therefore de-

generate, and would indeed be deger-^rate even if the

parents had taken n alcohol. Let us, then, erroneously

enough, but for ti.^ sake of the argument, assume that

solely and always alcoholism is a symptom of degeneracy.

It is, then, an indication of unfitness for parenthood no

less, and the practical issue is the same ; one radical

cure for alcoholism, at any rate, is the prohibition of

parenthood on the part of the alcoholic.

'

The ino«t recent evidence—The most thorough and

comprehensive enquiry into this matter yet made is

also the most recent. We owe it to Dr. W. A. Potts,

of the University of Birmingham, who did valuable work

as Medical Investigator to the Royal Commission on the

Care and Control of the Feeble-minded. His paper,
^ The subject of alcoholism and race-culture really demands a

large volume. There is no space here to detail the faslion in which

the drunken mother poisons her child after birth, wiitn she nurses

it, since, as has been chemically proved, iilohol is excreted in her

milk. Says a most distinguished authority, Mrs. Scharlieb, " the

child, then, absolutely receives alcohol as part of his diet, with the

worst effect upon his urgans, for alcohol has a greater effect upon
cells in proportion to their immaturity " ("The Drink Problem." in the

New Library of Medicine), and Dr. Sullivan refers to " numerous cases

on record of convulsions and other disorders occurring in infants

when the nurse has taken liquor, and ceasing when she has been put

on a non-alcoholic diet." The reader may be referred to my brief

paper, " Alcohol and Infancy," published in the form of a tract by
the Church of England Temperance Society.

jiifir
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entitled " The Relation of Alcohol to Feeble-mindedness "

s pnnted in the Hritish Journal of Inebrietv for
January, igoq. together with communications from many
authorities. It is quite impossible to summarise here
the enormous mass of evidence which Dr. Potts has
accumulated from the literature of the subject and to
which he has added his own work. I believe that nothing
could be more moderate and assured than the following
conclusions, to which he commits himself after a study
of the subject the quality and range of which can only
be appreciated at first hand :—

^'h, f '.h""" "V,''""";
" ""' ^^'"" "'^' alcoholism, by itself, m

the father w.ll produce amentia; hut it ,s quite plain that incombmafon with other lia.l factors ,t ,s a most unfavourable
element while maternal drinking, and drinking continued through
more than one generation, are potent inlluences in mental
degeneracy.

It is impossible, within the scope of the present volume
to analyse in detail the Report of the Royal Commission
on the Care and Control of the Feeble-minded. In this
present outline of eugenics it is our business, however
to show main principles, and as the principle expressedm the phrase " racial poisons " is to my mind absolutely
cardmal for eugenics, it is necessary here to comment
as I have already done in the Journal above quoted'
upon the followmg most unfortunate dt'iverance of the
Commissioners: "That both on the grounds of fact
arid of theory, there is the highest degree of probability
that feeble-mindedness is usually spontaneous inongm—that is, not due to influences acting on the
parent. ..."

The word spontaneous has, of ciurse, no meaning for
science, or rather is a denial of the fundamental axiom
of science that causation is universal. What the
Commissioners mean when they say spontaneous is
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" sportaneous," like the occasional production of a nec-
tarine by a peach tree. Apart from this highly suspicious

phraseology, there is the still more unfortunate fact that
the Commissioners have lent their authority to the view
that feeble-mindedness is not due to uifluences acting on
the parent. The modem student of syphilis will be
astonished at this pronouncement, and also the student of
lead-poisoning, as we shall see in the following chapter.

Every reader of Dr. Potts's admirable paper will

realise that this conclusion of the Commissioners—" not
due to influences acting on the parent "—is directly

opposed to an extraordinary mass of evidence and to the
opinion of, I suppose, every authority on the subject,

British, Continental or American. The Commissioners'
reference to " theory," coupled with portions of the
evidence given before them by witnesses who suppose
that the alleged influence of alcohol as a cause of feeble-

mindedness controverts the doctrine of the non-trans-

mission of " acquired characters," makes it necessary to

point out for the hundredth time that, for lack of analysis

and criticism of terms, the most prominent followers of

Galton and Weismann persistently misunderstand their

masters' teaching. The modem doctrine of the in-

dividual as the trustee of the germ-cells and of the
non-transmission of acquired characters is Mr. Galton's.

Mr. Galton himself does not question and never has
questioned the possibility that alcohol may cause feeble-

mindedness. There is no reason why he should. If we
take the somewhat unusual course of consulting the

words of the masters before we swear by them we find

as has been shown—that Weismann, who subsequently

stBted and has so greatly supported Mr. Galton's view,

has expressly repudiated the Commissioners' idea of his

" theory." The Galton-Weismann doctrine is a doctrine

of heredity proper,—the organic relation of living genera-
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habitual inebriety ... is ever really acquired in the

strictest sense of the word

—

i.e. in the absence of some

measure of pre-existing defect." Having studied 2,277

inebriates, committed under the Inebriates Acts, up

to December 31st, 1906, Dr. Branthwaite finds 62.6

per cent, of these mentatty defective. The remainder he

regards as of average mental capacity, using, however,

an exceedingly low standard of what that capacity is.

He concludes that in a large majority of poUce-court

cases, " mental disease was the condition for which they

were repeatedly imprisoned—mental disease merely

masked by alcoholic indulgence. . . . The majority of

our insane inebriates have become alcoholic because of

their tendency to insanity. . . . Certain peculiarities in

cranial conformation, general physique, and conduct,

have long been recognised as evidences of congenital

defect. Nearly all the 1,375 cases included in the two

defective sections of our table have given evidence of

possessing some of these characteristic peculiarities, and

it is morally certain that the large majority of them started

life handicapped by imperfect brain development." ' The

lecture is accompanied with many photographs clearly

showing the physical marks of congenital defect, and Dr.

Branthwaite remarks that " even the untrained eye

should meet with no difficulty in recognising ' something

wrong ' with all of them."

Of the proportion of mentally defective inebriates (62.6

per cent, of the whole) mentioned by Dr. Branthwaite, all

are " practically hopeless from a reformation standpoint."

This is a sufficient comment, if any were needed, upon

repeated imprisonment for habitual drunkenness—which,

as Dr. Branthwaite says, " is indefensible and inhumjme."

He adds in closing that, in his judgment, habitual drunken-

ness, so far as women are concerned, has materially

^ It^ilics mine.
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does Mr. Thomas Holmes, the Secretary of the Howard
Association, who remarks that " our habitual criminals,

equally with our mental inebriates, are not responsible

beings, but victims of mental disease." Finally Miss

Kirby, Secretary of the National Association for the

Feeble-minded, insists upon the obvioiis conclusion that

these people must be detained permanently. She says,
" When one case of a dissolute feeble-minded woman in

America is quoted as the mother of nine feeble-minded

children, we see the cause why inebriate homes, and also

reformatories, penitentiaries, and workhouses are full

to overflowing, and society taxed beyond bearing to keep
them there. Such institutions outnumber homes for the

feebk-mindei." ' Spesiking of the 62.6 per cent, noted by
Dr. Branthwaite, she says, " Would it not have been the

more logical course to have dealt with them in earlier

years ?
" Now what would that have accomplished ?

It would have saved the future.

The Inebriate a* parent—Is it a mere supposition that

these women become mothers ? Amongst those com-
mitted as criminal inebriates (under the London County
Council) in 1905-6, three hundred and sixty-five of those

admitted to reformatories had two thousand two hundred
children. These are the official figures. As to the quality

of these children there is unfortunately no possibility of

question.

We may quote from Dr. Sulhvan a notable enquiry :—
"Even more striking results with regard to the several forms

of degeneracy were obtained by Legrain, who investigated the
question from a somewhat different point of view. Selecting
from the material at his disposal all those cases in which
ancestral intemperance had appeared to exercise a causal
intluence, and working out their family history, he collected 315

> Italics mine. A thousand pounds for cure—which docs not cure
and twopence for prevention is, of course, the rule with a half-
educated nation ahvays.
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They are outlined in the reply of Mr. Herbert Gladstone,

the Home Secretary, to a question in the House of Com-
mons. The reply is printed in full in The Times, Feb.

19th, 1908. There was a paltry squabble between the

Government and the London County Council as to the

exact number of shillings that each was to contribute per

week for the maintenance of inebriates. The London
County Council was plainly in the wrong, its ignorance

being sufficiently indicated by the letter to The Times,

which I will quuLB. The result of the squabble is that,

as Mr. G. R. Sims said, " We shall have something like five

hundred women, all habitual drunkards, passing in and out

c
:
he prisons, a peril to publicans, a pest to the poHce,

ai evil example to the women with whom they mix,
and free to bring children into the world, their Uttle

lives poisoned at the source." We have therefore

reverted to the shameful, brutal, and disastrous system

sufficiently indicated by the history of Jane Cakebread,

at whom, when one was a schoolboy as ignorant as

those who now govern us, one used to laugh because

she had been convicted so many hundreds of times.*

As the present writer said in raising the matter at a
meeting of the Eugenics Education Society, the future

children of these women are not only doomed by the very
natmre of their germ-plasm, but they will actually be many
times intoxicated not merely in their cradles lout before

their birth. There is no wealth but life, and this future

wealth of England is to be fed on poisoned food and many
times made drunken before it sees the light. The meet-
ing of the Society passed a unanimous resolution

—
" That

this society enters a protest against the present adminis-

tration of the Inebriates Act, whereby through the closing

of inebriate homes some hundreds of chronic inebriate

* She died in a lunatic asylum. I have not heard that iociety erer
ofiered her a public apology for its brutality to her.

<|i<
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women will be set adrift in London, with an inevitably
detenorating result to the racK." 1

^

For this particular scandal the London County Council

tTat *%'r^*°
'"-'"- Let r.ot the reader'^suppos

that a Liberal Government, however, was hkely toremedy the immoderate ignorance of a " Moderate "
County Council on this matter. Mr. Gladstone's replym Parliament was an exceptionally long one, but itd^d no cortam a syllable to suggest that'any quest=n„
of the future .s involved, or that a woman may be ea mother. Further, the Licensing Bill introduced jos

c^t^ H*'"'-'^'^*'"^
P"''"'^ ""«""°" '° this scandalcontained nownere any hint of the principle that youmust attack drunkenness by attacking •

the'^main sou'^eof drunkard supply-the drunkard himself." These thereader will remember, are the words of His M^y
Inspector. There is no question of party-feeling,'Then

m 1^ ^ ;::«
'?^^^'^^^' - -^-t ^as here befn sdd!mether labeUed Liberal, Conservative, Progressive or

I Ih^^ld.
^'""^ ^^"^' * "'^ ""^^ '-«-- '"-g

yI^^.^T°^'^• "' '°'"^' *' °"e of the things againstwhich the advocate of race-culture must fi|ht Thelack of imagmation, however, is another. At presentwe have few homes for the feeble-minded, and miiy for

which s possible and cheap, many for cure, which is

Sd^ T ''"• •'"'^ --^e 'county co;nclr opohtician, of course, is rather more short-sighted than

sthte7T '"^: '™P'y '^^^"^^ y" ^^"ot be fax-

s impossible, but it would be effective. It is^thatthe consequences of unworthy parenthood should be
' Set Tii«« report, Febru.iry 28, 190S.
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immediate, instead of taking months or years to develop.

Any one, even a politician, can see cause and effect when
they are close enough together. It is the little interval

that the political eye cannot pierce. Nevertheless, we
shall one day learn to think of the next generation, and

then there will be an end of the politician who thinks

only of the next election.

Ignorance on its defence—The state of what has no

excuse for being uninformed opinion was only too well illus-

trated in a letter from the Chairman of the Public Control

Committee of the London County Council which appeared

in The Times for Feb. 27th, igo8. In defending the London

County Council the writer fised the following words

:

" Reformation, not mere detention, was its object when

it instituted its reformatory under the Inebriates Acts.

. . . The case of the Public Control Committee is that

the removal and detention of the hopeless habituals is a

matter for the police." The explanation aggravates the

offence. In the face of reiterated expert opinion, which

has no dissentient, as to the practical impossibility of

reformation—you cannot reform what has never been

formed, viz., a normally developed brain—here we find

a man in this responsible position, a man who has the

power to put his ignorance into action, telling us that the

London County Council aims at the impossible in this

respect ; whilst, in utter defiance of the future and of the

useless brutality of the police-court method, he tells us

that these " hopeless habituals " are a matter for the

police. Then, by way of making the thing complete, he

speaks of " mere detention." What he calls " mere deten-

tion " is everything, for it saves the future by preventing

parenthood on the part of members of the community who,

more certainly than any others that can be named, are

unworthy of it. The adjective " mere " is only too

adequate a measure of the state of opinion which, by such
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The Pall Matt Gazette, on March 4th, igo8, gave the

utmost prominence to an article of mine on this subject,

entitled "An Urgent Public Scandal, The Case of London's

Inebriates." In this article I quoted The Times letter

referred to above, and levelled the most vigorous mdict-

ment I could against the authors of the outrage under

discussion. None of them ventured to reply. In the

Referee for March 8th, 1908, however, a member of the

Public Control Committee of the London County Council

made an attempt to defend its action. The curious reader

may refer to that letter as one more instance of that

absolute blindness to the nature of the problem and to

any question of the future which had already been

indicated in The Times letter from the Chairman of

the Committee. Taking these two letters together,

we may say that never has a public outrage committed

by men in authority been more lamely or ignorantly

defended.

Iraorance In action—tbe present facts.—Since the

beginning of January, igo8, the brutal course decreed

by the London County Council has been pursued. The

wretched and deeply-to-be-pitied women have been

and are being discharged at the rate of some twenty to

twenty-five per month as their terms expire. The wiser

sort of magistrates and the police-court missionaries are

at their wits' ends, and no wonder. This country offers

these women at the moment no refuge whatever ; nothing

but the degrading and destructive round—police-court,

prison, pubUc-house, pavement ; da capo. Writing to The

Times in relation to the correspondence there published

(April i8th, 1908) between the London County Council

and the Eugenics Education Society, Sir Alfred Reynolds,

Chairman of the State Inebriate Reformatory Visiting

Board and a Visiting Justice of Holloway Prison, said

(April 2ist, 1908) :

—
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.he d,spu.e between .he 'lIXrCo^LToutiYod 'I'r

tl c ^ ]^? "'^'' P'^^"'^ t''^ quality of the race as

be land to feeble-minded children, as we are. b^t you^^mjure the race in the long run. Darwin saw thismS.
of~So th

'"r^
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U ^IT Vf^ ^^ '""^'- ^^ ^^ *''at «-« must bear the
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consisted in opposmg natural evolution. Now it has for

rascal If whilst devoting hospitals and charity andmedical science to the care of the unfit, we denyThem toePnvilege of parenthood. On the other hand, the London
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Cour..^ Council by its present action has perfonned a

service to biological philosophy by showing that it is

possibk to combine the maximum of brutality to Ju individual

and to the present with the maximum of injury to the race

and to the future. In his report for 1906 Dr. Branthwaite

cites the history of a girl who, at the age of fifteen years and

nine months, was convicted in 1881 for being drunk and

disorderly. During the next quarter of a century she was

sentenced 115 times, and in January, 1906, was sent to a

reformatory. She has twice attempted to commit

suicide. Her case is, of course, now hopeless, and Dr.

Branthwaite predicts that her life will end by suicide.

Let zmy one read Dr. Branthwaite's Report or Dr. Robert

Jones's account of Jane Cakebread, or let him acquaint

himself with instances as they are to be daily seen, and

he will agree that the maximum of brutality is no excessive

phrase to describe the policy of shame at present pur-

sued in London : if, indeed, seeing that we now have

knowledge, it should not be described as something sti"

worse.

As for the injury to the future, we already know wl 'i.

the present policy effects. We may grant, then, to the

London County Council that it has performed a service

for philosophy in showing that it is possible to combine

both kinds of evil in one harmonious policy. Nor let

the reader suppose that any partisan feeling infects this

protest. The Government is also to blame. Even had

the L.C.C. declin-i to contribute anything at all to the

cost of the prope. .jolicy, no really educated and honour-

able Goverrmient had any choice but to undertake all

the cost itself—even at the cost of office ! Better were

—

in Mr. Balfour's words, the wisest he ever uttered
—

" the

barren exchange of one set of tyrants, or jobbers, for

another," than the horrible birth of thousands of feeble-

minded babies.
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The arruimnt from economy.—It would be eisy to
show that the present pohcy is not economical even as
regards the cost of these women themselves, and even
If It be assumed that gold is wealth. But consider the
remoter cost. During the period when the present writer
was making pubhc protests very nearly every day on
this matter without any immediate effect, and only one
month after the London County Council had attempted
to defend itself on the ground of economy when
chaUenged by the Eugenics Education Society, there
was formally opened, with a flourish of trumpets the
eighty-seventh school for feeble-minded children estab-
lished by the London County Council. It accommodates
sixty such chUdren (besides sixty physically defective)
This school cost £6,000 to build alone. The sixty feeble^
minded children whom it accommodates are not a very
large proportion of the 7,000 admittedly feeble-minded
school children in London—a number which is probably
not more than a third or a fourth of the real number It
has been exhaustively proved that feeble-minded chUdren
are mainly, at any given time, the progeny of feeble-
mmded persons such as constitute the majority of chronic
inebriates. Ignorance is again in action. On the one
hand, the London County Council, quarrelling over
pence, effectively suspends the working of the Inebriates
Acts, and thus ensures that the supply of feeble-minded
children shall be kept up. On the other hand, it takes
these children, cares for them until they are capable of
becoming parents, and then turns them upon the world.
The Chairman at the opening ceremony of the school
referred to said that " at the special schools work was
being done which would advance the intelligence of
the pupils, and thus benefit the entire race." It would
be difficult to concentrate more ignorance in fewer words
or in ten times as many.
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A HonM Otlicc C«aimlttM appolntad.—The almost

continuous protest of two months did, however, bear

fruit, the Home Secretary appointing a Committee to

consider the question of the amendment of the Inebriates

Acts. But the legal brutalities described re still being

perpetrated, and the future is being compromised.

The London County Counc'l iiiay be advised to make
arrangements for building a ii'w score more schools for

defective children in anticipation of the growing need

which it is assuring.

Never again, when it is past, must we permit the

present '- :>minable policy. It is for pubUc opinion to

eflect this, and public opinion has only to be directed

to Hii case in order to realise its nature. If the reader

ptdses he may discount altogether the eugenic argument,

though I believe that in the long run that is more
important than any other. But if he confines his

attention solely to the cruelties perpetrated upon these

helpless women, infinitely more sinned against than

sinning, and especially if he considers the testimony

of Sir Alfred Reynolds above quoted, he will surely

lend his aid to put an end to a state of affairs which

is a disgrace to our civilisation. We talk of progress,

rnd we are indeed incalculably indebted to our ancestors,

but let any one consider the case of the poor child, now
a wrecked woman, quoted above, and let him consider what
it may be to be an heir of all the ages in the greatest

city of the world to-day.

It will be sufficiently evident that if any warrant were

needed for the formation of the Eugenics Education

Society or for the publication of the present volume,

it would be found only too abundantly in the outrage upon
decency and morality and science and the future which

is at present in perpetration . Further, if any warrant were

required for the incessant reiteration of the principle
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fact that this outrage « being committed in the nameof economy. Yet even if f^. sane and sober LonZ

^ h^ chUdren «,U have to pay pounds in the future

L^th'"T I'
""^ *°™"'* ^'^'^™- Economy,

«^f V/
""' '"'"^ °^ ^"'^°" benefited to the"tent of f55g,ooo out of the sale of intoxicating hquors

ZfZ^- '^u"^"'
^^-"^ *" '^' maintenance of com-

t!!^'
*^^t we require a new poUtical economy which

teaches that gold is for the purchase of life, and n^We for the purchase of gold. For the public outrageunder discussion, whereby an untold measure of Ufepre^n and to come, "breathing and to be," is tobe destroyed and defiled for a squabble over shillings

^Ih"^"
adequately quote only the words of Rome,;

to the apothecary
:

•• There is thy gold ; woi^e poison

wnrM .t '°fu
"^ """'^ ""'"^''^ " this loathsome

Tot^U'^*"
^^ compounds that thou may'st

The l«t touches «t ,rt._If this protest hurts any one's
feehngs, that cannot be helped. When the picduc-
tion of thousands of feeble-minded children is in-
vohred the self-esteem of what Mr, George Meredith
calls the accepted imbecile " does not matter The
question is. How soon do we propose to rectify our present
course m this respect ?-a course which is a shame and a
disgrace to our age and nation, and which shaU in any
case be placed on record in printed words, as well as in
young children stamped with degeneracy_in order to
pomt for future ages the question "An nescis. mi ftli
quantiUa prudentia regitur orbis?" "With how httlewBdom "-and, whilst perpetratmg this shame, ignoring
the one mdisputable means by which legislation can and
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must check drunkenness, nearly all other measures having

failed since Babylon was an Empire, they were quarrelling

about a temperance measure, so-called, which regarded

the question of transference of money from one pocket

to another as vital, and ignored the one vital question,

which is the question of life : a measure showing scarcely

a sign, either in its text or in the words of its supporters

or in the words of its opponents, that the question of

the future race had ever entered into the head of a
public man ; a measure which left the protection of

children from the public-house to the discretion of local

magistrates ; a measure which certainly, whatever else

it might effect, could not have been more carefully drawn
if its object were to promote that secret drinking amongst
women' which means the poisoning of the racial Ufe

even before it sees the light. This, then, " mi fili," was
what was called practical statesmanship in the year

1908 of the Christian Era : and in order that no last

touch might be wanted from the hand of ignorance

and the blasphemous idolatry which worships gold to

the neglect of the only true god, which is life, they
announced just at this time the issue of a Royal Com-
mission to enquire and report upon the manufacture
and variations in the composition of whiskey. It has
been a public joke for years past that no one can answer
the question, " What is whiskey ? " Well, then, I will

answer the question, and we may save the labour of

such commissions hereafter. Whiskey is a racial poison,

and there is nothing else to know about it worth knowing
for the future. Those who will never become, or can
no longer become, fathers or mothers, may do as they
please about whiskey, so far as the ideal of eugenics or
race-culture is concerned. They may say, if they like,

* This drinking by wnmen. which mrans drinking by mothers present,
expectant or possible, is rabidly increasing in Great Britain, though
almost unknown in our Colonies. It is at the heart that Empires rot.

"m

'
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that their pereonal habits are their affair and concernno one eke. Under the influence of whiskey they ma^perhaps even believe this. But for those who'll tobe the fathers and mothers of the future, such a plea isi^e. The question is not solely their affair- it is the
affair of the unborn, and we who champion the mibom
are bound to say so.

""uoin

The time will come when it is recognised that there
are two classes of active mind in society: those whoworship and uphold the past, and wiU Jways sacrifice

dead. The ultimate fate of these is the fate of her who

Ssh .T"" '"
i'^

^"^""^ ^"^ <»-*™<=«- fromwhich she had escaped. Sh» was turned into a pillar
of sdt. And there are those -ho worship and work
for the future who will, witliout hesitation, sacrifice

to those of the hving and the coming race-nay, more

iT^nJf r" "^T^"'
'^^ '"'^^'^*^ "f ^ f«* Worthlesshvmg to those of many yet unborn, that they may be

"7t^' A I . u^
^""^ ^'^ ^'^^ '«t the worshippers

of the dead and the dying ask themselves whether toeWe that IS and the hfe that is to be do not demand theirhomage and service. Not mitU some such principles as
these are recognised shaU we rightly deal with the drink
problem, amon^t many others, and bring to it the mentaland moral enlightenment which makes for hfe on the hieher
plane, ji^t as surely and just as indispensably as the
hght of the sun creates all life whatsoever
Mr. Balfour on lejUl.tlon.-Surely the moral of this

argument is dear. The most important, the most
radical, the most practicable of aU temperance measures
is that which attacks the main source of supply of the
drunkard When a Licensing Bill is brought Jore theHouse of Commons, Mr. Balfour repeats the ancient piece
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of nonsense that you rannot make people moral by Act

of Parliament—an assertion that any child can see to

be a muddle. We may let that pass for the moment,

but Mr. Balfour is a thinker, a student of biology, and

heredity in especial, and he has lately been lecturing

on " Decadence." Might it not have been expected that

such a man would take an opportunity to say what the

humblest serious student of the subject would have said,

and thereby to bring far more damaging criticism against

the opposing party's bill than any he hinted at ? He
mi^ht have said, " Your bill, even if passed, will accom-

plish little, or relatively little, at great cost, because you

have no grasp of the principles of the subject. You
have no idea of what drunkenness really is. If your bill

were worth a straw it would Seek as a primary principle

to safeguard the race by arresting the supply of potential

drunkards. Your endless financial clauses deal merely

with the re-distribution of money, but your bill has no

clause that deals with the only business of governments,

the creation and the economy of the only real wealth,

which is human Ufe." That is what the ex-Premier did

not say. He had plenty of passion, plenty of party-

feeling to give fire to his words, but so far as knowledge

is concerned or any conception of what alone is the

wealth of nations, there was nothing to choose between

Mr. Balfour and Mr. Asquith. Passion you must have

if you are to do anything, but not party-passion : whereas

if you have passion for Ufe and for children, not only will

it be effective, but, notwithstanding all that the psych-

ologists tell us as to the vitiation of judgment by emotion,

it will actually teach you the supreme and eternal truths.

In this book hitherto little has been said as to formal

eugenic legislation. I believe with fetienne that it is

opinion which governs the world : legisl?tion in front

of public opinion brings all law into contempt. But in
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his first speech opposing the Licensing BiU of 1908 Mr
Balfour, the author of the Licensing BiU of 1904, decried
legislation. "Intemperance," he said, "is a vice":
and legislation can do practically nothing in dealing with
a vice. Plainly Mr. Balfour is ignorant of the nature
of intemperance, which largely depends upon transmitted
and inherent train defect. He therefore lost his oppor-
tunity of pointing out in what fashion you can actuaUy
notwithstanding the parrots, make people sober by
Act of ParUament—viz., by forbidding parenthood to
those whose children would ataiost certainly become
drunkards. We who are not poUticians, much less
ex-Premiers, must make our own proposals then. Last
year's criticism of the London County Council began I
beUeve, to educate public opinion to the necessary poiJit
In the name of race-culture and the New Patriotismm the name of morahty and charity and science we
must demand, obtam and carry into effect the most
stnngent and comprehensive legislation, such as effectively
to forbid parenthood on the part of the chronic inebriate.
Ere long, the person who would have become a chronic
mebnate will be cared for and protected during childhood
and thereafter,—with the same result. This solution of
the problem is denounced, says Dr. Archdall Reid,

"... as liorrible, as Malthusian, as immoral, as impracticable
... The alternative is more horrible and more immoral still
It by any means we save the inebriates of this generation, but
permit them to have offspring, future generations must deal
with an increased number of inebriates The experience ofmany centuries has rendered it sufficiently plain, that while
there is drink, there will be drunkards till Uie race be purged
of them. We have therefore no real choice between Temperance
Keforra by the abolition of drink, and Temperance Reform by
the elimination of the drunkard. . . . Which is the worse that
miserable drunkards shall bear wretched children to a fate of
starvation and neglect and early death, or of subsequent
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drunkenness and crime, or that, by our deliberate act the
procreation of children shall be forbidden them' We are on
the horns of a dilemma from which there is no escape But
our time has seen the labours of Darwin. We know now the
great secret. Science has given us knowledge and with it
power We have learnt that ,f we labour for the individual
alone, we shall surely fail; but that if we make our sacrifice
greater, if we labour for the race as well, we must succeed
Let us then by all means seek to save the individual drunkard
with a.l our power let us endeavour to make ^„d keep him
sober

;
but let us strive also to eradicate the type ; for as I

have said, if we do it not quickly and with mercy. Nature will
do it slowly and with infinite c.uelty."

Women >nd children flr.t.—The noble cry on a sinking
ship IS "women and children first." This perhaps is
a plea for the service of helplessness as such, though it
might be equally warranted as a demand for the sacrifice
of the present to the future. And assuredly the cry
for a sinking society must also be " women and children
first." It is well if the cry be raised when the ship of
state 13 not yet sinking, but only water-logged or alcohol-
logged. Temperance legislation and the agitation for
temperance reform are themselves in need of reform
Their appalling record of failure—for it is such a record
—should help even the fanatic, one thinks, to accept
the introduction of the eugenic idea as a new principle of
Ufe for the temperance cause. In the present state of
custom and opinion, the teetotaler cannot force his own
wise habits upon the vast majority who do not agree with
him. If he has an infinite amount of energy and resources
let him spend as much of both as he pleases upon the
sort of propaganda with which we are famiUar- he
will, by the hypothesis, still have an infinite amount
ot both available for the cause to which the principle
of race-culture would direct him. If, however his
energy and resources are finite,—if, indeed, they are by
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The word " reformatory " had better be abolished from

official language, since it leads accredited people to write

to The Times such foolishness as " reformation, not mere

detention."

Further, the expense of dealing with the chronic

inebriate in this, the only humane and economical way,

had better fall entirely and directly upon the state. It

must not be possible again for a local authority, even the

London County Council, however ignorant or criminally

careless, to commit a pubUc indecency like that already

recorded—but the full record of which none of us will live

to see.

An uopunbhed nucUtrate-^-Yet again, in this measure

there must be some means of compelling such magistrates

as cannot be educated. At present, even when accom-

modation is provided, the unfortunate creature of the

Jane Cakebread type, when she is only just beginning

to enter into competition with that horrible record, and

when she is therefore most dangerous as regards the

possibility of motherhood, can be detained only by the

magistrate's order. Now it is very much less trouble

for all concerned to say " five shillings or a week " than

to make the necessary enquiries in such cases. Further,

in putting this measure of one's dreams upon the statute

book, we shall have to remember that the idea of pro-

tective care and the eugenic idea are, to say the least,

not native in the mind of every magistrate. In Dr.

Welsh Branthwaite's report for 1906, there is quoted a

case where a woman had been habitually drunken for

at least thirteen years previous to her committal to

a reformatory. Her known sentences included 27

fines, and 138 terms of imprisonment. She was feeble-

minded. On the termination of her reformatory sentence

the discharge certificate described her as " quite imfit to

control her own actions," and " certain to succumb to
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it is pre-eminently the duty of every eugenist to hasten
its coming. This is not a party question, but merely a
national one, and will therefore be dealt with by poli-

ticians only under external pressure, such as produced
the Committee itself. The finger of public opinion must
apply that pressure forthwith.

The recommendations of the Committee are so ad-
mirable and thorough and eugenic in effect as to temper
one's disappointment that the Report contains no
definite, overt recognition of the eugenic idea. I had
hoped that the evidence prepared and submitted to the
Committee for the Eugenics Education Society would
suffice to ensure the recognition of the eugenic idea in

the Report, for the first time, we may suppose, in official

history. For the present we may merely note that the
suggestions made in preceding pages are confirmed by
the Committee's Report, and that the next legislation

bearing on the question of temperance will undoubtedly
have to attack the subject in this radical manner—by
what will be in effect the sterilisation of the habitual
drinker of either sex and any social status. The Com-
mittee do not recognise that that is what their Report
involves, much less that that gives it its real value;
but so it is, as the year 1950 will be late enough to show.
Much time and trouble were spent in pr.paring for the

Fagenics Education Society answers to many of the
questions submitted to it by the Committee, and the
Society may fairly claim, I think, that its original services

to this matter were well-continued. The present writer
also prepared for thi- Society a Memorandum (Minutes of

Evidence, p. 189), which perhaps fairly sums up, in the
briefest possible space, the indisputable relations between
alcohol and parenthood, and which may therefore be
reprinted here. The reader will notice an omission in

that nothing is said as to the effects of alcohol in injuring
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Human Degei.eration," in Dr. W. C. Sullivan's recent

work Akoholism (Nisbet. igo6). Dr. SuUivan quotes the

results of more than a dozen observers in this and other

countries, and special attention may be drawn to his

own weU-known study of the history of 600 children

bom of 120 drunken mothers. The works of Professor

Forel of Zurich are widely known in this connection,

notably Die Sexuel Frage, and The Hygiene of Nerves and

Mind (Translation, Murray, 1907). Parental alcoholism

as a true cause of epilepsy in the offspring is now generally

recognised. For numerous and detaUed proofs from

many sources reference may be made to page 210 of the

last work named.
" It is not necessary, however, to go over the ground

which has doubtless been covered by the Royal Com-

mission on the Care and Control of the Feeble-minded.

" The existing laws comply to only a very small and

almost negUgible extent with the eugenic requirement.

They only deal with (a) the very minute proportion of

inebriates who can be induced to voluntarily sign away

their Uberty, and (b) those who are also criminal or all

but hopeless and who have done harm already, either

as individuals or in becoming parents. The third group

of inebriates (c) not included in (a) or (b) constitutes

the overwhelming majority of the whole. They are

absolutely untouched by the present law, and further

powers are urgently required to deal with them.

•' Such legislation would be by no means without pre-

cedent, and may avaU itself of the experience of several

of our own colonies and various foreign countries. Such

methods as compulsory control on petition, guardianship

and so forth are in employment, for instance, in the

Australian Commonwealth and New Zealand, California,

Connecticut, Massachusetts, various cantons in Switzer-

land, Nova Scotia, etc.
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works and looks for the life of this world to come, sees the

bodies of the children of men and is tempted to recall the

curse of Joshua, " He shall lay the foundation thereof

in his firstborn, and in his youngest son shall he set up
the gates of it."

Alcoholic fraporUllain.—At least let the alcoholic

party refrain from calling themselves Imperialists.

Amongst them, for instance, is the " Imperial bard," the
" poet of empire," he who has appealed to the " god of

our fathers," and who warns us lest it shall be said that
" all our pomp of yesterday is one with Nineveh and
Tyre "

: and appeals to deity

—

"Judge of the Nations, spare us yet,

l.est we forget, lest we forget
!

"

This prophet of what some may think a blasphemous

Imperialism gives his name to the association which

frankly in this matter of alcohol stands for gold as against

life. We are to beware lest " drunk with sight of power
"

we boast as do the " lesser breeds " to whom the " awful

Hand " of God has not granted dominion : nor are we
to put our trust in reeking tube and iron shard. We
may freely call ourselves Imperialists, however, even

though we should be numbered amongst those whom
Ruskin, himself the son of a wine merchant, called the
" vendors of death." One wonders whether the " Lord
God " exists that he can withhold his " awful Hand " at

such a spectacle as this. If some amongst us are to win

gold by the sale of this racial poison, and if it must be so,

let them at least be consistent, and label themselves the

very littlest of little Englanders, which they are. An
alcoholic Imperialism is of the kind which no Empire
can long survive.

Those of us whom such things as these make sick, and
who yet, with true poets like Wordsworth, are proud of
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CHAPTER XIV

THE RACIAL POISONS: LEi.D, NARCOTICS, SYPHILIS

The term racial poisons teaches us to distinguish, amongst
substances known to be poisonous to the individual,

those which injure the germ-plasm : and amongst
substances poisonous to the expectant mother herself,

we must distinguish those which may also poison her

unborn child. Alcohol is preTcminently the racial poison,

thus defined, and I plead for its recognition as primarily

a Kicial poison, this being immeasurably the most impor-

tant aspect of the whole alcohol question. Readers of

Professor Forel will not lightly question this assertion.

The total number of racial poisons is, c urse, very

large. Amongst them must theoretically be included all

abortifacient drugs. There are also various poisons

of disease to be included in this categf ry. Later

pages must be devoted to what is by far the most
important of these. But we »n?y observe in passing that

such a disease as rheumatic fever or acute rheumatism
has especial significance for the student of race-culture

since, as he knows, its poisons circulating in the blood of

an expectant mother may not only injure her own heart

for Ufe but may pass through the placenta and deform
the valves of the child's heart, with the subsequent result

looselv described as " congenital heart disease." The
conditions giving rise to rheumatic fever, then, are con-

ditions from which the expectant mother, even more
tl.an the ordinary individual, is entitled to be protected.

But this is of minor importance. We may here refer,

hcwevei, to one or two striking cas2s, especially since

346
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they bear i„ some degree upon social and individual

The racial Intluancc of Itad In the fir^t ^i

Says Sir Thomas Oliver,' " Lead destrnv. ti,.
ductive power, of both m'en and womSTt fu s^'J:!

a great destruction of human life." It mav be «irf ,h,lma sense the production of miscarriages^dstm birthand also of infant mortaUty byTaFdo^ nnt
'

the student of race<ulture7 NLertltrsoZ o^L"chJdren survive. Says Sir Thomas Ohver : "Thrve seen

c^i^dTavT
"' ™'"'=""^

'" '"^-*^ " whom altherecould have been no possible influence of alcohol and ore

S™,:!;^'^^ '"^^ <^-p^'- of on'r'ot'h:;

^i^y%XT^LrsSt;n^^

?si=.£r:3vSrHS
on the part of both parents or in one or other of them if

nmeteen chi.d^n bom to parents wL w:^Tead wo.ke^'Rennert found that one child was still-born aTd that'«=venteen were macrocephal.c. In Ins studit^ uponhereditary degeneration and idiocy, Bourne^le nkceshoi^e-pamters in the unenviable fi^t r^nkTt/
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pations foUowed by parents of mentaUy weak children
Out of eighty-seven cases relating to unhealthy trades,
hfty-one were connected with white lead in some form or
another. whUe syphiUs was only responsible for nineteen

"

This racial influence of lead is by no means gener-
aUy recognised-even by Royal Commissioners. Its
paraUehsm with the rase of alcohol is striking Wemay note, for instance, that paternal lead-poUoning
Ike paternal alcohoUsm. can cause degeneration in
the offspring, if not indeed death before or shortly
aft.r birth. To quote Oliver again: "Taking seven
healthy women who were married to lead workers andm whom there was a total of thirty-two pregnancies.
Lewin tells us that the results were as follows • eleven
miscarriages, one still-birth, eight chUdren died within
the first year after birth, four in the second year five in
the third, and one subsequent to this, leaving only two
children out of thirty-two pregnancies, as likely to live
to manhood. In cases where women have a series of
miscarriages so long as their husbands worked in lead
a change of industrial occupation on the part of the
husbands restores to the wives normal child-bearing
powers." According to the statistical enquiry of Rennert
the malign influence of lead is exerted upon the next
generation, ninety-four times out of one hundred when
both parents have been working in lead, ninety-two
times when the mother alone is affected, and sixty-three
times when it is the father alone who has worked in lead
Here. then, as in the case of alcohol, the racial poison
may act either through the father or through the mother
but especially through the mother. The importance of
the demonstration as regards the father in the case of
both poisons is that it means a poisoning of the paternal
germ-ceU. The facts may be commended to those
extremists, so much more Weismannian than Weismann
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may withstand the poison so well that when the poisoning

is discontinued healthy children may be produced from

it. Undoubtedly the case is the same as regards alcohol.

The race or germ-plasm is most resistant, the developing

individual is least resistant, and the adult individual

—

that is to say, the mother—occupies an intermediate

position in this respect.

This parallelism, which has escaped previous observers,

may be pointed out and its remarkable interest and

significance suggested as a definite advance upon the

absurd view that the germ-plasm is incapable of

being poisoned. On the contrary, we know that many
poisons will kill it outright, so that sterility results. But
its high degree of resistance is a fact of great interest.

Doubtless Dr. Archdall Reid's acute explanation of it

is correct ; namely, that natural selection would tend

to evolve a resistant germ-plasm. Dr. Reid will, I

think, be interested to notice in these remarkable observa-

tions on lead-poisoning a conspicuous illustration of this

resistance.

Our business here, however, is with the practical issue.

This fortunately is plain, nor are there the same difficulties

of vested interests which arise in the case of alcohol.

Lead-poisoning must be ended in the interests of race-

culture and the essential wealth of the nation, or, if it

is to be continued, it must at least have its clutches

kept clear of parenthood.

The pocslble racial Influence of narcotics.—Alcohol

is of course a narcotic poison, or, more precisely still, a

narcotic-irritant poison, but here we may briefly refer

to the possible racial influence of certain other poisons.

There is, for instance, the case, noted on p. 212,

of the disastrous racial consequences of the cocaine

habit. The matter demands only a paragraph, since

for the present, at least, it is of small general
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No one but the fanatic would venture to say that
juiy racial degeneration can be traced to tobacco-smoking.

It would be hard to prove the existence of any injury

thus inflicted upon the children of the father who is a
smoker, though the question of the acquirement of

immunity is not without relevance here. The immunising
substances or anti-toxins which are doubtless produced
in the smoker's blood may protect the germ-plasm which
he bears as well as his own body.

But in the case of the expectant mother there is more
warrant for offering an opinion even in the absence
hitherto of definite evidence. Apart from any opinion

as to the propriety of smoking by women in general,

there is a definite issue in the case of the expectant mother.
A very young child is now being exposed to the poisons
of tobacco smoke, and if we are right in passing laws
to prevent this poisoning in the case of the urchin of

eight years (who is really, of course, eight years and
nine months old), what shall we say regarding the unborn
child who is only eight months old ? I have observed
that the expectant mother may have her liking for

tobacco replaced by violent dislike during pregnancy.

Tne poUon of syphllU.—Brief mention must here
be made of syphilis as a racial poison. Sooner or
later the eugenic campaign must and will face this

question, about which a murderous silence is now main-
tained. No other disease can rival syphiUs in its hideous
influence upon parenthood and the future. But it is no
crime for a man to marry, infect his innocent bride and
their children : no crime against the laws of our little

lawgivers, but a heinous outrage against Nature's decrees.

When, at last, our laws are based on Nature's laws,

criminal marriages of this kind may be put an end to.

The lay reader should acquaint himself with the play
of Brieux, Les Avarils. The student may be referred to
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CHAPTER XV
NATIONAL EUGENICS : RACE-CULTURE AND HISTORY '

The reader will n. ; i.tpect to be insulted here with any
discussion of the d oage and gossip, records of scoundrels,
courts and cour. > -ins, battles, murder and theft, which we
were taught at school, under the great name of history.'
If history be, as nearly all historians have conceived
it, and as Gibbon defined it, " little more than the register
of the crimes, follies, and misfortunes of mankind," it

is an empty and contemptible study, save for the social
pathologist. But if history, without by any means
ignoring great men or underrating their influence, is, or
should be, the record of the past Ufe of mankind, of pro-
gress and decadence, the rise and fall of Empires and
civilisations, and their mutual reactions; if it be the

• This chapter contains the substanre of the author's Friday evenine
jliscourse, entitled • B.ology and History," delivered before the Uoyd
Institution ot Great Britain and Ireland, February n 1008 The
substance of two lectures to the Royal Institution, entitled^Biolocyand Progress, and delivered in February, 1907, is also included in the
present volume.

• • It is thus everywhere that foolish Rumour babbles not of what was
done, but of what was misdone or undone; and foolish History (evermore or less, the written epitomised synopsis of Rumour) knows so little
that were not as well unknown. Attila invasions, Walter-the-Penniless
Crusades, Sicilian Vespers, Ihirty-Years" Wars : mere sin and misery ; notwork, but hmdrance of work ! For the Earth, all this while, was yearly
green and yellow with her kind harvests ; the hand of the craftsmai, themind of the thinker rested not : and so, after all, and in spite of all, we
have this so glorious high-domed blossoming World ; concerning which
poor History may well ask, with wonder, Whence il came? She know^
so little of It, knows so much of what obstructed it, what woul.l have
rendered it impossible. Such, nevertheless, by necessity or foolish choice
IS her rule and practice ; whereby that paradox, • Happy the people whose
annals are vacant, is not without its true side."—Carltle, Frenc

"In a little while it would come to be felt that the true history of a
nation was indeed not of its wars but of its households."—Rusmn Time
ana Itae.

254
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Nations, races, civilisations rise, we shall all

agree, because to inherent virtue of breed they add
sound customs and laws, acquirements of discipline and
knowledge. But, these acquirements made, power

established, and crescent from year to year—why do
they then fall ? If they can make a place for themselves,

how much easier should it not be to maintain it ?

Two explanations, each falsely asserting itself to be

rooted in biological fact, have long been cited and are

still cited in order to account for these supreme tragedies

of history.

The fallacy of racial aenility.—The first may claim

Plato and Aristotle as its founders, and consists of an

argument from analogy. Races may be conceived

in similar terms to individuals. There are many
resemblances between a society—a " social organism,"

to use Herbert Spencer's phrase—and an individual

organism. Just, then, as the l.idividual is mortal, so is

the race. Each has its birth, its period of youth and
growth, its maturity, and, finally, its decadence, senility

and death. So runs the common argument.

We must reply, however, that biology, so far from

confirming it, declares as the capital fact which contrasts

the individual and the race that, whilst the individual

is doomed to die from inherent causes, the race is naturally

immortal. The tendency of life is not to die but to live.

If individuals die, that is doubtless because, as I believe,

more life and fuller is thus attained than if life bodied

itself in immortal forms : but the germ-plasm is im-

mortal ; it has no inlierent tendency either to degenerate

or to die. Species oxist and flourish now which are millions

of years older than mankind. " The individual withers,

the race is more and more."

It may be added that, in historical instances, civilisa-

tions have, on the one hand, persisted, and, on the other.
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all our predecessors, the causes are not inevitable, but,

being external and environmental, may possibly be

controlled : man being not only creature but creator also.

The Lamarckian explanation of decadence.—The
second of the two false interpretations of history in terms

of biology is still, and always has been, widely credited.

When historians have paid any attention to the breed of

a people as determining its destiny, they have invanably

added to the fallacy of racial senility this no less fecund

error. It is that, in consequence of success, a people

become idle, thoughtless, unenterprising, luxurious, and

that these acquired characters are transmitted to succeeding

generations so that, finally, there is produced a degenerate

people unable to bear the burden of Empire—and then

the crash comes. The historian usually introduces the

idea already dismissed by saying that a " young and

vigorous race " invaded the Imperial territories—and

so forth. The terms " young " and " old," applied to

human races, usually mean nothing at all.

The reader will recognise, of course, in this doctrine

of the transmission to children of characters acquired

by their parents, the explanation of organic evolution

advanced by Lamarck rather more than a century ago.

It is employed by historians for the explanation of both

the processes they record, progress and retrogression.

Thus they suppose that for many generations a race

is disciplined, and so at last there is produced a race

with discipline in its very bone ; or for many generations

a nation finds it necessary to make adventure upon the

sea, and so at last there is produced a generation of

predestined sailors with blue water in its blood. And
in similar terms moral and physical retrogression or

degeneration are explained.

Let us consider the contrast between the interpretation

which accepts the Lamarckian theory of the transmission
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We must therefore note in passing a biological factor

of historical importance, though hitherto entirely unre-

cognised by historians, and that is disease. Certain of

our diseases, and especially consumption or tuberculosis,

are at present making history by their extermination of

aboriginal races. Minute living creatures, which we call

microbes, are introduced into the new and favourable

environment constituted by the blood and tissues of

human races hitherto unacquainted with them : and the

consequences are known to all. But further, it >:ar, lately

been suggested as highly probable, by Professor Ross and

others, that the fall of Greece, that incalculable disaster

for mankind, was due to the invasion not of human foes

but of the humble living species which are responsible for

the disease miscalled malaria. The evidence for this view

is by no means slight, and the most recent explanation

of an event so abrupt and so disastrous is in all likelihood

the correct one. Malaria, like alcohol, produces true

racial degeneration, its poisons affecting those racial

eliments of which the individual body, biologically con-

ceived, is merely the ephemeral host : recalling the great

line of Lucretius, " et quasi cursores, vitai lampada tra-

dunt." To lame the runner is not to injure the torch

he betrs—acquired characters are not transmitted ;
but

the racial poison makes dim the lamp ere the runner

passes it on.

5<lection and racial change.—But, leaving poisons out

of the question, races of men and animals do undergo

change, progressive and retrogressive, in consequence of

the action of another factor than that advanced by

Lamarck: and this is the factor of " natural selection"

or "survival of the fittest." If, of any generation,

individuals of a certain kind are chosen by the environ-

ment for survival and parenthood, the character of

the species will change accordingly. If what we call
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the best are chosen, their goodness will be transmitted

cal the worst are chosen, their badness will be transmitted
in some degree, and the race will degenerate
The two kind* of prorre«._Now in the case of all

species other than man, the only possible progress is thisraca^ or mherent progress, dependent up^n a choice o
selection of parents, and comparable in some measure

^ Darwin showed, with the change similarly produce.^n the selectr.: breeding or "artificial selection
•'

of thelower animals by man. But in the case of man himself

whTh"
' "1?°"^ ''''^""' ''"<' °' P™^- ^o attaSwh ch B not inherent or racial progress at all. but yet fareal progre^

:
and which has the most important re-

lations to the mherent or racia' progress that might be

of pZts ^ *'' ""^ °' "^*""' "^^«°"' " 'hefhoi^

tr/n?^
Ifen laid down that acquired characte.^ are not

transmi^ible by heredity: but man has leamt-and it
s well for him-to circumvent the laws of heredity by

^Z 7 "^'^^P'"'"^ ^-^q "ents through lan^age
.Old art. Even before writing .acre was tradition, pass^
on rom mouth to mouth. As long as man was withoutivntmg he advanced litt'e faster than other creatures wemay surnuse

:
we know that he has an undistinguished past

of probably at least six million years: but with speechand wnbng came the transmission of acquirements in this
special sense

:
not that the past education of a mother

will enlarge her baby's brain, but that she can teach her
daughter what she has learnt, and so the child can begin
where the parent left off. just as Lamarck wrongly
imagined to be the case with the young giraffe, that he

rX T. °.rf '^ ''^ stretching 'of the parental
necks^ It IS this transmission of spiritual acquirements-
outside the germ-plasm and in defiance of its laws-that
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explains the amazing advance of man in the last ten or

twenty thousand years as compared with the almost

speechless ages before them.

This kind of progress is peculiar to man, ' it is the gift

of inteUigence, and we may call it traditional or acquired

progress. It is an utterly different thing from inherent

or racial progress, an improvement in the breed dependent

upon tiie happy choice of parents. And it is surely

evident, on a moment's consideration, that acquired

progress is compatible with inherent decadence. To use

Coleridge's image, a dwarf may see further than a giant

if he sits on the giant's shoulders : yet he is a dwarf and

the other a giant. Any schoolboy now knows more than

Aristotle, and that is true progress of a kind, but the

schoolboy may well be a dwarf compared with Aristotle,

and niay belong to a race degenerate when compared

with his ; and that is inherent or racial decadence subsisting

with acquired or traditional progress.

Now whilst the accumulation of knowledge and art

and power from age to age is real progress, it evidently

depends for its stability and persistence upon the quality

of the race.' If the race deijenerates—through, say, the

selection of the worst for oarenthood—the time will come

when its heritage is too much for it. The pearls of the

ancestral art are now cast before swine, and are trampled

on : statues, temples, books are destroyed or burnt or

lost. If an Empire has been built, the degenerate race

cannot sustain it. There is no wealth but life : and if the

quality of the life fails, neither battleships nor libraries nor

symphonies nor anything else will save a nation. This we

all know, though no one who observed our legislation or

' "Literature, taken in all its bearings, forms the grand line of

demarcation between the human and the animal kingdoms."

—

William Godwin.
• Tee the Author's paper. " The Essential Factor of Progress," published

in the Monthly Review, April, 1906.
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read our ParUamentaiy debates would suspect that ithad ever entered into our minds. Empires ^d civU sa

dived- andT"*;"'^*""'
*"•""" *'"' '"""''^f^-oecayed. and the bigger and heavier the sioer-stmcture the less could it survive their faUure "^Ithe F.]i slanders degenerate, there is UtUe consequence: if the breed of Romans degenerate, all thdr

Zl^f^ "'""''"'' P^°S^'=^ ^"^ P°«e crushesthem mto dramatic ruin. This image, I believe tmlvexpresses the relation between the L whoUrdist" t

tt^ish
7^^\-'''* - have yet to lea™ to d"s!taguish. Acquired progress will not compensate for^c^ or inherent decadence. If the race is going dow^

Em^.
compensate to add another colony fo y^:Empire: on the contrary, the bigger the Empire th^stronger must be the race : the bigger the supers^cturethe stronger the foundations. Acquired progress is rellprogress, but it is always dependent for it^^ Senanceupon racial or inherent progress-or, at least Zn

racial mamtenance. ^
Nothing tall, like .ucc.«.-I believe, then thatcmhsations and Empires have succumbed becaus; they

represented only acquired or traditional or educational

fhTr-,rl*'" """•''* ""' ^' ^" ^hen the .aces
that built them up began to degenerate. Now the

bv^^heT^^*'""
°* '"''^ degeneration yet offeredby the hstonans-apart from the foolish one of racial

of habits of luxury and idleness from parent to child

-

an explanation which the modem study of hereditvempowers us to repudiate. What theorv of this alleged
degeneration is there to offer in Us place: and«pec.aUy what theory which explains racial degenera-
tion amongst not the conquered but the conquerors-
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amongst the successful, the Imperial, the cultured, the

leisured, the well-catered for in all respects, bodily and
mental? Why is it that not enslaved but Imperial

peoples degenerate ? Why is it that nothing fails Uke

success ?

What I believe to be the true and sufficient answer has

been given by no historian : but the key to it is only

fifty years old. The reason is that no race or species,

vegetable or animal or human, can maintain—much less

raise—its organic level unless its best be selected for

parenthood. It is true of a race as of an individual that

it must work for its living—so to speak—if it is not to

degenerate. When the terms are too easy, down you go.

The tape-worm has given up even digesting for its living,

and we know its degeneracy—all hooks and mouth.

Society works and hands over its predigested food to such

social parasites amongst ourselves. You must struggle

or you will degenerate—even if only with rhyme or

coimterpoint, noc necessarily for bread. " Effort is the

law," as Ruskin said : whether for a livelihood or for

enjojTnent. Living things are the product of the struggle

for existence : we are thus evolved stragglers by con-

stitution : and directly we cease to straggle we forfeit

the possibilities of our birthright. " Thou, O God,"

said Leonardo, " hast given all good things to man at the

price of labour."

The case is the same with races. Directly the con-

ditions become too easy, selection ceases, and it is as

successful to be incompetent or lazy or vicious as to be

worthy. The hard crnditions that kept weeding out the

unworthy are now relaxed and the fine race they made
goes back again. Finally there occurs the phenomenon
of reversed selection, when it is fitter to be bad than good,

cowardly than brave—as when reUgious persecution mur-

ders all who are trae to themselves and spares hypocrites
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be an Im^rial race ^u
?'"""''' '"P''"^ ^ =""» if it

about itsTa^ AU e1 '""'/°'""
^^''^"'"S ^own
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"'"'""'
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of their invariable doom
'^" "'^ <=^"'«

seS is^'Sr^^he '"^'r
'^^ '^^^ "^ '"-•

feeble-minded are no longer left 4™*^'' 'u''

afford this absolutely fatal procei
^'^ "° '''' "=^"

^L w ' ^^' ""Pletely cloaks the fact for a
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institutions, legal and charitable, whilst all the time the
breed is undergoing retrogression.

We see now, I think, the explanation of the truth
expressed by Gibbon,—" all that is human must retro-
grade if it do not advance." Why should this be so ?
Why should it not be possible merely to maintain a
position gained ? The answer is that the civilisation
which merely maintains its position is one in which
selection has ceased: if selection had not ceased, the
position would be more than maintained, there would be
advance. But without selection the breed will certainly
degen«?rate, the lower individuals multiplying more rapidly
than higher ones, in accordan'-e with Spencer's law that
the higher the type of the irtdividual the less rapidly does
he multiply

; and thus the race which is not advancing
is retrograding, as Gibbon declared.

Natural selection is the sole factor of efficient and
permanent progress, but the traditional or acquired pro-
gress which we call civilisation tends to thwart or abrogate
or even invert this process. I thus believe that the
conditii ns nece;sary for the secure ascent of any race,
an ascent secured in its very blood, made stable in its
very bone, have not yet been achieved in history : and
I advance this as the reason why history records no enduring
Empire.

Some hUtorlMl instance*.—In the face of certaiii
facts of contemporary history I do not for a moment
assert that there are no other causes of Imperial failure
than t:ie arrest or reversal of selection. But I do assert
that if this is not the cause, then, in the absence of
the transmission of acquired characters, the race has
not degenerated, and is capable of reasserting itself.

Only by the arrest or reversal of selection can a race
degenerate—apart from the rac.aJ poisons. If, then, a
civihsation or Empire has fallen through causes altogether
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of their false analogies and misconreptions of heredity

—

due, of course, to the errors of former biclogy—turn out

to be not facts at all, or, at any rate, only facts of the

moment. The " dying nation," as Lord Salisbury called it,

has occasion to alter its psychical environment. It intro-

duces the practice of education ; it begins to shake off the

yoke of ecclesiasticism ; and what are the consequences ?

The new generation is found to be potentially little

worse and little better than its predecessors of the six-

teenth century. There has been no national or racial

degeneration. The environment is modified for the

better, i.e., so as to choose the better, and Spain, as they

say in misleading phrase, " takes on a new lease of life."

The historian of the present day, knowing as a historian

what qualities of blood have been in the Spanish people,

and basing his theories upon sound biology, must con-

fidently assert that that blood, incapable, as he knows,
of degeneration by any Lamarckian process, may still

retain its ancient quality and will yet make history.

But the historian might well write a volume upon the

same thesis as applied to China and Japan. We know
historically what were the immediate effects in one

generation of a total change of environment in Japan.

That change has not yet occurred in China, but must
inevitably occur. Consider for a moment how the

historian, made far-sighted and clear-sighted by biology,

must contemplate the history of this astounding people.

The popular belief used to be that China illustrated the

so-called law of nations. It was the decadent, though

monstrous, relic of an ancient civilisation ; it had had
its day. Inevitable degeneration, which must befall all

peoples, had come upon it. Behold it in the paralysis

which precedes death I

But in the light of the facts of Japan, the man in the

street and the historian alike have in this case found

i

ii

rm
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One might have the most perfect system of selection of

the finest and highest individuals for parenthood ; but the

babies whose potentialities—heredity gives no more—are

so splendid, are always, will be always, dependent upon

motherhood. What was the state of motherhood during

the dechne and fall of the Roman Empire ? This factor

counts in history ; and alwas^s will count so long as, three

times in every century, the only wealth of nations is

reduced to dust, and is raised again from helpless infancy.

As to Rome we know little, whatever may be suspected

:

but we know that here in the heart ti the greater i Empire

in history—and it is at the heart that Empires rot

—

thousands of mothers go out every day to tend dead

machines, whilst their own flesh and blood, with who"!

lies the Imperial destiny, are tended anyhow or not at

all. It may yet be said by some enlightened historian

of the future that the living wealth of this people, in the

twentieth century, began to be eaten away by the cancer

which we call " married women's labour," and that, as

will be evident to that historian's readers, its damnation

was sure. To-day our historians and politicians think in

terms of regiments and tariffs and " Dreadnoughts "
: the

time will come when they must think in terms of babies and
motherhood. We must think in such terms too if we wish

Great Britain to be much longer great. Meanwhile some of

us see the perennial slaughter of babies in this land, and the

deterioration of many for every one killed outright, the

waste of mothers' travail and tears : and we recall

Ruskin's words :

—

" Nevertheless, it is open, I repeat, to serious question, which

I leave to the reader's pondering, whether, among national

manufactures, that of Souls of a good quality may not at last

turn out a quite leadingly lucrative one ? Nay, in some far-away

and yet undreamt-of hour, I can even imagine that England may
cast all thoughts of possessive wealth back to the barbaric nations

among whom they first arose ; and that, while the sands of the
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mammalia—to be found in certain classes to-day—mothers

who should be ashamed to look any tabby-cat in the face ;

consider the ignorant and downtrodden mothers 2imongst

our lower classes ; and ask whether these things are not

making history.

The survival of the Jew»—The principles the dis-

cussion of which has here been attempted had all

been set down before it suddenly seemed clear that

they found their warrant and application in the xm-

exampled riddle of the persistence and success, through-

out more than two thousand years and a thousand

vicissitudes, of the Jewish people. It is true that

we have here no exception to the apparent law that

Empires are mortal, for within this period there never was

a Jewish Empire : the Jews were never subject to the

risk involved for racial or inherent progress by the posses-

sion ot great acquired powers. But just as the fall of

Empires has often not been the fall of races—various races

"But it makes no differenre—for as they say—so long as the child

is nourished and lives, with whose milk it is done.

"Why does he who says this, since he is so dull in understandmg

nature, think it also of no consequence in whose womb and from

whose blo(»d the child is formed and fashioned? For is there not now
in the breasts the same blood—whitened, it is true, by agration and heat—

which was before in the womb? And is not the wisdom of Nature

to be seen in this, that as soon as the blood has done its work of

forming the body down below, and the time of birth has come, it

b'takes itself to the upper parts of the body, and is ready to cherish

the spark of life and light by lurnishing to the new-born babe his

Itnown and accustomed food ? And so it is not an idle belief, that,

just as the strength and character of the seed have their influence

m determining the likeness of the body and mind, so do the nature

and properties of the milk do their part in effecting the same results.

And this has been noticed, not in man alone, but in cattle as well.

For if kids are brought up on the milk of ewes, nr lambs on that of

goats, it is agreed that the latter have stiffer wool, the former

softer hair. In the case of timber and fruit trees, too, the qualities of

the water and soil from which they draw their nourishment have more

influence in stunting or augmenting their growth than those of the

seed which is sewn, and often you may see a vieorous and healthy

tree when transplanted into another place perish owing to the poverty

of the soil.
" Is it then a reasonable thing to corrupt the fine quahties of tiie

new-born man, well endowed as to both body and mind so far as
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any race, I suppose, that can be named. Every measure

of peisecution and repression practised against them by

the people amongst whom they have lived, has directly

tended towards the very end which those people least

desired to compass. Other peoples found themselves

prosperous through the efforts of their fathers; the

struggle for existence abated ; it was, so to say, as fit to be

unfit as to be fit—with the inevitable result. But this has

never been the case of the Jews, They have always had

to struggle for life intensely: and their unexampled

struggle has been a great source oi their unexampled

strength The Jew who was a weakling or a fool had no

chance at all ; the weaklings and the fools being weeded

out, intensity and strength of mind became the common

heritage of this amazing people.
. ^ j

Secondly, there was everything to favour motherhood.

Here religious precept and ethical tradition joined with

stem necessity to the same end—the end which always

meant a new and strong beginning for the next generation.

Even to-day all observers are agreed that mfant mortahty

is at a minimum amongst the Jews ; their children are

superior in height and weight and chest measurement to

GentUe children brought up amidst poverty far less

intense in our own great cities; in a better matenal

environment, but a far inferior maternal enmrormerU.

The Jewish mother is the mother of children mnately

superior, on the average, since they are the fruit of such

long ages of stringent parental selection, and she

makes more of them because she fails to nurse them

only in the rarest cases, when she has no choice, and

because in every detail her maternal care is incomparably

superior to that of her Gentile sister. Given a high

standard of motherhood in a highly selected race, what

other result than that we daUy witness and envy can we

expect ?
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environment is that which selects the best ; dis-

covers them, makes the utmost of them, and confers

upon them the supreme privilege and duty of parenthood.

That and that alone is the best environment, and all

other moral judgments upon environment are fallacious

and will be disastrous.

The necessary conclusiuii.—National Eugenics teaches

that the first duty of all governments and patriots

and good citizens is, to quote Ruskin again, " the pro-

duction and recognition of human worth, the detection

and extinction of human unworthiness." The idea is

not new-fangled, but was clearly laid down by Plato,

and by Theognis two centuries before him.

Eugenics is a project of the most elevated and provident

morality, aiming at no object less sublime than the ennoble-

ment of mankind ; and if one may suggest its motto it

would be, The products of progress are not mechanisms but

men. It is based upon the principle of the selection or

choice of the superior for parenthood, which has been

the essential factor of all progress in the world of hfe, but

which all civilisations have tended in some degree to

abrogate—or even to reverse, as when the feeble-minded

child is cared for till maturity and sent out into the world

to pioduce its like, whilst healthy children are daily

destroyed by ignorance and neglect.

" Through Nature only can we ascend "—and the merit

of the eugenic proposal is that it is built upon " the solid

ground of nature."

To the economist, it declares that the culture of the racial

life is the vital industry of any people.

It is to work through marriage, an institution more

ancient than mankind, and supremely valuable in

its services to childhood—with which es all human
destiny.
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Who thrust themselves upon the passive world

As Rulers of the world ; to see in these,

Even when the public welfare is their aim,

Plans without thought, or built on theories

Vague and unsound; and having brought the books

Of modern statists to their proper test,

Life, human life, with all its sacred claims

Of sex and age, and heaven-descended rights,

Mortal, or those beyond the reach of death

;

And having thus discerned how dire a thing

Is worshipped in that idol proudly named
'The Wealth of Nations'; where atone that wealth
Is lodged, and how increased ; and having gained
A more judicious knowledge of the worth
And dignity of individual man,
No composition of the brain, but man
Of whom we read, the m:^n whom we behold

With our own eyes—I could not but enquire

—

Not with less interest than heretofore,

But greater, though in spirit more subdued

—

Why is this glorious creature to be found

One only in ten thousand ? What one is.

Why may not millions be? What bars are thrown
By Nature in the way of such a hope ?

"

Consider how far we have come, the base degrees by
which we did ascend, and answer with S)iakespeare,

" There are many events in the womb of time which will

be delivered."
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The lecture of which the previous chapter is the written
form was prepared and delivered before I had an opportun-
ity of seeing Mr. A. J. Balfour's lecture on " Decadence "

delivered a few days before. That has since been printed
and IS weU worthy of our attention. In Mr. Balfour
we have a representative poUtical thinker, an experi-
mental statesman and. furthermore, a fornier President
of the British Association, deeply interested in, and
favourably disposed towards, scientific enquiry and
the scientilic method. Further, this lecture has been
widely noticed, though all the criticisms I have seen
seem to me to miss the point. No apology, then, is
necessary for a special discussion of this most suggestive
lecture m direct relation with the foregoing thwy of its
subject.

PoUtical and national decadence is Mr. Balfour's theme
and we note first that here is a contemporary thinker'
n -t unread m recent biolog}-, including the work of
Vveismann, who is prepared to make use of the idea
that societies are inherently mortal, as individuals are
One wonders when we shall be rid of this p-.micious
mstance of the argument from analogy, which is already
much more than two thousand years old.
Next it may be noticed that, though Mr. Balfour has

deliberately discussed the idea of natural selection, he has
been led whoUy astray from its true relation to the question
under discussion by reason of faffing into the common
error which Sir E. Ray Lankester has recently exposed
as Huxley did several decades ago. Mr. Balfour conceives
natural selection to issue from the struggle for existence
between species or societies. It has already been pointed
out that the all-unportant natural selection is not between
species or societies but within them. The struegle for
existence is fought out mainly between the immature indi-
viduals of any spec-es or society. Its issue determines
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it had helped to create ? " It would have been more
important, perhaps, to consider, as Mr. Balfour does not,

the latest view, advanced by Professor Ronald Ross, that

the incursion of malaria may have had som< thing to do
with the fall of Rome.

Mr. BaHour'* theory — d«cad«nc« the cattM ol

decadenc*.—Mr. Balfour then falls back upon " deca-

dence " as the explanation, and to the critic of this

elegant hypothesis that decadence is due to decadence,

re; lies that it is something to recognise the possibihty of
" subtle changes in the social tissues of old communities."

One regrets all the more that he should not have considered

anti-eugenic practices as possibly accounting for these

subtle changes. One must, however, quote the excellent

passage in which Mr. Balfour supports his use of the

word decadence, though one utterly disagrees with

the suggestion that the term "old age" might b- ''i

equivalent. He says :
" The facile generalisation h

which we so often season the study of dry historic .. t

;

the habits of poUtical discussion which induce us lo

catalogue for purposes of debate the outward signs tl>_i

distinguish (as we are prone to think) the standing from

the falling state, hide the obscurer, but more potent,

forces which silently prepare the fate of empires."

We may note with interest (and surely with surprise

when we consider Japan and Spain and the China of

to-morrow), Mr. Balfour's rejection of the doctrine that
" arrested progress, and even decadence, may be but the

prelude to a new period of vigorous growth. So that

even those races or nations which seem frozen into eternal

immobility may base upon experience their hopes of an
awakening spring." It is, I fancy, Mr. Balfour's fondness

for the Platonic idea of senility in the race as in the

individual, that leads him to question what can surely

be no longer denied. Thus a Uttle later we tind him
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Not a word as to cessation of selection ! This omission,

which is, indeed, the omission of the fact of decadence,

mainly depends, one fancies, upon that erroneous

conception of natural selection as acting between species

and societies rather than within them, which for so

many decades the biologist has been at pains to correct.

One would indeed have thought that, for a scholar md
student like Mr. Balfour, Wordsworth's great sonnet

would have sufficed to set up a train of thought which,

fusing with ordinary biological principles, would have
led him to what I believe to be the truth. Let us for a
moment turn to its consideration :

—

" When I have borne in memory what has tamed
Great Nations, how ^nobling thougjits depart
When men change swords for ledgers. . .

."

Should not this be enough to suggest to us the real

meaning of the consequence which has followed when men
changed swords for ledgers, and which even those who
hate war as a vile blasphemy against Mfe must recognise ?

It is that, as we have seen, when a nation is making
its way there is selection of the fittest by the stem
arbitrament of war, in which the battle is to the individu-

ally strong and fleet and brave and quick-witted. Later,
" when men cheinge swords for ledgers," selection ceases

;

and that is why nothing fails like success. Yet later

still, as France should know, selection by war must take

the form of reversed selection, the flower of a nation's

youth being iimnolated on the battle-field, whilst its

future is determined by the weak and small and diseased,

whom the recruiting sergeant rejects. " You are not
good enough to be a soldier," he says ;

" stay at home
and be a father." That was what Napoleon did for

France.

But to return—for the relations of war to eugenics

would really demand a volume—it may be noted that.

V'"V1
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times and all places ? And if that be so, what kind of

explanation of decadence is this ?

Science and industry—Lastly, in a series of fine

passages, Mr. Balfour offers us some hope in the help

of science. Politics, says our ex-Premier, too often

means " the barren exchange of one set of tyrants or

jobbers, for another" : a Daniel come to judgment. We
owe the modem spirit and modem progress, he tells us,

neither to poUtici'sr.s nor to political institutions, nor
to theologians nor to philosophers, but to science, which,

he well says, " is the great instrument of social change,

all the greater because its object is not change but know-
ledge ; and its silent appropriation of this dominant
function, amid the din of political and religious strife,

is the most vital of all the revolutions which have marked
the development of modem civilisation."

And our cause of hope is " a social force, new in magni-
tude if not in kind . . . the modem alliance between pure
science and industry." To this I answer a thousand
times yes, but I must define the kind of industry. It is

the culture of the racial Ufe which is the vital industry

of any nation, and which Mr. Balfour has not even dis-

tantly alluded to. I agree that our hope for the future

is to be found in science : that, as has been said already,

perchance our acquired or traditional progress in know-
edge has now reached the point at which we have sufficient

to reveal to us the necessity of racial progress jmd the
means by which that may be effected.

" Science and industry,"—yes, indeed ! But the in-

dustry is to be the making not of machines but men.
The products of progress are not mechanisms but men,
and one may now ask. What is the industry whose products
can be named in the same breath with the men and
women who shall yet be produced by the supreme industry
of race-culture ?

iPW



CHAPTER XVII

THE PROMISE OF RACE-CULTURE

"The best is yet to be."

=87
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and Beethoven and Tintoretto and Newton ? What,

in a word, is the promise of positive eugenics ? It is

to this aspect of the question that Mr. Galton has mainly

directed himself. Indeed he was led to formulate the

principles and ideals of the new science by his study of

hereditary genius some four decades ago. Let us now
attempt to answer some of these questions.

The production of genius.—And first as to the produc-

tion of genius. It is this, perhaps, that has been the

main butt of the jesters who pass for philosophers with

some of us to-day. It may be said at cn'-.e that neither

Mr. Galton nor any other responsible person has ever

asserted that we can produce genius at will. The diffi-

culties in the way of such a project—at present—are

almost innumerable. One or two may be cited.

In the first place, there is the cardinal—but by no

means universal—difficulty that the genius is too com-

monly so occupied with the development and expansion

of his own individuality that he has little time or energy

for the purposes of the race. This, of course, is an example

of Spencer's great generalisation as to the antagonism

or inverse ratio between individuation and genesis.

Again, there is the generalisation of heredity formulated

by Mr. Galton, and named by him the law of regression

towards mediocrity. It asserts that f-e children of those

who are above or below the mear of -^ race, tend to return

towards that mean. The children of the bom criminal

will be probably somewhat less criminal in tendency than

he, though more criminal than the average citizen. The

children of the man of genius, if he has any, will probably

be nearer mediocrity than he, though on the average

possessing greater talent than the average citizen. It is

thus not in the nature of suoer genius to reproduce on its

own level. It is only the critics who are wholly ignorant

of the elementary facts of heredity that attribute to the
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great distinction, including Mr. Francis Darwin and Sir

George Darwin, both of them original thinkers, honoured

by the presidency of the British Association. No one

will put such a case as this down to pure chance or to

the influence of environment alone. This is evidently,

like many others, a greatly distinguished stock. The

worth of such families to a nation is wholly beyond any

one's powers of estimation. What if Erasmus Darwin

had never matiied

!

No student of human heredity can doubt that, however

limited our immediate hopes, facts such as those alluded

to furnish promise of great things for the future. But

let us turn now from genius to what we usually call talent.

The production ol talent.—There can be no question

that amongst the promises of race-culture is the possi-

bility of breeding such things as talent and the mental

energy upon which talent so largely depends. In his

Inquiries into Human Faculty, Mr. Galton shows the

remarkable extent to which energy or the capacity for

labour underlies intellectual achievement. He says,

of energy

—

"
It is consistent with all the robust virtues, and makes a large

practice of them possible. It is the measure of fulness of life ;
the

more energy the more abundance of it; no energy at all is

death; idiots are feeble and listless. In the enquiries I made

on the antecedents of men of science no points came out more

strongly than that the leaders of scientific thought were generally

gifted with remarkable energy, and that they had inherited the

gift of it from their parents and grandparents. I have since found

the same to be the case in other careers. ... It may be objected

that if the race were too healthy and energetic there would be

insufficient call for the exercise of the pitying and self-denying

virtues, and the character of msn would grow harder in

consequence. But it does not seem reasonable to preserve sickly

breeds for the sole purpose of tending them, as the breed of foxes

is preserved solely for sport and its attendant advantages. There

IS little fear that misery will ever cease from the land, or that the
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of the possibilities of genius with which, as I fancy, every

generation on the average is about as well endowed as

any other. There is, of course, the popular doctrine that

there are no mute inglorious Miltons, that " genius will

out," and that therefore if it does not appear, it is not

there to appear. In expressing the compelling power of

genius in many cases, this doctrine is not without truth.

Yet history abounds in instances where genius has been

destroyed by environment—and we can only guess how
many more instances there are of which history has no
record. To take the single case of musical genius, it is

a lamentable thought that there may be those now living

whose natural endowments, in a favourable environment,

would have enabled th^m to write symphonies fit to

place beside Beethoven's, but whom some environmental

factors—conventional, economic, educational, or what
not—have silenced ; or worse, have pcreuaded to write

such sterile nullities as need not here be instanced. There

is surely no waste in all this wasteful world so lamentable

as this waste of genius.

If, then, anyone could devise for us a means by which

the genius, potentially existing at any time, were realised,

he would have performed in effect a service equivalent

to that of which eugenics repudiates the present possi-

biUty—the actual creation of genius. But if we consider

what the conditions are which cause the waste of genius,

we realise at once that they mainly inhere in the level

of the human environment of the p iceless potentiality

in question. As we noted elsewhere, in an age like that

of Pericles genius springs up on all hands. It is en-

couraged and welcomed because the average level of the

human environment in which it finds itself is so high.

But if eugenics can raise the average level of intelligence,

in so doing not merely does it render more likely, as Mr.

Galton points out, the production of men of the highest
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Eugenic* and woman.—Take, again, the woman

question. No one wiU deny that in many of its
gravest forms, especiaUy in its economic form, and
the question of the employment of women, wisely
or horribly, this depends (to a degree which few, I
think, rcalUe) upon the fact that there are now, for
instance, 1,300,000 women in excess in this country. Is
it then proposed, the reader will say, by means of race-
culture to exterminate the superfluous woman ? Indeed,
no. But is the reader aware that Nature is not respons^
ible for the existence of the superfluous woman ? There
are more boys than girls bom in the ratio of about 103
or 104 to 100

: and Nature means them all to live, boys
and girls alike. If they did so live, we should have
merely the problem of the superfluous man, which would
not be an economic problem at all. But we destroy
hosts of all the children that are bom, and since male
organisms are in general less resistant than female organ-
isms, we destroy a disproportionate number of boys, so
that the natural balance of the sexes is inverted. Unlike
ancient societies, we largely practise male infanticide.
Can the reader believe that there is any permanent and
final means of arresting this wastage of child-life, with
its singular and far-reaching consequences,—other than
the elevation of parenthood, on the principles which
race-culture enjoins, even wholly apart from the
question of the selection of parents ? We shall not
succeed in keeping aU the chUdren alive (with a
trivial number of exceptions), thereby abolishing the
superfluous woman by keeping alive the boy who
should have grown up to be her partner, until we
greatly reduce the birth-rate ; as it must and will be
reduced when the ideal of race-culture is realised, and
no child comes into the world that is not already loved
and desired in anticipation.
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shall be loved and desired in anticipation—an ideal

which is periectly practicable—can the black stain of

child murder and child torture and child neglect be

removed from our civilisation.

Ruskin and race-culture.—The name of Ruskin, per-

haps, would not occur to the reaL^r as likely to afiord

support to the fair hopes of the eugenist. Consider then,

these words from Time and Tide

:

—
" You leave your marriages to be settled by supply and demand,

instead of wholesome law. And thus, among your youths and

maidens, tlie improvident, incontinent, selfish, and foolish ones

marry, whether you will or not ; and beget families of children

necessarily inheritors in a great degree of these parental dis-

positions ; and for whom, supposing they had the best dispositions

in the world, you have thus provided, by way of educators, the

foulishest fathers and mothers you could find ; (the only rational

sentence in their letters, usually, is the invariable one, in which

they declare themselves * incapable of providing for their children's

education '). On the other hand, whosoever is wise, patient,

unselfish, and pure among your youth, yju :. i » maid nr

bachelor ; wasting their best days of natural life in painful

sacrifice, forbidding them their best help and best reward, and

carefully excluding their prudence and tenderness from any offices

of parental duty. Is not this a beatific and beautifully Kigacious

system for a Celestial Empire, such as that of these British

Isles?"

Apart from the point as to wholesome law rather than

the education of opinion as the eugenic means, the fore-

going passage must win the assent and respect of every

eugenist. It indicates the promise of race-culture as it

appeared to John Ruskin. The passage has been quoted

in full not for the benefit of the ordinary thoughtful

reader but for that of the professional Uterary man who,

in this remarkable age, so far as I can judge, reads nothing

but what he writes, and thus qualifies himself for dismissing

Spencer or Darwin or Gallon in any casual phrase

—
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plane—the value of variation in ordinary life is wholly

incalculable. It is not merely that, as Mr. Gallon says,
" There are a vast number of conflicting ideals, of alter-

native characters, of incompatible civilisations ; but they

are wanted to give fulness and interest to life. Society

would be very dull if every man resembled the highly

estimable Marcus Aurelius or Adam Bede." The question

is not merely as to the interest of hfe. Much more im-

portant is the fact that it takes all sorts to make a world.

What is the development of society but the result of the

psychological division of labour in the social organism?

And how could such division of labour be carried out if

we had not various types of labourers ? What would be

the good of science if there were no poetry or music to

live for ? How would poetry and music help us if we
had not men of science to protect our shores from plague ?

Obviously the existence of men of most various types

is a necessity for any highly organised society. Even if

eugenics were capable—as it is not—of producing a

complete and balanced type, fit up to a point to turn

out a satisfactory poem, a satisfactory syniphony or a

satisfactory sofa, the utmost could not be expected of

such a man in any ot these directions. In a word, as

long as their activities are not anti-social, men cannot be

of too various tjTJes. We require mystic and mathe-

matician, poet and pathologist. Only, we want good

specimens of each. " The aim of eugenics," says Mr.

Gallon, " is to represent each class or sect by its best

specimens ; that done, to leave them to work out their

common civilisation in their own way. . . . Special

aptitudes would be assessed highly by those who possessed

them, as the artistic faculties by artists, fearlessness of

enquiry and veracity by scientists, religious absorption

by mystics, and so on. There would be self-sacrificers,

self-tormentors, and other exceptional idealists " But at

Tlrl.
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which exists between the mind of man at its highest, and
mind in its humblest animal forms : or shall we say even
between the highest and lowest manifestations of mind
within the human species ? The measureless height of

the ascent thus indicated offers us no warrant for the
conclusion that, as we stand on the heights of our life,

our " glimpse of a height that is higher " is only an
hallucination. On the contrary.

There is no warrant whatever for supposing that the
forces which have brought us thus far are yet exhausted

:

they have their origin in the inexhaustible. Who, gazing
on the earth of a hundred million years ago, could have
predicted hfe—could have recognised, in the forces then
at work and the matter in which they were displayed,

the promise and potency of all terrestrial life ? Who,
contemplating life at a much later stage, even later

mammalian, could tiave seen in the simian the prophecy
of man ? Who, examining the earliest nervous ganglia,

could have foreseen the human cerebrum ? The fact

that we can imagine nothing higher than ourselves, that

we make even our gods in our own image, offers no
warrant for supposing that nothing higher will ever be.

What ape could have predicted man, what reptile the bird,

what amceba the bee ? " There are many events in the
womb of time which will be delivered," and the fairest

of hcjr sons and daughters are yet to be.

But even grant, for the sake of the argument, that the
intelligence of a Newton, the musical faculty of a Bach,
the moral nature of any good mother anywhere, represent

the utmost limits of which the evolution of the psychical

is capable. There is every reason to deny this, but let

us for the moment assume it true. There still remains
the thought of Wordsworth, " What one is, why may not
millions be ?

"—a thought to which Spencer has also

given utterance. What is shown possible for human
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principles which grow out of them. It is of no importance
as such that man has simian ancestors ; it is of im-
measurable importance that he should learn by what
processes he has become human, and by what, indeed,
they became simian—which would have been a proud
adjective for its own day. The principles of organic
progress matter for us because they are the principles of

race-culture, the only sure means of human progress.
Our looking backwards does not turn us into pillars of
salt, but teaches us that the best is yet to be, and how
alone it is to be attained.

Elsewhere the optimistic argiunent of Wordsworth is

quoted. Hear also John Ruskin :—
" There is as yet no ascertained limit to the nobleness of person

and mind which the human creature may attain, by persevering
observance of the laws of God respecting its birth and training." '

and Herbert Spencer :

—

"What now characterises the exceptionally high may be
expected eventually to characterise all. For that which the
best human nature is capable of, is within the reach of human
nature at large."

'

and Francis Galton :

—

"There is nothing either in the hi.nory of domestic animals
or in that of evolution to make us doubt that a race of sane
men may be formed, who shall be as much superior, mentally
and morally, to the modem European, as the modern European
is to the lowest of tlie Negro races.

" It is earnestly to be hoped that enquiries will be increasingly
directed into historical facts, with the view of estimating the
possible effects of reasonable political action in the future, in

gradually raising the present miserably low standard of the
human race to one in which the Utopias in the dreamland of
philanthiopists may become practical possibilities."'

* Munera Pulverise par. 6.

' Tki Data of Ethics, par. gy.

Hereditary Genius, Prefatory Chapter to Edition of 1902, pp. x. and
xxvii.
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moment when the prophetic Briinnhilde tells Sieglinde
who has just lost her mate that she, the expectant mother,
may look for the resurrection of the dead and the life

of the world to come in the child Siegfried ; and when
the heroic theme is pronounced for the first time and
followed by that which signifies redemption by love

—

then, I think, the eugenist may thrill not merely to the
music, or to the humanity of the story, but to the spiritual

and scientific truth which it symbolises.

If the struggle towards individual perfection be re-

ligious, so, assuredly, is the struggle, less egoistic, indeed,

towards racial perfection. If the historic meaning and
purpoit of religion are as I conceive them, and if its

futme evolution may thence be inferred, there can be no
doubt in the prophecy that in ages to come those high
aspirations and spiritual visions which astronomy has
dishoused from amongst the stars, and which, at their

best, were ever selfish, will find a place on this human
earth of ours. If we have transferred our hopes from
heaven to earth and from ourselves to our children, they
are not less religious. And they that shall be of us shall

build the old waste places; for we shall raise up the
foundations of many generations :

"We feed the high tmdition of the world,
And leave our spirits m our children's breasts."
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It is the first general treatise on heredity which leads

consciously, yet as of necessity, towards eugenics as the

crown and goal of the whole study, and in this respect

it undoubtedly marks an epoch.

The Methods and Scope of Genetics. (1908.) By
W. Bateson, M.A., F.R.S.

This is the inaugural lecture, destined, I have httle

doubt, to become historic, which was delivered by Professor

Bateson on his appointment to the new Darwin Chair of

Biology at Cambridge. It is purposely included here for

very good reasons. The reader who begins his serious

study of heredity with Professor Thomsons work must

be informed that though the author gives an interesting

account of Mendelism, he ie not a MendeUan, and neither

his account of Mendelism nor his estimate of it is at all

adequate for the present day. In truth there is the

study of heredity before Mendelism and after, and

though eugenics owes its modem origin to the founder

of the school of biometrics, and though among his followers

there are to be found many who decry and oppose the

Mendelians, it is for the eugenist of single purpose to

take the truth wherever it is to be found. It is now

idle to deny either the general truth or the stupendous

promise of Mendelism. Many vital phenomena besides

heredity are studied by the statistical method, and are

put down by it to heredity. The Mendelians take seeds

of known origin, and plant them and note the result.

They carry out experimental breeding not only amongst

plants but amongst the higher animals, including

mammals who, in all essentials of structure and function,

are one with ourselves. It is not possible, I beUevc, to

over-estimate the supreme importance of Mendelian

enquiry for eugenics. Eugenics is founded upon heredity,

and genetics, which is Professor Bateson 's name for the

physiology of heredity and variation, is now working at
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my praise or appraisement. The main text is not long.

is easily read and is extremely interesting. T.e reader

should acquaint himself also with Mr. Constable's rerent

criticism, Poverty and Hereditary Geriius.

A Study ol British Genius. (1904.) By Havelock

Ellis.

This is an extremely interest!' ' book, which should be

read in association with the foregoing, to which it is a

criticism and supplement. The greater part of the

volume is concerned with the study of genius from the

point of view of heredity—in terms of nationality and

race, and of individual parentage. Very great labour

and scholarship have been expended to very high purpose

in this work.

Inqv'ries into Human Fu-ulty. (1883.) By Francis

Galto?

This IS the next in order of Mr. Galton's works, here-

ditary Genius dating from i86g. It has recently been

reprinted in Dent's " Everyman's Library," and can

thus be purchased for one shilling.

Natural Inheritance. (1889.) By Francis Galton.

Memories of my Life. (1908.) By Francis Galton.

This is Mr. Galton's latest book, and apart from its

personal fascination must be read by the serious eugenist

if only on account of its last five chapters, and especially

the last two, which deal with Heredity and Race Improve-

mer'' What could be more interesting and significant,

for instance, than to find Mr. Galton in iqo8 saying of

himself in 1865, " I was too much disposed to think of

marriage unr" r some regulation, and not enough of the

effects of self-interest and of social and religious senti-

ment." Mr. Galton comments on the wrongheadedness

of objectors to eugenics. I fancy, however, that the

familiar misrepresentations will soon cease to be possible.

The whole of this brief last chapter must be carefully
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that money and other attention bestowed on harmful
forms of charity should be diverted to the production

and well-being of the Fit. For clearness of explanation

we may divide newly married couples into three classes,

with respect to the probable civic worth of their oh-

spring. There would be a small class of ' desirables,'

a large class of ' passables," of whom nothing more will

be said here, ajid a small class of ' undesirables." It

would clearly be advantageous to the country if social

and moral support as well as timely material help were
extended to the desirables, and not monopolised as it

is now apt to be by the undesirables.

" I take eugenics very seriously, feeling that its principles

ought to become one of the dominant motives in a

civilised nation, much as if they were one of its reUgious

tenets. I have often expressed myself in this sense,

and will conclude this book by briefly reiterating my
views.

" Individuals appear to me as partial detachments from
the infinite ocean of Being, and this world as a stage on
which Evolution takes place, principally hitherto by
means of Natural Selection, which achieves the good of

the whole with scant regard to that of the individual.
" Man is gifted with pity and other kindly feelings ; he

has also the power of preventing many kinds of suffering.

I conceive it to fall well within his province to replace

Natural Selection by other processes that are more
merciful and not less effective.

" This is precisely the aim of eugenics. Its first object

is to check the birth-rate of the Unfit, instead of allow-

ing them to come into being, though doomed in large

numbers to perish prematurely. The second object is the

improvement of the race by furthering the productivity of

the Fit by early marriages and healthful rearing of their

children. Natural Selection rests upon excessive pro-
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I think. Some of the earlier chapters are of the utmost
eugenic value, and would be found immensely interesting

by modern lecturers on decadence, and the hke.

Darwinism To-day. (1907.) By Vernon L. Kellogg.
An interesting and scholarly recent criticism, containing

much matter strictly relevant to eugenics.

The Evc^ution of Sex. (The Contemporary Science
Series. Revised edition, 1901. Originally published
in 1899.) By Patrick Geddes and J. Arthur
Thomson.
A famous book, yet to be discovered by most

" authorities " on the Woman Question.

A History of Matrimonial Institutions. {1904.) By
G. E. Howard.

This is a three-volume treatise, extremely compre-
hensive, and especially valuable as a guide to the literature

of the subject. Only the professional student can be
expected to read it from cover to cover, but it is invaluable
for purposes of reference.

The History of Human Marriage. By E. Westermarck.
This rightly celebrated and epoch-making work de-

monstrates in especial the survival-value of monogamy,
and its historical dominance as a marriage form.

The Evolution of Marriage. (The Contemporary Science
Series.) By Professor Letoornead.

The Principles of Population. By T. R. Malthus.
The substance of this may be conveniently read i.i the

extracts published in the Economic Classics by Mac-
millan (1905).

The Principles of Biology. By Herbert Spencer.
The last section, " The Laws of MultipUcation," must

be read as the expression of the missing half of the truth
discovered by Malthus. It is tiresome, nearly half a
century after Spencer's enunciation of his law, to have to

read the remarks of some modem writers who continue
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book of the Republic is interesting and valuable reading,

and it is especially well to note that this pioneer of

Utopianism and Socialism possessed the idea which almost

all living Socialists, except Dr. A. R. Wallace and

Professors Forel and Pearson, lack, that we must first

make the Utopian and Utopia will follow.

The Family. (1906.) By Elsie Clews Parsons.

This recent, scholarly and lucid book, of which any

living man might well be proud, may follow the reading

of the utterly unconcerned and taken-for-granted fashion

in which Socrates and Plato proposed to destroy the

family. Lecture VIII., on " Sexual Choice," is brief,

but the references following it are extremely valuable

and complete. It is evident that one of the books which

will have to be written on eugenics in the near future

must deal with the whole question of marriage and human

selection both in its historical and in its contemporary

aspects.

" The Possible Improvement of the Human Breed under

Existing Conditions of Law and Sentiment." Nature, 1901,

p. 659 ; Smithsonian Report, Washington, igoi, p. 523.

By Francis Galton.

This was the Huxley Lecture of the Anthropological

Institute in 1901, and the contemporary interest in

eugenics may be said to date from it.

" Eugenics, its Definition, Scope and Aims. (Socio-

logical Papers. 1904.) By Francis Galton.

This remarkable lecture constituted a further intro-

duction of the subject, and it is somewhat of the nature

of an impertinence for the professional jester, who is not

acquainted with a line of it, to dismiss eugenics with a

phrase as if this lecture had never been written or were

unobtainable. Mr. Galton there defined eugenics as " the

science which deals with all influences that improve the

inborn qualities of a race. . .
." The definition given

^^fe*
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back far. The first chapter is indeed a reprint of a eugenic
article published in the Fortnightly Revieui as far back as
1872. Some of us may perhaps be inclined to forget
that more than a generation ago Mr. Crackanthorpe had
grasped the great truths which we are now trying to
spread, and had courageously expressed them in the face of
ignorance and prejudice even greater than those of to-day.
This is unquestionably a book which every student must
read, but the press generaUy, with some notable ex-
ceptions, have fought rather shy of it. It was sent to
the present writer at his request from a leading morning
par which trusts him, and he wrote a column on it,

most careful in diction and moderate in opinion, which
was, nevertheless, not printed. One of the leading
medical papers devoted a long article to the book, written
onjthe general principle that it is right for a medical
paper to differ from any non-medical person who ap-
proaches the closed neighbourhood of medical enquiry.
Another leading medical paper considered Mr. Crackan-
thorpe's " ideal " to be " beyond present accomplish-
ment," and feared it must have " many generations of
probation before it could hope to enter the sphere of
practical poUtics." I venture to say that PoptUation
and Progress, dealing, as it does, with a subject that
really matters, contains more fundamental practical
poUtics—in the true sense of that word—than has been
discussed in most of our current newspapers since they
were first established.

Race-Culture or Race-Suicide. (1906.) By R. R.
Rentodl.

This is a second and enlarged edition of a remarkable
pamphlet published by Dr. Rentoul in 1903 under the
title Proposed Sterilisation of Certain Mental and Physical
Degenerates. An Appeal to Asylum Managers and Others.
Dr. Rentoul's own description of this pamphlet is as
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Man and Woman. (Contemporary Science Series.)

By Havelock Ellis.

A very clear and readable book.

Yoiah—its Education, Regimen and Hygiene. (1907.)
By Stanley Hall.

This is a new and abbreviated version of Professor
Stanley Hall's two well-known volumes on Adolescence,
published in 1904. For the general reader this much
smaller work is very suitable, and especial attention may
be directed to Chapter XI., " The Education of Girls."

It would have been presumptuous and absurd to
attempt, in the course of a merely introductory volume,
to deal, by anything more than allusion to its existence,
with the great question of human parenthood in relation
to race. Most urgently this question, of course, concerns
the negro problem in America. The student who has to
trust entirely to second-hand knowledge had best be
silent. Lest, however, the reader should imagine that
the older doctrines of race can be accepted without
reserve, he will do well to study very carefully the latter
part of Dr. Archdall Reid's book, already referred to, and,
with extreme caution, the following :

—

Race Prejudice. (1906.) By Jean Finot.
This book most of us must beUeve to be extreme,

but it should be read : it bears on what may be called
international eugenics , and the whole question of inter-
racial marriage.

On matters of transmissible disease and racial poisons
there is much Uterature. Only one or two books can be
referred to here.

The Diseases of Society : The Vice and Crime ProbUm.
(1904.) By G. F. Lydston.

This, of course, is not a pleasant book, and it is open to
much criticism in many respects, but it is well worth
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The above are especially recommended to politicians.

Sooner or later, as never yet, knowledge will have to be
applied to the drink question as it bears upon the quality
of the race. The knowledge exists, and is not difficult
to acquire or understand. The references given are quite
sufficient to enable any one of mediocre intelligence to
frame a bill dealing with alcohol which would be worth
all its predecessors put together, and would arouse far
less opposition than any one of them.

Reports of the National Conference on Infantile Mortality
1906 and 1908 (P. S. King & Co.). In the 1906 Report
note especially Dr. BaUantyne's paper on the unborn
infant, and in the 1908 Report, Miss Alice RavenhiU's
paper on the education of girls.

It must be repeated that the foregoing names are
merely noted as including, perhaps, the greater number
of the books with which the serious beginner would do
weU to make a start. That is all. It would be both
unfair and unwise, however, to omit any mention of at
least three wonderful little books of John Ruskin's :

Unto this Last, Munera t'ulveris and Time and Tide, which
add to their great qualities of soul and style some of the
most forcible and wisest things that have ever been
written on race-culture and its absolutely fundamental
relation to morality, patriotism and true economics.

If the reader desires the name of only one book, that is

certainly The Sexual Question (tooS), by Professor
August Forel. This has no rival anywhere, and
cannot be overpraised.
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